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Abstract

This thesis is a Descriptive Analysis of Verbs in Malto, a poorly documented North Dravidian language with about 60,000 speakers living on the Rajmahal Hills in Eastern India. Malto is an agglutinating language with SOV word order. The finite verb word in Malto maximally carries information about valence adjusting operations, tense-aspect-mood, negation and gender-number-person agreement with the subject. The non-finite verbs take suffixes marking adverbialisation, complementation, relativisation, conjunct participialisation and relative tense. Syntactically, there is only one finite verb in a sentence and all the other verbs preceding it are non-finite. Malto has a range of multi-verb constructions that includes explicator compound verbs, conjunct participle constructions, reduplicated adverbials, verbal complementisation, clause chaining and quotative verbal constructions. This work includes a detailed analysis of the formal structure of verbs, valence adjusting operations, tense-aspect-mood, negation and multi-verb constructions in Malto along with a concluding chapter on the language contact and convergence situation. The synchronic data collected during fieldwork is discussed in the framework of Role and Reference Grammar and complemented by inputs from typological studies and a historical linguistic perspective in relation to Dravidian languages.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.0 Introduction

This chapter introduces Malto - the language and the people who speak it. In the first section (1.1) of this chapter I give a historical and sociolinguistic profile of the Malto speaking community. I contextualise Malto in relation to its neighbouring languages (section 1.1.1, also see Chapter 8) and present the linguistic preferences of the community based on various spheres of language use (section 1.1.2). The question of how the lifestyle choices of the Malto speaking people, based on social, political, economic and religious considerations, influences a Malto speaker’s linguistic preferences is discussed in section 1.1.3. The second part of this chapter (section 1.2) elaborates on the research methodology and provides details about my fieldwork with the Malto speaking community. I provide an account of the methods of data collection (section 1.2.1) and the technical issues related to processing (section 1.2.2) and archiving (1.2.3) the data. The Malto speaking community’s response to my attempts at documenting and describing the language, and the people who participated in my documentation work are presented in sections 1.2.4 and 1.2.5 respectively. In the third part of this chapter I discuss previous published works on Malto as a language (section 1.3) and the fourth part locates Malto within the Dravidian language family (section 1.4). The last section provides a brief preview of the chapters to follow.

At the outset I would like to clarify firstly that this thesis deals with the Sauriya Pahariya variety of Malto (section 1.1.2), which is one of the three recognised varieties of the language, and secondly, with regard to grammatical description, the scope of this thesis is
restricted to providing an account of the formal structure and the related function of verbs in Malto. I adopt a semasiological approach to language description and hence all the discussions in the following chapters begin with introducing the morphosyntactic forms of the verb which then lead to a discussion of the various functions expressed by that formal representation in Malto. I have attempted to be exhaustive about the word forms introduced in the following chapters, however discussions of their functions is limited to their role within the clausal structure of the language.

1.1 Historical and Sociolinguistic Profile

Historical accounts have traced Malto speaking communities all the way back to Karnataka in Southern India in 600 BC and also have accounted for their subsequent migration across the Vindhya mountain range in Central India and settling in the Gangetic Plains in Northern India (Jha 1985, Verma 1993). A popular myth within the community is that the Malto speaking community opposed British colonial rule. As a result of this conflict with the ruling powers, the Malto community lost their lands in the plains and were forced to hide in the Rajmahal Hills\(^1\). The economic decline of the community is attributed to this migration to the hills and simultaneous movement away from the development taking place in urban centres.

\(^1\)Rameshwar Pahariya’s account of this big event in Pahariya history is a part of the recorded data that I have deposited at the Endangered Languages Archive, SOAS.
Map 1: Malto speaking area in India

1 cm = 1250 kilometers
Map 2: Malto speaking area.
(note: the blue line is a tentative boundary of the Rajmahal Hills area.)
Malto is now spoken throughout the Rajmahal hills in Eastern India. This includes Eastern Bihar, the central part of Santal Paraganas, Dumka, Pakaur, Southern Godda, Deoghar, Sahibganj districts in Jarkhand; Bankura, Bardhaman, Murshidabad districts in West Bengal; Mayurbhanj district in Orissa and a small part of Bangladesh.

Map 1 on page 15 shows the Malto speaking area with respect to its location in India and Map 2 on page 16 shows a closer picture of the area with the blue line marking the tentative boundary of the Malto speaking core area, which is also the area covered by the Rajmahal Hills. The blue pointers on Map 2 mark the villages where the fieldwork for this present research was conducted (also see Map 4).

Malto is the name used by the people themselves to denote their language (Grierson 1907). The alternative names for Malto are Malti, Maltu, Malatri, Maler, Mawer, Mader, and Pahariya (section 1.1.3). The people call themselves maler ‘human beings’. Mahapatra (1979:10) remarks that Malto as a name of the language is a recently coined word, invented by Rev. Doerse, using the -to formative (section 2.3.4) which is a very productive suffix in Sauria Pahariya.

There is a low literacy rate and no written documents and this often confines Malto to be the language of the home. The linguistic ideology of the native Malto speakers to their language is negative and there again it is considered a burden to be passed on to the children since its not going to be useful in life. However, I noticed during my fieldwork

---

2 Both Map 1 and Map 2 were created using Google Maps.
that contrary to what the speakers say, people still use Malto to speak to their children and for inter-personal communication with other Malto speakers. Now may be the last opportunity to witness the language in its fullest possible use among the community, for there is a growing tendency towards language shift which is seeing Hindi and Bengali gradually replacing Malto.

The language is often referred to as Pahariya (section 1.1.3) in Eastern India since that is how the people of the Malto speaking community are recognised in the region. There are about 108,000 Malto speakers in India (Census of India 1991) and another 20,000 in Bangladesh. The Census of India 1991 reports that nearly 40% of the Malto population is bilingual or often trilingual. I prefer to use the data from the census in 1991 over the data from the census in 2001, since the 2001 census data shows a 107.98% increase in the Malto speaking population between 1991 and 2001. A more reliable source of information is Pratap (2000:7) who has conducted a population-based study on the agricultural practices of the Sauriya Pahariya community and points out that the Sauriya Pahariya population has not increased significantly since the nineteenth-century. The following table shows the number of Malto speakers based on the census data from 1981 to 2001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of Malto speakers in India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>224,926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>108,148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>100,177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1
1.1.1 Related Languages

Malto is seen as a language distinct from its neighbouring languages, both by the speakers, the neighbouring communities speaking other languages, and also by the Census of India. Malto belongs to the Dravidian language family. Kurukh is the nearest relative of Malto both genealogically and geographically. It is spoken in the Chotanagpur area which is located just to the south of the Malto speaking area. Both Kurukh and Malto belong to the Northern branch of the Dravidian language family along with Brahui, which is spoken in Pakistan. Using lexicostatistical methods based on cognates in Kurukh and Malto, Andronov (1964) calculated that the two languages may have diverged in the 5th Century AD. Hahn (1856) observes that Kurukh and Malto have similar grammatical structure but noticeably differ in phonology. Mahapatra (1979:16) has substantiated Hahn’s claims by drawing-up a list of cognates where the words compared differ in one or two phonemic units. More recent works in Dravidian linguistics have focussed on identifying similarities between Malto and Kurukh as a comprehensive unit forming the Northern branch of the language family and hence there has not been any significant comparative study between the two languages.

The dominant languages in the region are Hindi and Bangla of the Indo-Aryan language family, and Santali of the Munda branch of the Austro-Asiatic language family. The Santals were brought in by the then British administration, from the Chotanagpur plateau to reside around the foothills of the Rajmahal hills in the 19th century. The purpose of this induced migration was to coerce the hill-dwelling Pahariyas to interact with the people of

---

3 Kurukh is alternately spelt as Kurux in linguistic works. This language is also known as Oraon, the name of the community that uses it. Kurukh is called Dhangar in Nepal.
the plains. Hindi, Bangla and Santali are also used for communication beyond the Malto speaking community. It is unknown for the speakers of other languages to attempt to speak in Malto. The probable reason for asymmetric multilingualism in the region and the lack of motivation for the speakers of the dominant languages to learn Malto may be because of the lower social and economic status of the community and the lack of visibility, institutional support and recognition for Malto as a language.

1.1.2 Malto: language

Mahapatra recognised three varieties of Malto, namely Mal Pahariya, Sauriya Pahariya and Kumarbhag Pahariya (Steever1998). As I have mentioned earlier in this chapter (section 1.0), I worked on the Sauriya Pahariya variety of Malto. Sauriya Pahariya is spoken in the northern parts of Godda and Sahibganj districts of Jarkhand state, India. The Kumarbhag Pahariyas live towards the southern part of the Rajmahal hills in the southern parts of Godda district and Pakur district of Jarkhand state, India. The Mal Pahariayas live in the eastern parts of the Rajmahal hills that are under the administrative region of Pakur district in Jarkhand state and a few parts of West Bengal state, India (see Map 2). Sauriya Pahariya has lexical similarity with both Kumarbhag and Mal Pahariya, but Kumarbhag and Mal Pahariya are, according to my consultants (section 1.2.5), not mutually intelligible. I used data from Mahaparta’s (1979) account of Mal Pahariya during my elicitation. Although my consultants recognised the words and sentences, they also pointed to the fact that it was different from how they said things in their own variety of the language.
Malto has no indigenous tradition of writing and hence no script has been associated with the language. Printed publications in Malto have been produced by religious and non-governmental organisations involved in activities related to community development. There exist 19th century bible translations in Malto which were in the Roman script. The recent bible translations are in the Devanagari script. The reason for choosing the Devanagari script may be because Hindi is the dominant language of the region and literacy skills can be transferred to Malto from Hindi. In recent times other community-service oriented organisations have been sporadically publishing public-awareness material in the Malto using the Devanagari script. However, Pahariyas do not consider any of these documents, apart from the bible, to be important enough for them to keep copies. Apart from the printed publications, I have also come across a few health awareness videos in Malto, produced by the Health Department. Since most Malto speaking villages neither have modern equipment on which to play videos nor have access to electricity, these videos are not viewed by the Pahariyas.

The Malto speaking Pahariya community had their own system of education that trained young people in the traditional practices of the community. However this system did not include training students to develop skills like reading and writing. This kind of training also did not equip them with the required knowledge to acquire jobs in the modern world. The formal education system was introduced to the Pahariyas by government sponsored literacy programmes and by Christian missionaries who opened schools in the Rajmahal hills area in the mid-twentieth century. However, Malto is not used in the formal education system either as a medium of instruction or as a language of study. The literacy
rate according to the Ethnologue is around 10%. It has not been defined what is meant by ‘literacy’. Since people hardly have any opportunity to read or write in Malto, it can be assumed that this may be the number of people who are able to read and sometimes write in one of the dominant languages in the region. There are three options of schooling for Pahariya children. The first option is the government-run village schools. This is the least preferred option because the schools are usually under-staffed and lack basic infrastructure. Moreover, the local schools near the villages provide education only up to primary level. The second option is government-run residential schools in Hiranpur and Dhamni that offer admission exclusively to Adivasi children. Hiranpur and Dhamni are easily accessible to the communities living in the Rajmahal hills area and the students are offered free board at these residential schools. Hence people prefer sending their children to these schools. The third option is to attend missionary-run residential schools that charge fees. There are many such schools dotted across the Rajmahal Hills area to which the relatively affluent Paharivas usually send their children. However, I learnt during my personal communication with some of the students who attend these residential schools that not a single staff member at any of these schools is a Malto speaker. A lot of children drop out of school because they find the alien environment of the residential schools to be very intimidating. The only opportunity that children have to use Malto is with their fellow students during their free time. Since the children attending the government run residential schools and other missionary schools are isolated from the villages where the Malto speaking community resides, they have very limited scope for using their language. However there is a positive side to the issue of Malto being passed on to the

---

4 Adivasi is a cover term used for people belonging to indigenous communities in India. The word Adivasi literally means ‘original inhabitants’.
children, that is, those children who are born and brought up in the villages are monolingual in Malto until they start school.

Since most villages do not have local shops, activities related to buying and selling of produce, groceries, clothing, earthen utensils and commodities for everyday use are conducted in the weekly markets at a place central to a group of villages. Market day is considered the weekly day off and the market place is also a meeting point for friends and relatives from neighbouring villages. Malto speakers share the weekly market space with Santali, Hindi and Bangla speaking people. It is these languages which dominate trade and commerce. The travelling traders who bring commodities from the nearby towns invariably speak in Hindi or Bangla, making it mandatory for the customers to conduct business in these languages.

Villages located on the lower elevations of the Rajmahal hills have a mixed population of both Malto and Santali speakers. In such cases the village panchayat is conducted mostly in Santali. However the Pahariyas also have a community panchayat to deal with community affairs which may include a cluster of 10-15 villages. In discussions in the community panchayat proceedings are conducted only in Malto. While the village panchayat convenes and decides about issues related to the general administration of the village, the community panchayat is authorised to settle inter-personal disputes within the community and pass judgements on issues like breach of community norms.

---

5 Panchayat is the village level judicial system. This is a pan-Indian phenomenon.
1.1.3 People

The Malto speaking people call themselves *maler* which Grierson (1907) opines must have originated from the common Dravidian word *mala* ‘hill’. Most people also call themselves *pahariya*, as their Hindi speaking neighbours refer to them. Pahariya in Hindi means ‘mountain dwellers’. To quote Pratap (2000:6) “Paharia (Hindi for mountain-dweller) is a collective but vague ethnic label used from the eighteenth century onwards when it was coined to establish the identity of a people in terms of what they were not-Hindu, Muslim, Ahir and Santal.” Pahariya is also used as a surname by these people.

Traditionally, the Pahariyas practised shifting cultivation. They chose small tracts in the jungle, cleared the woods and made the land cultivable. They would move to newer tracts after reaping a couple of crops on a given piece of land. Since they did not use one particular piece of land for a very long time and also because no one else was interested in acquiring land in the Rajmahal hills, the Pahariyas did not maintain any kind of documentation related to land they possessed. This lack of documentation and therefore lack of official evidence of any claim to the lands, meant that after the acquisition of land by authorities and outsiders during British rule and then under the Indian government, the Pahariyas were left landless and impoverished. Moreover protection of forests and preservation of commercially viable species from indiscriminate felling have also limited the availability of arable land. The direct consequence of this situation is insurmountable poverty in the villages that drives the Malto speaking Pahariyas to distant lands in search of employment. The Malto speaking population has migrated for several decades now to the neighbouring states of Bengal and Assam and the neighbouring country Bangladesh.
in search of economic advancement. There is a continuous flow of people leaving their villages to live in bigger cities in India in search of work. Such immigration is not en masse, hence there is no opportunity for Malto speakers to use their language where they go, except for personal communication within the nuclear family of husband, wife and children. Map 3 shows the distribution of Malto speakers in India according to the 1991 census and Table 1.2 shows data from the 2001 census of India that indicate the quantum of Pahariyas migrating out of their native lands to various parts of India. As mentioned earlier in this chapter (section 1.1), the figures provided by the 2001 census are questionable as they show a 107.98% increase in the total population of Malto speakers when compared with the figures from 1991 census. However this increase is significant only in Orissa.

Information in Table 1.2 indicates that the number of Malto speaking people migrating from their native states of Jarkhand, West Bengal (and probably Orissa) to the neighbouring states of Bihar and Assam is significantly larger than the number of people migrating to distant parts of India. This is probably due to Malto speaking Pahariyas being limited by their lack of requisite education for high paying jobs and also by their lack of employable skills required by the industrial sector. In personal communications with my consultants during fieldwork, I discovered that the Pahariyas usually apply for jobs that require manual labour, like working on construction sites or as farm hands.
The fact that the Pahariyas have not had a tradition of maintaining documents related to possession of land and subsequent loss of land described above, has forced them to travel as laborers for economic gains. This shift in the last few decades from being agriculturists to landless laborers has seen an increase in bilingualism and trilingualism in the community. This clearly indicates the community's preference for more economically and politically viable languages. The educational endeavors initiated by aid agencies and developmental organizations also encourage the children to learn English, Hindi and
modern sciences so that the Pahariyas are equipped to meet the demands of the modern world. This indirectly devalues the utility of Malto.

The villages where I conducted my field work (section 1.2) are about 30 kilometers away from the nearest town, Godda, and about 80 kilometers away from the nearest railway station. The roads leading to these villages are in such a bad state that it takes about an hour to cover a distance of 30 kilometers. There is just one bus to Godda that leaves in the morning and returns in the evening. However the services are not regular. The nearest bank and post office is at a distance of 5 kilometers and people have to walk or use personal transport to have access to these services or to even pick up a newspaper. The postman visits the villages just once a week. Radios are the only source of outside information. There is no telephone service in the villages. Hence the Pahariya community remains detached from the modern world due to a lack of proper transport and communication.

The Pahariyas are traditionally animists. They worship natural elements like the sun, the moon and trees. They also believe in spirits, which are both feared and revered. The feared spirits are used to protect crops. People who steal or commit similar crimes are said to be attacked by an evil spirit and can be relieved of this affliction only once they have paid the requisite fine. Most of the ritualistic celebrations are harvest-related where the new crops of Gangi\textsuperscript{6}, Mahua\textsuperscript{7}, maize and mango are worshipped and only then

\textsuperscript{6} A fibre used to produce fabric.
\textsuperscript{7} A flower used to brew alcohol. Pahariya women collect these flowers from the jungle and sun-dry them to be used throughout the year for brewing alcohol.
become available for consumption and trade⁸. Singing, dancing and consuming locally-brewed alcohol are integral parts of such celebrations. Such occasions are also ideal opportunities for young people to choose their partners. Elders seldom intervene in this matter, a practice contrary to the prevalent pattern in Indian society. A woman joins her husband in his village after marriage and they set up a separate house. Men are allowed to have more than one wife at the same time and widows are allowed to remarry. Pahariyas marrying out of the community have to forego their right to ancestral property, which is usually shared among the sons. A father and his sons work on the same piece of land and have collective ownership of live-stock. Cows, pigs, goats and hens form a part of the typical live-stock in the Pahariya community. Younger members of the family, usually teenagers, are expected to shoulder the responsibility of cattle-grazing. Every village has a priest who is called gudit. He is one of the most powerful persons in traditional Pahariya society. The gudit has powers to communicate with the spirits and help people find the reason for their afflictions. The gudit is also the traditional healer. He has knowledge of healing with herbs, roots and chants. The other role of the gudit is to fix the date and time for special occasions like hunting and communal celebrations. The gudit also flags off the hunting party and by virtue of his position is entitled to a share in the hunt. The gudit’s position is hereditary. The gudit’s services are paid for in the form of produce or live-stock. However, one of the gudits who was my consultant believes that the advent of Christianity has diminished the gudit’s power and role in the Pahariya society. There have been recent conversions to Christianity. Some of my consultants are

⁸ Rameshwar Pahariya and Deva Pahariya explained to me about the traditional practices of the Pahariyas. The recordings of these conversations are deposited at ELAR, SOAS.
first generation converts and there are several cases where I noticed that only the younger members of the family have converted to Christianity.

The Pahariyas are classified as a Scheduled Tribe by the Constitution of India. This implies that they occupy a very low position in the hierarchy of multi-layered Indian society. Politically, the Scheduled Tribe status qualifies the Pahariyas to claim benefits such as free primary education at government institutions and access to institutes of higher education and jobs through reserved positions. Yet, the Pahariya youth are not motivated to work towards obtaining higher education: they are intimidated by the fact that most of the study material for the higher level courses, especially technical courses in the sciences, are available only in English and they are sceptical that they will not be treated fairly by the selectors. This insecurity stems from the fact that they have often had to bribe officials that act as intermediaries between the Pahariyas and the government.

Government initiatives for community development seldom reach the people. People living in the nearby towns do not socialise with the Pahariyas and do not eat food cooked by the Pahariyas when they happen to go to the villages. The outsiders consider Pahariyas to be pleasure seekers who indulge in excessive alcoholism, borrow heavily from money lenders and are unhygienic. Doctors and teachers appointed by the government to serve the Pahariya villages make similar complaints and are seldom available at their appointed place of work. This kind of behaviour from the neighbouring communities has affected the morale and resulted in pessimism among the Pahariyas. There is not a single representative from the Pahariya community in the mainstream politics of the region. The community has so far not managed to organise itself to fight for political rights.
Apart from the Church, Malto has had no institutional support of any kind. Pahariyas consider that Malto has no utility beyond the confines of their villages and hence hinder their children from spending much time learning it, especially since they consider it is not going to be useful in life. In other words, the community is indifferent to the issue of language maintenance and do not consider the slow and gradual language shift to other languages to be negative.

1.2 Fieldwork

During my field study, I worked with Malto speakers in Angwali and two neighbouring villages, namely Garsingla and Kerabadi. Angwali village is in Godda district, Jarkhand state, India. Map 4 on the following page shows the three villages where I worked. The Sauriya Pahariya variety of Malto is spoken in these villages. The Sauriya Pahariya dialect has a population of about 60,000 speakers according to the Ethnologue reports. Doerse (1884) is the only scholar to have dealt with this dialect when he wrote a grammar for Malto in the late 19th century. Mahapatra (1979:202) acknowledges that there are quite a few differences between the three dialects of Malto (section 1.1.2).

I used Hindi as the contact language for my research for two reasons. The first reason is that Pahariyas are comfortable communicating with outsiders in Hindi: most people can hold a conversation in Hindi. The second reason is that Hindi is my second language and I am a fluent Hindi speaker.

---

9 Map 4 was created using Google Maps.
The first phase of data collection for my research lasted four months between September and December 2005. During the first phase, data was collected by means of questionnaire-based elicitation for semantic fields, morphological paradigms and morphosyntactic information encoded in the language. The questionnaire-based elicitation involved presenting a word or sentence in Hindi and recording the Malto translations provided by my consultants. The morphosyntactic information was also elicited by means of staged communicative events using visual stimuli developed by the Max Plank Institute of Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen. At a later stage I also used photographs and video recordings of the activities in the village, as visual stimuli for
elicitation. The consultants' comments on the stimuli and their explanations of alternative uses and variations of a given form in the language were also recorded. Narratives of village and tribal\textsuperscript{10} history, folk stories, songs, ritualistic usage of language, and narratives of occupational events and processes like brewing alcohol, toddy tapping, making ropes, inland fisheries, agricultural practices, hunting, religious beliefs and social and cultural practices were recorded as digital audio. In addition some interviews were video taped. The interviews were of two types. The first type of interviews was staged in that the researcher had designed all the questions to elicit controlled responses. The second type of interview followed the pattern of staged group discussions where once the topic of discussion was introduced by the researcher, the response and subsequent questions were not predetermined. A second phase of field study began in March 2006 and lasted for two months. The period between the first and second phases of fieldwork was spent at Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, to analyse and organise the data collected. During the second phase of my field work, I worked with my consultants on checking the transcriptions and translations of the recordings I had taped between September and December 2005. I also introduced new elicitation tasks like showing short video clips of occupational events and other activities around the village, and then recording my consultants' descriptions of their viewings. The second set of video clips was from Hindi cinema. The idea was to present visuals that were not so familiar to my consultants, so that they would not be able to guess what happened next. However I did not observe any difference in how my consultants' described both the sets of video clips.

\textsuperscript{10}The word 'tribe' is extensively used and accepted in South-Asian literature to refer to the indigenous communities living in the sub-continent.
1.2.1 Data Collection

As part of my field work I made nearly 3 hours of audio and video recordings of songs, dances, games, everyday activities and occupational events. I have about 20 hours of audio recordings of stories narrated to me, staged conversations about religion, rituals, local history, agriculture, hunting, life style, civic amenities in the village and descriptions of occupational processes. I conducted formal elicitation sessions to collect word lists and gain a better understanding of various grammatical categories of Malto. I attempted to frame sentences in Malto and check with my consultants for grammatical corrections, halfway through my field work.

1.2.2 Technical Issues

High quality digital recordings that are easily imported into the required format for processing and also conducive to long-term archiving are of utmost importance. I used a minidisk recorder and an analogue tape recorder simultaneously for audio recording. A digital video camera was used to capture visual information. Two high quality microphones, one unidirectional clip-on type and another directional microphone, and a set of closed headphones were used for recording and monitoring purposes.

The audio files were captured on computer using Goldwave software and Praat was used for transcription and annotation. The audio files are stored as .wav files. Adobe Premiere Pro software was used to capture the video files in mpeg format. The Toolbox programme was used to store lexical data elicited on a daily basis during fieldwork and also for processing of lexical data. Transcribed texts were imported into Toolbox for
interlinear glossing and morphemic analysis. The Leipzig glossing rules (Comrie et al 2008) were followed for interlinear glossing. There are four lines of transcribed data which include the running text in IPA on the first line, a morphemic analysis on the second line, the interlinear glossing on the third and a free translation in English on the fourth. The right end of the fourth line contains information about the source of the data in bold type face. The sources of data are either transcribed texts or words and sentences obtained by direct elicitation and grammaticality judgement tests. The running text on the first line is retained so that it is convenient for the reader to notice the relations between the verbs in multi-verb constructions and the relation between the clauses, especially since the free translation in English does not always manage to capture these relations. The following is an illustration of how the examples are presented throughout this thesis.

(1-1) epor-in ha:vdi:n, hanða epor ho hengki sabaːni: menj-aːkar, hiðen ḏa:hdaː: 
gur-aːтарнaːr, haːtek hoynaːr

I speak to the villages, then the villagers listen to me and take this branch to wander around the fair.

Medicine
1.2.3 Archiving

The data collected has been deposited in the Endangered Languages Archive (ELAR) at SOAS. Access to data will be provided within the limits of protocol restrictions with respect to ethical issues and also considering the technical limitations of data transfer. I have re-digitised my recordings with the sophisticated equipment available at ELAR. ELAR currently holds nearly 20 hours of audio recordings and 3 hours of video recordings in Malto and a Toolbox data set, which includes dictionary files and about 200 sentences with annotations of Malto data.

1.2.4 Community Response

A significant part of my field work time was also utilised to transcribe and translate some of my recordings in Hindi, with the help of my consultants. People of Angwali were glad to be included in the project as consultants and extended all possible support. It took some time to convince some of my consultants that I was not a representative of the Government or any Non-Government Organisation who was there with some kind of development project that would bring them material benefit. They gradually began to understand that I was a student keen on learning their language and writing a thesis about it. Many of the consultants remarked that they had never seen an outsider trying to learn Malto.

1.2.5 Consultants

I consulted a mixed group of Malto speakers in terms of age and exposure to other languages. The age of my consultants listed below is an approximation as the Pahariyas
who are not born to Christian parents have not maintained any birth records. For the purpose of presentation, I have divided my consultants into three different groups based on their competence in Hindi.

A) Actively fluent – able to understand, speak, read and write
B) Passively fluent – able to understand and read a little, but not comfortable speaking
C) None

I have used the following numeric codes to denote the level of education of my consultants:

1. No schooling
2. Primary school
3. Middle school
4. High school graduate
5. University undergraduate

Pulak Mathur helped me transcribe and translate my recordings. He is a university graduate who is used to writing in Hindi as part of his academic training. He now lives in Angwali with his mother and is preparing to be a civil servant. Chandu Pahariya and Basanti Paharin corrected our transcriptions and often helped me with grammaticality judgements. Chandu has always lived in Angwali. He is a school drop out. He is not comfortable writing because of his disability after a polio attack, but manages to read Hindi. Basanti is the carer at the local child care centre. She moved to Angwali as a teenager after marriage. Her maternal home is in the Barijhor block that also has a large Sauriya community. She preferred it when things were read aloud for her, but would often glance through the written material and correct typographical errors.
The following table provides the details about my consultants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Approximate age at June 2008</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Competence in Hindi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary Consultant</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulak Mathur</td>
<td>27 M</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandu Pahariya</td>
<td>19 M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basanti Paharin</td>
<td>33 F</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secondary Consultant</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jalia Pahariya</td>
<td>53 M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jagdish</td>
<td>35 M</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rameshwar Pahariya</td>
<td>53 M</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandi Paharin</td>
<td>33 F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deva Pahariya</td>
<td>58 M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surja Pahariya</td>
<td>31 M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chanda Pahariya</td>
<td>38 M</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devi Paharin</td>
<td>48 F</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gudiya Pahariya</td>
<td>13 F</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajesh</td>
<td>13 M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajkumar</td>
<td>15 M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.3
1.3 Previous works

The earliest works related to Malto are by colonial officers Shaw (1792), Roberts (1799), Dalton (1872), Risley (1891) and O’Malley (1910) who recognised that the language used by the Pahariyas is distinct compared to the languages of their neighbours. Col (1876) collected Pahariya songs and Swinton (1878) produced a word list. These two works are the first known documentation of Malto language. Much later Vidryarti (1960) also published word lists and songs in Malto. B.P. Mahapatra's description of Mal Pahariya in 1979 is considered the most authoritative work on the language according to Steever (1998). Prior to this publication there were two linguistic works exclusively on Malto, a grammar of the language by Rev. Doerse in 1884 and a sketch grammar by Sisir Kumar Das in 1973. Doerse (1884) provides a detailed description of the morphological processes in Malto and a vocabulary list. Grierson (1907) has included a sketch grammar of Malto based on Droese’s (1884) descriptive work in his magnum opus – The Linguistic Survey of India. Das (1973) discusses the phonological, morphological and syntactic structure of Malto. His description is the shortest of the three available grammatical works on Malto. Mahapatra (1997) has especially researched the nominal classifier system in Malto. Mahapatra (1997) has especially researched the nominal classifier system in Malto. Mahapatra (1987) also published a trilingual dictionary of Malto. The dictionary entries are in the Devanagari script with Hindi and English glosses. In his descriptive account, Mahapatra (1979) briefly describes the phonology and the morphology of the case system, pronominal paradigms, basic verbal paradigms and compound word formation. He also compares the phonology and morphology of the three dialects of Malto. This work is a good reference for the semantic aspects of the nominal and adjectival classes. Both Mahapatra (1979) and Das (1973) provide annotated texts.
along with their descriptive accounts. However, neither the texts nor the examples provided in the above-mentioned works have interlinear glossing. There are paradigmatic lists of forms, but hardly any discussion of the functions of the forms listed. These grammatical accounts are limited in scope and incomplete in terms of syntactic description. Steever (1998) included a sketch grammar of Malto in his work on Dravidian languages, based on the previous works on the language. In this description he includes a half-page analysis of Malto syntax. Apart from the recordings made during my field work, the only other audio-visual documentation of Malto is by Masato Kobayashi, a Japanese scholar who is doing dialect mapping of the language. Kobayashi (2006, 2007) published a comparative word list from the different dialects and an annotated text collection.

1.4 Dravidian linguistics

The Dravidian language family comprises at least 26 languages spoken by as many as 220 million speakers living primarily in South Asia. This makes it the fourth or the fifth largest language family in the world (Steever 1998:1). Krishnamurti (2003:16) acknowledges Francis Whyte Ellis (1816) to be the first person to have recognised Dravidian as a distinct language family. The southern part of the Indian subcontinent is the core area of Dravidian with a periphery spreading from western Pakistan (Brahui) and Nepal (Dhangar/Kurukh) towards the North. There are large immigrant communities in South Africa, Indonesia and Mauritius. The Dravidian language family has four major subgroups – South Dravidian, South Central Dravidian, Central Dravidian and North Dravidian (Krishnamurti 2003:20). Malto, along with Kurukh and Brahui, forms the
North Dravidian sub group. However, Malto is structurally closest to Kurukh. Their geographical proximity may be one of the main factors for the similarity. Some ethnographers have also argued that the Malto speaking Pahariyas and the Kurukh speaking Oraons migrated towards the North as one group and later split to live on either side of the River Soan (Grierson 1907).

Tamil, Kannada, Telugu and Malayalam are the four Dravidian languages that are recognised as official languages by the Eighth Schedule of the Indian Constitution. These languages have a long literary tradition and are used for administrative purposes, taught at school, used as a medium of instruction, and are widely used in the media, entertainment and publishing industry. Kodava and Tulu are the two other languages that have a considerable literary tradition in the modern times. All other Dravidian languages have no written tradition initiated by the speakers themselves. What they do have are bible translations by missionaries and some languages have oral material documented by anthropologists. Linguistic work on lesser known Dravidian languages began towards the end of 19th century. Droese (1884) made one of the earliest contributions to this area. Linguistic works apart from scholarly publications on lesser known Dravidian languages include word lists, sketch grammars, dictionaries, annotated text collections and some languages also have primers to help introduce the respective languages in primary education. However, none of the lesser known Dravidian languages have any kind of literacy programmes.
Figure 1: Tree Diagram of the Dravidian Language Family (from Krishnamurti 2003).
1.4.1 Typological Profile of the Dravidian Languages

In this section I provide a typological profile of the Dravidian languages and indicate the relevant sections of the thesis where these characteristics are discussed. The typological profile of the Dravidian languages is extracted from Krishnamurti (2003:27-30).

There are five short and five long vowels in Dravidian /i e a o u iː eː ai oː ui/. There is no phonemic stress in any of the Dravidian languages. There are seventeen consonantal segments reconstructed for Proto-Dravidian, six stops, four nasals, two laterals, one trill, one approximant and three semivowels including a laryngeal, which patterns with semivowels. Voicing and aspiration are not phonemic in Proto-Dravidian. Consonant clusters occur non-initially, mainly geminates or nasal+stop series. Malto retains the typical Dravidian vowel system (section 2.2.1.1) but has added voiced stops to its consonant inventory (section 2.2.1.2). The formation of consonant clusters in Malto is similar to the Dravidian pattern (section 2.2.4).

The Dravidian languages are agglutinating in morphological structure. Grammatical relations are expressed only by suffixation and compounding: there are no prefixes. The roots are followed by suffixes, which originally denoted tense-voice contrasts; a number of languages have lost their original meaning and they have become only voice markers in some, or mere formatives. All grammatical relations expressed morphologically in Malto are through suffixation. Malto has past stem formatives which are discussed in section 5.1.1.1.
Nominals (including nouns, pronouns, numerals and locational adverbs of time and place) are all inflected for case. An oblique stem, which occurs before case suffixes, is different from the nominative; one of a series of oblique suffixes is added to form it. Gender and number are interrelated categories that are relevant only in third person. Gender-number-person agreement is expressed by finite verbs. The morphological case system in Malto is explained in section 2.3.2.1 and the oblique stem is explained in section 2.3.3.1. Malto shows a gender distinction in second person singular as well (section 2.3.2). The gender-number-person agreement marking on the finite verb is discussed in section 5.4.

Adjectives in Dravidian precede the noun head they qualify. They do not agree with the noun head in gender and number. Adjectives are mainly a syntactic class. Adjectives in Malto are recognised in two ways: by their relative position with the noun and also by the typical morphological marking on adjectives (section 2.3.4).

The verb in Dravidian is finite or non-finite. The finite verb has the structure Stem (Root + (transitive) + (causative)) + Tense + Gender-Number-Person. A stem can be complex (as above) or compound. A compound stem has one or more coverbs attached to an uninflected noun or an inflected main verb. Basically, there are two tenses in Dravidian: past and non-past. The structure of finite and non-finite verbs in Malto is discussed in detail in Chapter 3. Malto makes a three way distinction under the category of tense which is discussed in section 5.1. Compound verb formation in Malto is discussed in section 3.2 and section 7.3.1.
In terms of syntax, the Dravidian languages are of the OV type, head-final and left-branching. A simple sentence consists of a subject and a predicate. The single argument of the intransitive verb and the agent of the transitive verb are considered to be the subject (section 2.1). The subject in a coordinated clause can be dropped when there is interclausal coreference.

Sentences with nominal predicates are equative sentences, which lack the copula or the verb 'to be' in most of the languages. A subordinate clause can be either verbal (with a non-finite verb as head) or nominal, i.e. a pronominalised verb or a relative clause with a noun head. Malto uses the copular verb 'to be' with nominal predicates (section 3.5.3). This syntactic structure has possibly been influenced by prolonged contact with Indo-Aryan languages like Hindi that have copular constructions (section 8.5). Subordinate clauses in Malto are discussed in detail in sections 7.3.1.2.1-3, section 7.3.2 and section 7.3.3.

Interrogative sentences in Dravidian are formed either by the addition of an interrogative particle (yes or no type) or by using an interrogative word substituted for the questioned noun. The interrogative sentence in Malto with negative question tag is discussed in section 6.3.2 and interrogative word formation is explained in section 2.3.3.4.

Nominal and verbal predicates in Dravidian have different negative words to express sentence negation. Chapter 6 discusses clausal negation in Malto.
A quotative clause in Dravidian is embedded in the main clause as a NP by an inflected complementizer of the verb ‘to say’. The quotative clause construction in Malto using the verb ‘to say’ as a complementizer is discussed in section 7.3.2.3.

1.5 The Value of Malto Data

Studying Malto verbs is interesting for the complexity they present as word forms, which can sometimes function as a complete utterance. The complex verb word in Malto maximally includes information on the transitivity and valence of the predicate, tense-aspect-mood, negation and gender-number-person agreement with the subject. The following example illustrates one such complex word that has the causative suffix, the negative suffix, the tense marking suffix and the agreement marker attached to the verb root sik and the whole word is a meaningful utterance that is translated as a whole clause in English.

(1-2) sik-a:-tar-oma-nţ-a:n  
leam-ep-caus-neg-prs-1sg  
I do not teach.  

One way of understanding the structure and function of verbs in Malto is to locate them in the larger perspective of Dravidian verbs and analyse how they conform to or vary from the typical features of the language family. Since the north Dravidian branch, to which Malto belongs, is geographically isolated from the rest of the language family, it is predicted that it would have retained more of the proto-forms. Wherever possible, I have attempted to compare the Malto data presented in this thesis with the Proto-Dravidian typological characteristics (section 1.4.1). I have also analysed if the divergence from the
Proto-Dravidian form is a language internal development or if the change is a result of contact with the neighbouring languages namely Hindi, Bangla and Santali.

In the context of Dravidian linguistics and the study of South Asian languages, documenting and describing Malto is of utmost importance because of its unique geographical location. Malto is a Dravidian language that has an Indo-Aryan language (Hindi) and an Austro-Asiatic language of the Munda branch (Santali) as its geographical neighbours. Malto speaking areas are more than 1,000 kilometres away from the core area of Dravidian languages in the South of India, a distance that has been maintained for hundreds of years. Moreover Malto speakers are trilingual in Malto, Hindi and Santali, often using Malto only within the confines of their villages. Hence researching Malto provides an opportunity to study a contact and convergence situation where three very different language families meet (see Chapter 8). Dravidian studies will benefit significantly from the documentation and description of a non-literary language of the language family: Dravidian scholars have always lamented the lack of adequate information about these languages. There are just three languages in the northern branch of the Dravidian language family and none of the others has so far been documented as extensively or exhaustively as Malto is being documented in this project. The information collected during my field work and the analysis presented in this thesis are significant contributions to documentary and descriptive work on Malto.
1.6 Thesis Overview

Chapter 2 introduces the basic grammar of Malto. This chapter includes a phoneme inventory, a sketch of the syllable structure and brief descriptions of major lexical categories apart from the verbs. I also provide a description of the morphophonemic rules at play in order to account for changes in shape of word forms when individual morphemes are concatenated.

Chapter 3 introduces the formal structure of the verb word in Malto and discusses the holistic structure of finite and non-finite verb words in the language. I also describe the distribution of individual finite and non-finite verb word forms in a sentence and their formal and semantic features. The last section in this chapter discusses how the aksionsart type of the verb influences the morphological marking on the verb.

Chapter 4 discuss valence adjusting operations in Malto. Valence change with respect to the Malto verb is also viewed in relation to change in transitivity of the clause. The valence-adjusting operators in Malto are both lexical and morphological. The chapter is further divided into two broad areas of valence decreasing and valence increasing operations. Causation, reflexivity, reciprocity and passivisation are expressed morphologically in Malto.

Chapter 5 is a detailed discussion of the concepts of tense-aspect-mood and agreement in Malto. Malto like all other Dravidian languages is a tense prominent language. The formal expression of tense is mostly morphological. In addition to a detailed discussion of deictic tense and the formation of past stems, the chapter also includes a discussion on
relative tense marking in Malto. Aspect and mood can be expressed morphologically or
as compound predicates. I also discuss lexical aspect in Malto. The last section of the
chapter is about the gender-number-person agreement marking on the verb. The finite
verb in Malto agrees with the subject of the clause.

Chapter 6 describes the expression of negation in the language. The discussion in this
chapter is limited to verbal negation, however the chapter includes a detailed account of
the distribution of negative morphemes. I have also attempted to reconstruct the negative
verb word in Malto from the Proto-Dravidian negative particle.

Multi-Verb structures in Malto are discussed in the morpho-syntactic framework of
juncture and nexus in Chapter 7. The chapter also introduces the idea of rank shift and
category change in relation to verbal constructions in Malto. The functional categories
represented by multi-verb constructions in Malto include explicator compounds, partially
reduplicated compounds, relative clauses, adverbial clauses, gerundives, clause chaining
and quotatives.

The concluding chapter of the thesis raises pertinent issues related to the linguistic
contact situation in the area. Just like most other minor languages in India (Southworth
and Apte 1974), Malto is also a case study in asymmetric multilingualism. I also argue
that it is possible to stratify the levels of influence of the dominant languages on Malto.
Chapter 2: A Basic Grammar of Malto

2.0 Introduction

This chapter introduces the basic grammar of Malto in order to help in understanding the detailed analysis of verbs in the following chapters. Section 2.1 presents a typological profile of the language. Section 2.2 outlines the phonetics and phonology of the language. Section 2.3 gives a brief account of the major word classes in Malto. This section includes brief descriptions of nouns, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs, postpositions and particles. Section 2.4 explains the morphophonemic rules relevant to the verbal analysis in the chapters to follow.

2.1 Typological profile

Malto is a typical Dravidian language, so typological generalisations made for it are the same as generalisations made for Dravidian languages as a whole (Steever 1993). Malto has agglutinating morphology and is predominantly suffixing. All bound morphemes in Malto are suffixes. Subjects can be distinguished from objects in Malto, using several criteria:

1) Case marking

Malto is a nominative-accusative type language in that the subject of the intransitive verb and the agent-like argument of a transitive verb are both in the nominative case (section 2.4.2.1) and the patient of a transitive verb carries an accusative case suffix.
Elicitation

(2-la) manahdu keca:d
manah-du kec-a:d
buffalo-nom nm die-3sg nm
The buffalo died.

(2-lb) engki abba-aya:ru vigyanen paḍṭr:ar
eng-ki abba-aya:r-u vigyan-en paḍ-itr-ar
lsg-gen mother-father-nom.pl en scietice-acc study-ep-caus-3pl il
My parents made (me) study science.

Example (2-lb) shows that agent is in the plural nominative case and the patient is in the accusative case. The possessor is expressed with the genitive case and precedes the possessed which is in the nominative case. The nominative case is never used to mark the patient of a transitive clause.

2) Agreement

In example (2-la) the verb carries the third person non-masculine marker which agrees with the subject that is third person and bears the non-masculine nominative suffix.

In example (2-lb) the third person plural human suffix on the verb agrees with the subject noun phrase.

3) Word-order

Syntactically, Malto has SOV word order, like all Dravidian languages. Subject always precede the verb. The object argument in a transitive clause normally precedes the verb.
and is marked with accusative case, as shown in example (2-1b). However, it is to be noted that the transitive object has a degree of flexibility and can follow the verb, as shown in the following example. But, the subject never follows the verb.

(2-2) majgutu ha:vdli:n ning-en

I will tell properly, to you.

4) Control of reference in chained clauses

A subject noun phrase can be omitted in chained clauses (section 7.3.3) and understood as coreferential with the main clause subject. In the following example ha: ‘he’, the subject of the intransitive verb rokair ‘be angry’ is understood to be coreferential with the missing agent of the linked verb conj ‘tie’ and also with the missing agent of the linked verb hoktar ‘cause to sit’.

(2-3) hani ha:hu roka:ra:ka:h ha: maa giðra:n conjka:h hoktarar:ah

Then, he got angry and tied up that fox and made him sit.

Psychological verbs take two arguments, one in dative case and one uninflected. It is not possible using the available data to determine which of these might be the subject because the verb is always marked with the third singular non-masculine suffix (example
and there are no examples of complex sentences where the main clause is a psychological predicate.

(2-4) a:hik ḍeya nunjra:i

a:h-ik ḍeya nunj-r-a:i
3sg.m-dat body ache-dtr-3sg.nm

His body aches. (lit: To him the body aches.)

There are two types of non-verb clauses. One consists of a nominal predicate and a single argument in the nominative case (example 2-5a). The second type consists of a nominal predicate and a single argument in the dative case (example 2-5b).

(2-5a) a:h mala-h asli nam-ki aba:h....

a:h mala-h asli nam-ki aba:h
3sg.m man-nom.m actual 1pl.gen father

He is our actual father....

(2-5b) surjik e:na jan baya:r

surj-ik e:na jan baya:-r
surji-dat how_many cif brother-nom.pl

How many brothers does Surji (have)? (lit: To Surji how many brothers (exist)?)

Modifiers precede the modified head in Malto clauses. A noun can be modified by a demonstrative, a genitive (see example (2-1b)), an adjective or a combination of the
three. They occur preceding the nouns they modify, in that order. A verb can be modified by one or more adverbs. The following example shows an adjective preceding the noun.

(2-6) ex<tu d<akdarar beyor

ex<tu d<akdar-ar bey-o-r
good doctor-nom.pl be-neg-3pl.h

There are no good doctors.

Malto is strictly right headed. Malto postpositions (section 2.4.8.1) follow their NP complements, auxiliaries follow main verbs, and matrix clauses follow their complements. Complex sentences are typically formed using non-finite verb forms (section 3.3).

(2-7) henginti pahle pa<diyar ne jaha: beyor

heng-inti pahle pa-di-pa:-r ne jaha: bey-o-r
1sg-abl before study-ep-rel-3pl.h who indef be-neg-3pl.h

There is no literate person before me.

In the above example the matrix clause *ne jaha: beyor* follows the complement clause (section 7.2.2).

(2-8) gura:ra:ka: harhi soja baro:t meni

gura:ra:-k-a: har-hi soja bar-ot meni
turn-rp-3sg.nm again-emp straight come-inf oblig

Having turned again, (one) has to come straight (ahead).
In the above example the modal explicator (section 7.2.1.1) expressing obligation follows the main verb *bar* ‘come’.

### 2.2 Phonetics and Phonology

#### 2.2.1 Syllable structure

A Malto syllable minimally consists of a vocalic nucleus, with one consonant as the onset and maximally two consonants as the coda. Malto does not allow consonant clusters to appear in the onset position. The syllable structure of Malto root forms can be represented as (C)V(C)(C). If V is the initial syllable of a polysyllabic word or the only syllable of a word, it must be long. If we analyse V and C as one mora each, then the minimal initial (or only) syllable of a word must be two moras, i.e. V:, CV or VC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V</th>
<th>a: ‘that’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cv</td>
<td>ci ‘give’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cvc</td>
<td>baj ‘hit’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cvcc</td>
<td>kavd ‘deform’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vc</td>
<td>eh ‘buy’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vcc</td>
<td>olh ‘cry’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.1**
The syllable structure of a Proto-Dravidian root form is reconstructed as *(C)V(C) (Krishnamurti 2003:179). However, synchronically, Malto has incorporated some tense and voice suffixes into the verb stem (section 3.1) and these suffixes do not necessarily have any synchronic meaning. A cluster of three consonants are divided over two syllables. In a cluster of three consonants the third consonant is invariably an archaic suffix or the productive detransitivising suffix (section 3.1.1.2) and not a phonological part of the root form of the word, as shown in the following examples.

(2-9)

CVCCC  sumb-r  ‘pray’

VCCC  ash-r  ‘stick’

2.2.2 Phoneme inventory

2.2.2.1 Vowels

Malto has the typical Dravidian vowel system of ten vowels with five short vowels and five long vowels in articulatory positions corresponding to the short vowels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>front</th>
<th>back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>i i:</td>
<td>u u:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid</td>
<td>e e:</td>
<td>o o:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>a a:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2
The following minimal pairs show the phonemic contrast between long and short vowels.

(2-10)
er sweep
er: hens
ur emerge
ur: blow
piṭa: bread
piṭa: kill!
onḍr bring
onḍ: cause to drink
kaj wash clothes
kaj: work

The vowels can occur in clusters, although this is less common than consonant clusters.

Vowel clusters in Malto are a recent phenomenon and I speculate that this structure may have emerged due to the loss of an intervening uvular or glottal phoneme.

(2-11)
ma.ā child
ho.o:n yes

The two vowels in a vowel cluster belong to two different syllables. This is also true with phonetically geminated consonants.

(2-12)
kajjak very
hinno here

\[\text{ma.ā} \] has many stylistic variants such as \textit{mo.o, me.e, ma.e.}\]
Vowels occur in all positions in a word root, namely initial, medial and final, as shown in
the following example set.

(2-13)

avq: speak

got: all

e:qu: good

2.2.2.2 Consonants

The Malto consonant inventory comprises of bilabial, dental, retroflex, palatal and velar
stops, with a voicing contrast. In addition it has alveolar and glottal fricatives, the
alveolar tap, the lateral fricative, two nasals – bilabial and dental, and the bilabial and
palatal approximants. The phonemes listed in the following table are found in native
words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Retroflex</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless stops</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced stops</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fricatives</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lateral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>approximants</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3
It is interesting to note that although Malto retains reflexes of most of the Proto-Dravidian consonants, the retroflex nasal and the retroflex lateral sounds are missing. One of the reasons for this loss may be the influence of Hindi, which does not use these sounds either.

The following are minimal pairs for the consonants shown in the above table.

(2-14)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>key</th>
<th>die</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ţey</td>
<td>send</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kat</td>
<td>cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaga:</td>
<td>rope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poy</td>
<td>rain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coy</td>
<td>rise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jar</td>
<td>fall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qar</td>
<td>catch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bar</td>
<td>come</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car</td>
<td>chop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cal</td>
<td>peel skin, sieve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ķal</td>
<td>kill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nap</td>
<td>a fruit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lap</td>
<td>eat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.3 Phonotactics

Any consonant can occur in the onset position except for the approximants v and y.

Consonant clusters do not occur in word initial position. Any consonant can be the first in a consonant cluster except for the glottal fricative. The second consonant of a cluster can be a stop, a tap or a fricative. Nasals preceding the velar stop are phonetically homoorganic /ŋ/. In addition, the following co-occurrence restrictions apply to consonants that appear in a cluster:

a) All stops can be the first consonant when the second consonant is a tap (section 4.2.1) or a fricative.
b) Stop-stop clusters and tap-stop occur only when the second consonant is /g/ (also see example 3-5)

c) Stops following nasals are always voiced.

d) Taps cannot follow nasals and fricatives cannot follow taps.

The following table shows the possible combinations of consonants that can occur in a cluster:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonant Combination</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nasal + velar stop</td>
<td>niŋ ‘your’, enŋ ‘my’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal + nasal</td>
<td>amn ‘listen’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal + stop</td>
<td>a:mj ‘talk’, tund ‘see’, ond ‘drank’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal + fricative</td>
<td>tuhn ‘gather’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop + stop</td>
<td>hodg ‘shower flowers’, kudg ‘bend’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative + stop</td>
<td>nusg ‘de-scale’, asg ‘shear’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tap + stop</td>
<td>harg ‘climb’, nerg ‘shower’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop + fricative</td>
<td>a[dh ‘lean’, t[ts ‘classifier for hands’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative + fricative</td>
<td>ash ‘stick’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative + tap</td>
<td>osr ‘grain’, bi:sr ‘stretch’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop + tap</td>
<td>bicr ‘shit’, ax[fr ‘smear’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4
Two consonant clusters can occur in a sequence as the coda of one syllable and the onset of the following syllable, as shown in the following example.

(2-14) ugs'12-ṛ-a:r
       ban-caus-3pl.h

Imposed dietary restriction

Malto has a restriction on consonant clusters occurring in the onset position word initially. However, consonant clusters in the onset position are permitted for suffixes.

2.2.4 Borrowed Phonemes

The retroflex tap ṑ, the palatal fricative ñ and aspirated stops at all points of articulation, both voiced and voiceless, have been borrowed in Malto from Hindi and appear only in borrowed words (see Chapter 8). The aspirated sounds in borrowed words are de-aspirated except in recent borrowings. I also noticed that younger speakers who formally learn Hindi at school are more conscious of borrowing and hence use aspirated sounds more often than middle aged or older Malto speakers. The following example set shows some words that have retained the borrowed phonemes.

(2-15)

pahariya  Pahariya (the name of the Malto speaking community)

gṅanta  hour

accha  good

\(^{12}\) ugs is used only in the context of banned edible objects.
2.2.5 Orthographic conventions

The orthography used in this thesis to represent Malto data is the IPA symbols given in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 above.

2.3 Morphophonemics

Before I go into the details of word formation processes in Malto, I should specify the morphophonemic rules that govern word formation in Malto. There are eight morphophonemic rules that are significant in the language.

(1) Vowel Harmony
(2) Vowel sandhi
(3) Epenthesis
(4) Free variation of /h-/ 
(5) Enunciative vowel –u
(6) d and h omission in consonant final position in the verb word
(7) Suffix allomorphy in dative and accusative
(8) Haplology

These rules are discussed in the following sections.

2.3.1 Vowel Harmony

Kramer (2003:3) summarizes vowel harmony as the phenomenon where vowels in adjacent moras or syllables systematically agree with each other with regard to one or more articulatory features. Vowel harmony in Malto is affix driven. The gender-number-person agreement markers (section 5.3) trigger partial vowel harmony in the syllable preceding them. Vowel harmony usually affects epenthetic vowels that precede a tense suffix (section 4.1) and follow a negative suffix (5.0) that gets affected by vowel
harmony. Malto vowels are harmonised on the basis of vowel height. Given that there are three possible triggers /a, e, i/ from the set of gender-number-person endings, we have two rules for vowel harmony in Malto verb words.

(a) /a/ in the last syllable of the word harmonises the vowel in the preceding syllable to be an /a/.

(b) /e, i/ in the last syllable of the word harmonises the vowel in the preceding syllable to be an /e/.

The above-mentioned rules are illustrated in the following Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I came</th>
<th>eːn barc-a-ʔ-aːn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We came</td>
<td>eːm barc-a-ʔ-aːm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You (M) came</td>
<td>niːn barc-e-ʔ-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You (F) came</td>
<td>niːn barc-e-ʔ-I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This did not come</td>
<td>iːd bar-l-en-iːd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They will not come</td>
<td>aːr bar-l-an-aːr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.5

The valence adjusting operators (see chapter 4), the negative epenthetic /-o/ (see 6.4) and verb stems are not affected by regressive vowel harmony.
(2-16) ḍabuhraːt

ḏab-uhr-aːt
stick-pass-3sg.nm

(It) got stuck.  

Story C2

(2-17) beyolaːd

bey-o-la-aːd
be-ep-neg-3sg.nm

(It) is not there.  

History

(2-18) cicaxd

ci-c-aːt
give-pst-3sg.nm

(It) gave.  

Story C2

The above examples show that the passive suffix in example (2-16), the negative eпenthesиs in example (2-17) and the verb stem in example (2-18) are not harmonised with the front low vowel /a/ in the last syllable of the word.

2.3.2 Vowel sandhi

Vowel sandhi occurs where two vowels come into contact at a morpheme boundary. The vowel in the base word is lost, while the vowel of the suffix is retained. The base word can be from any word class and there is no restriction on what two vowels can be
involved, as shown in the following examples.

(2-19)

\[ \text{ṭupaː-r-ə-yaː-iː} = \text{ṭupaːrəyiː} \]
upset-dtr-ep-prs-3sg.nm

\[ \text{daːdə-ən} = \text{daːdonə} \]
clf-one

\[ \text{maːə-ən} = \text{maən} \]
child-comp

2.3.3 Epenthesis

Epenthesis is a process where a phonological element is inserted between two successive segments of a word. In Malto, the epenthetic element is always a vowel. The epenthetic vowel is inserted when a coda of the stem and the onset of a suffix are both consonants. Epenthetic vowels are affected by vowel harmony rules (section 2.3.1). However, the vowel /-o/ acts exclusively as negative epenthesis (section 6.7).

(2-20) utaːtaraːkaːm...

\[ \text{uː-t-ə-ɾə-ə-kəm} \]
raise-ep-caus-ep-rp-1pl

Having caused to raise...

(2-21) moduːhurədy

\[ \text{moː-u-hur-də} \]
turn-ep-pass-prs-2sg

You turn.
Epenthesis is optional between a root and a valence adjusting operator (example 2-21), and between a root and tense marker. However, it is obligatory with relative tense marking (see 4.1.2) as shown in example (2-20).

2.3.4 Free variation of initial /h-/  

As Krishnmautri (2003:155) has already pointed out, “Malto has a /h-/ freely varying zero in deictic forms”. See also section 2.4.3.

(2-22)  
That (non-masculine)   aḍ haḍ  
This (non-masculine)   iḍ hiḍ

2.3.5 Enunciative vowel –u  

The enunciative vowel /–u/ appears as the word final phoneme of a noun phrase. This is a common Dravidian feature. The enunciative vowel appears after the nominative suffix is attached to the root form of the noun. Based on the available data, I deduce that since the minimum weight of a syllable is two moras, the enunciative vowel is added to syllables whose weight is one mora, as shown in the following example set.

(2-23)  
haː-h-u  
3sg-nom.m-en  
He
2.3.6 ı and h omission

The consonants ı and h may be omitted clause finally. However, the omission is not obligatory. This is a new development in the language and is discussed in detail in Chapter 8.

(2-24) a箟enti ıd epno ek na箟d ho beyi:ı

ad-enti ıd epno ek na箟d ho beyi:ı

dem.dst-abl dem.prox village-loc one river-nom too be-3sg.nm

Then, in this village, there is a river too.

(2-25) enge epki ki箟reno nek jara箟du beyi:

eng-e ep-ki ki箟e-no nek jara箟du beyi:

1sg.dat village-gen near-loc lot jungle-nom.nm be-3sg.nm

There is lot of jungle near my village.

Notice the contrast in the clause final verbs in examples (2-24) and (2-25). Example (2-24) retains the final consonant in the clause final verb whereas the clause final consonant has been omitted in example (2-25).

2.3.7 Haplology

When two consecutive identical or similar syllables occur, one of them is eliminated.
This process is called haplology. Such a phenomenon is observed in Malto in the case of future tense suffix being concatenated with the first person singular agreement marker on the verb, as shown in the following example.

(2-26)
lap-an-an = lapam
eat-fut-lsg
I will eat

2.3.8 Suffix allomorphy in dative and accusative

The dative and accusative case suffixes show allomorphy based on the phonological conditions of the noun they are suffixed to.

Dative

The dative suffix has the following allomorphs:

a) /-k/ when suffixed to nominal bases ending in vowels

b) /-ek/ when attached to nominal bases ending in consonants and having a long vowel in the last syllable of the base, and when attached to demonstratives

c) /-ik/ everywhere else
The following Table shows the distribution of dative allomorphs in Malto:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>-k</th>
<th>goṛga-k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Godda-dat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bahā:-k</td>
<td>near-dat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caṇḍu-k</td>
<td>Chandu-dat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ik</td>
<td>maer-ik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>children-dat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oḍh-ik</td>
<td>house-dat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hah-ik</td>
<td>3sg.m-dat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ek</td>
<td>haṭ-ek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fair-dat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bāja:r-ek</td>
<td>market-dat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hīḍ-ek</td>
<td>here-dat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.6**

**Accusative**

The accusative suffix has the following allomorphs:

1. /−n/ when suffixed to nominal bases ending in vowels
2. /−en/ when suffixed to nominal bases ending in stops, nasals and semivowels
3. /−in/ after fricatives and liquids
The following example set shows the distribution of accusative allomorphs in Malto:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>-n</th>
<th>ðætʃi-n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>liquor-acc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e:ra-n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hen-acc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>-en</th>
<th>parv-en</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>road-acc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>had-en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dem.dst-acc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kolam-en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pen-acc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>-in</th>
<th>pel-in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>girl-acc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hah-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3sg.m-acc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>epor-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>villagers-acc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.7

2.4 Major word classes

The four major word classes in Malto are nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. They are open classes in that they allow the inclusion of new tokens. In addition, Malto has demonstratives, pronouns, classifiers, conjunctions, postpositions and a set of particles. These words classes are closed as they do not allow the inclusion of new tokens. Membership to each of these word classes is not based just on the lexical content of the tokens but also on the morphological and syntactic properties that are associated with each word class. Pronouns (section 2.3.3) and demonstratives share a characteristic feature of nouns (section 2.3.2), namely case marking. Hence the three word classes can be grouped under the broader category of nominals. Adjectives (section 2.3.4) and adverbs (section 2.3.5) in Malto are often derived from noun and verb roots respectively.
The distinguishing feature of adjectives and adverbs is that they perform an attributive function and hence have a specific position in word order (section 2.1).

2.4.1 Noun verb distinction

Malto formally distinguishes between nouns and verbs based on the inflections they take and the grammatical information they encode. However, as Steever (1997:361) points out, category membership of a word in Malto cannot be determined by identifying the category of the lexical root, as Malto has a productive system of deriving nouns from verbs and vice-versa. The category-defining morphological properties of nouns in Malto are explained in the following section and the category-defining morphological properties of verbs are explained in Chapter 3.

2.4.2 Nouns

Nouns in Malto are inflected for number, gender and case. The number and gender system in Malto complements the number and gender expressed by pronouns and numerals. Malto makes a two way number distinction between singular and plural. The gender distinction in terms of inflectional marking on nouns is also two way. Nouns in the nominative singular are marked as masculine or non-masculine. The masculine gender is represented by the suffix /-h/ and the non-masculine gender is represented by the suffix /-d, -du/. The distribution of the two allomorphs marking non-masculine gender is morphophonemic depending on whether the base to which it attaches ends in a vowel or a consonant. If the base ends in a vowel, the /-d/ suffix is used and if the base
ends in a consonant the /-d/ suffix is used. However the word-final enunciative vowel /u/ is often omitted in fast speech. It is not always obligatory for the nominative suffix to be expressed on the noun.

With plurals, the distinction is between human and non-human. In fact the non-human plural is unmarked and hence requires numerals to express more than one non-human entity. The /-r/ suffix expresses human plural. The following Table shows examples of nouns with each of the suffixes introduced above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular Nominative</th>
<th>Plural Nominative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Masculine</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>human</td>
<td>Human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mala-h ‘man’</td>
<td>mala:-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘woman’</td>
<td>‘people’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abba-h ‘father’</td>
<td>abbahaya:-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ayaz-qi ‘mother’</td>
<td>man- qi ‘tree’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ayaz-qi ‘mother’</td>
<td>abbahaya:-r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.8

2.4.2.1 Case system

Blake (2001:1) defines case as a system that marks dependent nouns for the type of relationship they bear to their heads. He adds that traditionally the term refers to inflectional marking, and, typically, case marks the relationship of a noun phrase to a predicate at the clause level, or of a noun to a preposition, postposition or another noun at the phrase level. Malto case markers are bound morphemes that are suffixed to the noun.
A noun in Malto can take seven different case suffixes, namely nominative, accusative, dative, genitive, instrumental, ablative and locative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Suffixes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nominative</td>
<td>-h (masculine) /-d, -du (non-masculine)/ -r (human plural)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accusative</td>
<td>-n, -in, -en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dative</td>
<td>-k, -ik, -ek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genitive</td>
<td>-ki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instrumental</td>
<td>-t, -et</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ablative</td>
<td>-inti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>locative</td>
<td>-no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.9

**Nominative**

The subject of a clause or a predicate nominal is in the nominative case except when it is dative (section 2.1). The nominative is a portmanteau of case, gender and number. The citation form of a word is in the nominative case. It is the unmarked case, as it is not obligatory for the nominative suffix to be expressed with the noun when the subject of a clause is non-specific. The uninflected stem is also used to express the nominative meaning. However, all nouns bearing nominative case are not subjects. Sentences with the subject in the dative case have the complement in the nominative case. Example (2-
27) shows the subject with nominative case marking and example (2-28) shows the complement in the nominative case.

(2-27) hađinţi hamđu epik bari:

hađ-inţi ham-du ep-ik bar-i:
dem.dst-abl water-nom.nm village-dat come-3sg.nm

The water comes to the village from that place.

(2-28) ha: pelik ġu jan ma.a:r

ha: pel-ik ġu jan ma.a:-r
dem.dst woman-dat two clf child-nom.pl

That woman has two children

**Accusative**

The accusative case marks the direct object of a transitive verb, as shown in example (2-29). However, accusative case marking is not expressed on non-specific objects, as shown in example (2-30).

(2-29) eng eploka:r hoyan, heďa:n eːraːn aːr kisan ho posinaːr

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>eng</th>
<th>ep-loka:r¹³</th>
<th>hoyaːn</th>
<th>heďaːn</th>
<th>eːraːn</th>
<th>aːr</th>
<th>kisaːn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lsg.gen</td>
<td>village-people.pl.nom</td>
<td>cow-acc</td>
<td>goat-acc</td>
<td>hen-acc</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>pig-acc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ho pos-i-n-aːr
too rear-ep-prs-3plh

The people of my village also rear cows, goats, hens and pigs.

¹³ *lokaːr* is a lexical plural and has no corresponding singular in Malto.
We went to see a film yesterday.

**Elicitation**

**Dative**

The dative case is used to express a wide range of meanings, such as the goal (example 2-31), the destination (example 2-32), the indirect object or recipient (example 2-33), or the purpose (example 2-34). Dative subjects (example 2-35) are a common Dravidian feature (section 2.1). The dative suffix in Malto is represented as */-k/* when the noun ends in a vowel and */-ik/* when the noun ends in a consonant (also see section 2.3.8).

(2-31) hani hathin mo.oti ca:ngek to:ta:-to:ta: hargi:

hani ha:h-in mo-o:ti ca:ng-ek to:t-a:-to:t-a: harg-i:
then he-acc eat-inf perch-dat jump-cp-jump-cp climb-3sg.nm

Then it climbed to the perch, jumping to eat him. **Story C3**

(2-32) indro jaise.. godda:ak hekot ho motehi panon:di bas calari:

indro jaise godda-k hek-ot ho mo:tehi pan-on-di bas cal-ar-i:
this like Godda-dat go-inf too almost clf-one-emp bus un-vrb-3sg.nm

Like...Only one bus runs to go to Godda. **Village**
Having worshipped, from then, upon giving (it) to our children, from then we start to eat.

Rituals

Why are you angry?

He doesn’t like to cook.

Genitive

The genitive is primarily an adnominal case (Blake 2001:5). One of the functions of the genitive in Malto is to mark the possessor of another noun phrase (example 2-36). In addition, the genitive in Malto is also used to express origin (example 2-37) and attributes (example 2-38) of the head noun.

\(^{14}\) *apna* is a borrowing from Hindi. See Chapter 8 for further explanation.
(2-36) hani, henki puđaq̌ hikni se tupa:r-ya:i:d

hani hen-ki puđaq̌ hikni se tupa:r-ya:i:d
Then 1sg-gen stomach-nom why emp upset-dtr-prs-3sg.nm

Then, why is my stomach upset? Story C4

(2-37) ha:ɗ tạtahki manki faslar:n moʔo:tɩ lagka:m ha:ɗen ɩhoɗa hi kharca:r-ɗa:m

ha:ɗ tạtah-ki man-ki faslar-n moʔ-o:tɩ lag-k-a:m ha:ɗ-en
dem.dst mango-gen tree-gen produce-acc eat-inf in order to-rp-1pl that-acc

ɩhoɗa hi kharca:r-ɗ-ɗa:m
little emp expense-vrb-prs-lpl

In order to eat the fruit of that mango tree, we spend very little for that. Rituals

(2-38) ha:ɖki inkuvarr-ɗid ho heme beyiid

ha:ɖ-ki inkuvarr-ɗid ho heme bey-iid
dem.dst-gen treatment-nom too 1pl.dat be-3sg.nm

We have the treatment for that too. Medicine

**Instrumental**

The instrumental case marks a noun phrase by means of which an activity or change of state is carried out.

(2-39) ha: gathandq̌in ho gulyt mala: talvar-eɗ hindro kovďa piṭiyar:

ha: gathandq̌in ho guly-ɬ mala: talvar-eɗ hindro kovďa piṭiyar:
those guys-acc too bullet-inst no sword-inst this

kovď-a piṭ-iy-ar
deform-cp kill-pst-3pl.h

(They) deformed and killed those guys too with bullets, no, with swords. History
**Ablative**

The ablative case marks the source or point from which an entity moves (example 2-40) or derives (example 2-27).

(2-40) haːq'enti haːrgot meni:

haːq-enti haːrg-ot meni:
there-abl climb-inf obl

One has to climb from there.

/-enṭi/ is also the comparative marker in Malto. The comparative marker is attached to the noun against which another nominal entity is compared. This structure is borrowed from Hindi (section 8.4.6) and not is a typical Dravidian feature.

(2-41) beḍo maenṭi sarved aːpiyaːḍ

beḍo ma.ə-enṭi sarve-ḍ aːp-iy-əːḍ
big animal-abl small-nom.nm watch-pst-3sg.nm

The (one) smaller than the big animal watched

**Locative**

The locative case marks both the spatial and temporal location of the event or situation expressed by the predicate (examples 2-42 and 2-43). The locative in Malto is also used to express measure (example 2-44) and part-whole relationships (example 2-45) between two nouns.
We become united in the village.

There was a lot of confusion in that duration.

The rice was two rupees for sixteen kilos.

The priest gets two out of three parts.

2.4.3 Demonstratives

Demonstratives are words that spatially locate the entities referred to by the speaker.

Malto shows a two way distinction in demonstratives between distal and proximate.

Demonstratives, just like other nominals, are inflected for case. Demonstratives also
function as third person pronouns (section 2.4.4.2). Demonstrative determiners precede
the noun they modify, as shown in example (2-46). Demonstrative pronouns stand on
their own as the head of a noun phrase, as shown in example (2-47).

(2-46) hani, a: me.e magyoŋ hekiya:

hani a: me.e magy-oŋ heki-y-a:
then dem.dst child entertain-inf go-pst-3sg.nm

Then, that child went to entertain. \textit{Story C2}

(2-47) aːq ho “paharondu aman hon-da barane” ankiːq, hekiyaːq

aːq ho pahar-ondu ama-n hon-d-a bar-an-e an-k-iːq
dem.dst too moment-one water-acc drink-sf-1sg come-fut-opt say-rp-3sg.nm

hekiyaːq

heki-y-aːq
go-pst-3sg.nm

That (one) too went saying, “Let me drink water and be back in a moment.” \textit{Story C3}

A demonstrative determiner and the noun in the nominative can combine to form an NP
that can then be marked for case, as shown in the following example. In such cases the
nominative is unmarked.

(2-48) ho.ɔn ha: bahaŋti rikond hinno mod-uhr-ɖey

ho.ɔn [ha: baha[:]-nti rikond hin-no mod-u-hr-ɖ-ey
yes that side-abl little dem.prx-loc turn-ep-pass-prs-2pl

Yes, you have to turn a little this way from that side. \textit{Directions}
2.4.4 Pronouns

Pronouns are lexical items that are used to substitute for nouns. Pronouns in Malto form a closed set comprising of five subsets, namely personal pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, possessive pronouns, reflexive pronouns and interrogative pronouns.

2.4.4.1 Demonstrative Pronouns

The demonstrative pronouns are used to identify a particular entity from many other things around it. Malto distinguishes between proximal and remote demonstratives. Proximity is represented by (h)i: and remoteness is represented by (h)az. The demonstrative proximate pronoun is the same as the third person non-masculine personal pronoun. Demonstratives in Malto are inflected for case, as shown in the following Table. All the case suffixes that attach to demonstratives are preceded by the inflectional increment /-d/. This is a morphophonemic adjustment since Malto does not permit vowel clusters (section 2.2.2.1). The locative suffix is the only exception to this rule. The distal demonstrative has three forms in the nominative to distinguish non-masculine singular and plural (h)azd, masculine singular (h)adh and human plural (h)avr.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Proximate Demonstrative</th>
<th>Distal Demonstrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(h)i:</td>
<td>(h)ar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td>(h)iːːd</td>
<td>(h)arːːd, (h)aːːh, (h)arː</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>(h)iːːden</td>
<td>(h)aːːden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>(h)iːːdik</td>
<td>(h)aːːdik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitive</td>
<td>(h)iːːdkki</td>
<td>(h)aːːdkki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental</td>
<td>(h)iːːdeːt</td>
<td>(h)aːːdeːt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablative</td>
<td>(h)iːːdenːti</td>
<td>(h)aːːdenːti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative</td>
<td>(h)iːːnno</td>
<td>(h)aːːnno</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.10

The following example shows the demonstrative pronoun with genitive case marking.

(2-49) fir haːdːki sambhanːeno vicarː men-iːd

fir haːdː-ki sambhanː-e-no vicarː men-iːd
then that-gen relation-ep-loc enquiry be-3sg.nm

.....Then there will be an enquiry in relation to that. **Panchayat**

In addition Malto also has demonstratives *hɪdɛ* 'here' and *hade* 'there' that express spatial distinctions. These spatial demonstratives can take dative (as shown in the following example) and ablative case marking (example 2-40).

(2-50) hɪdɛk hekno ho ḍarːcar hadek hekno ho ḍarːcar

hɪdɛk hek-no ho ḍar-c-ar ḍaːdɛk hek-no ho ḍar-c-ar
here-dat go-cond too catch-pst-3pl.h there-dat go-cond too catch-pst-3pl.h

They catch you if you go even here and they catch you even if you go there. **History**
2.4.4.2 Personal pronouns

Personal pronouns substitute for names of people and things. Malto has personal pronouns in the first, second and third person and they make a singular-plural distinction in terms of number. The distinction in third person singular is between masculine and non-masculine and the third person plural distinguishes between human and non-human referents. Malto also makes a distinction between inclusive and exclusive reference in the plural pronouns. In addition Malto pronouns also function as oblique bases to which relevant case markers (section 2.3.2) can be attached. The long vowels are shortened to form oblique bases. In addition, the first person and second person singular forms take an additional phoneme /-g/ as an inflectional increment to form oblique bases. The nominative is the uninflected personal pronoun and the rest of the case markers attach to the oblique base, as shown in Table 2.10.

(2-51) hani, “aţa: henge surli-n henu hoc-ka:n manha:n honďram”

hani aţ-a: heng-e surli-n he:n-u hoc-a:-k-a:n manha-r-n honď-r-a:n
then give-imp my-dat flute-acc lsg-en take-ep-rp-1sg buffalo-acc bring-dtr-3sg.m

Then, give me the flute, I’ll take (it) and bring the buffaloes.  

Story C3

The above example has two pronouns, one in the dative form and the other in the nominative.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 singular</th>
<th>1 plural inclusive</th>
<th>1 plural exclusive</th>
<th>2 singular</th>
<th>2 plural</th>
<th>3 singular masculine</th>
<th>3 singular non-masculine/plural non-human</th>
<th>3 plural human</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nominative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>(h)em</td>
<td>na:m</td>
<td>(h)en</td>
<td>ni:m</td>
<td>nim</td>
<td>(h)a:h</td>
<td>(h)a:ñ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accusative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>(h)engen</td>
<td>namen</td>
<td>(h)emen</td>
<td>ningen</td>
<td>nimen</td>
<td>(h)ahen</td>
<td>(h)a:ñen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>(h)enge</td>
<td>name</td>
<td>(h)eme</td>
<td>ninge</td>
<td>nime</td>
<td>(h)ahik</td>
<td>(h)a:ñek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genitive</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>(h)engki</td>
<td>namki</td>
<td>(h)emki</td>
<td>ningki</td>
<td>nimki</td>
<td>(h)ahki</td>
<td>(h)a:ñki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ablative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>(h)engentí</td>
<td>namentí</td>
<td>(h)ementí</td>
<td>ningenți</td>
<td>nimenți</td>
<td>(h)ahentí</td>
<td>(h)a:ñentí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instrumental</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>(h)engeñ</td>
<td>namen</td>
<td>(h)emñ</td>
<td>ningen</td>
<td>nimen</td>
<td>(h)ahen</td>
<td>(h)a:ñen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Locative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>(h)engno</td>
<td>namno</td>
<td>(h)emno</td>
<td>nigno</td>
<td>nimno</td>
<td>(h)ahno</td>
<td>(h)a:ñno</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.11

### 2.4.4.3 Reflexive Pronoun

The reflexive pronoun co-refers to the subject of the clause (example 2-52). *tam* is the reflexive pronoun in Malto. The other function of the reflexive pronoun is to emphasise the role of the subject (example 2-53). The reflexive pronoun (section 4.3.2.1) is prefixed to kinship terms to express ‘one’s own relative’, as against someone else’s relative (example 2-54).
(2-52) ha:h-u ta:nง en arsi-no tu:nđ iy-ah
3sg.m-en self-acc mirror-loc see-pst-3sg.m
He saw himself in the mirror.

(2-53) hani ha:h-u ta:n דוק iy-ah ha:4ek peli:n hoḍhik hoc-a:h
then 3sg.m-en self stay-pst-3sg.m there-dat girl-acc house-dat take-3sg.m
Then he took the girl to the house where he himself stayed.

hat-h meca: ham-c-a:h hah-i piisi: ra:ja:
3sg-nom.m up bath-pst-3sg.m 3sg.m-dat down king
7a:ha:ndi:q ham-c-a:q
refl-daughter-nom bath-pst-3sg.nm
He bathed up (stream) and the king’s daughter bathed down (stream) from him.

2.4.4.4 Interrogative Pronouns

Interrogative pronouns have three kinds of bases, nek ‘who’, hindr ‘what, why’ and hik ‘which’. The case marking suffixes attach to these bases to form relevant question words.

hikni ‘how’ does not take any case marking. Questions words can also be used as adnominally or adverbially, as shown in example (2-58).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Who</th>
<th>What</th>
<th>Which</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nek</td>
<td>(h)indr</td>
<td>(h)ik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td>neðu</td>
<td>(h)indrðu</td>
<td>(h)ikðu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>neken</td>
<td>(h)indrían</td>
<td>(h)ikan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>neke</td>
<td>(h)indrík</td>
<td>(h)ikek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitive</td>
<td>nekki</td>
<td>(h)indríki</td>
<td>(h)ikeki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental</td>
<td>neket</td>
<td>(h)indríret</td>
<td>(h)iket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablative</td>
<td>nekente</td>
<td>(h)indrírente</td>
<td>(h)ikente</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative</td>
<td>nekeno</td>
<td>(h)indríno</td>
<td>(h)ikno</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.12

The question word also functions as a relativiser, as shown in examples (2-55) and (2-58).

(2-55) neke með nunjeni:....

nek-e med nunjeni:
who-dat head ache-fut-3sg.nm

Whose head will ache....

(2-56) “hindrík holuhða:r, maar:r?”

hindrí-ik holuh-
why-dat cry-prs-2pl child-nom-2pl

Why are you crying, children?

Medicine

Story C4
(2-57) ha: maa:n havḍa: “hikni se nal porh-iḍ-e?”

ha: maa:n havḍa: hikni se nal porh-iḍ-e
that animal-acc speak-3sg.nm how emp very fatten-3sg.nm-q

That animal asked, “how have you become so fat?”

(2-58) hik-a:r pif-ur hem-e serom-a:n honḍr-a kos-n-a:r

hik-a:r pif-ur hem-e serom-a:n honḍr-a kos-n-a:r
which-nomr kill-nomr 1pl-dat portion bring-cp share-prs-3pl

The person that kills brings us a portion and shares (with us).

2.4.5 Adjectives

Malto has a small group of words that can be semantically distinguished as adjectives. Syntactically, adjectives modify the head noun. I follow Krishnamutri’s (2003:389) classification of basic adjectives in Dravidian into two major groups, namely, limiting adjectives and descriptive adjectives. Limiting adjectives include numerals and quantifiers like kajjak ‘lot’, rik ‘few’.

(2-59) hani, moukid, ino kajjak maja dek-a moui:

hani mou-k-id ino kajjak maja dek-a mou-i:
then eat-rp-3sg.nm more lot pleasure give-rp-3sg.nm eat-3sg.nm

Then, when he ate it, it gave (him) great pleasure eating it.
Descriptive adjectives include dimensions like *sarve* ‘small’, *bedo* ‘big’; colours like *eso* ‘red’, *bailko* ‘yellow’, *enailo* ‘green’; and values like *edfu* ‘good’. In addition, Malto is unique among Dravidian languages in using numeral classifiers (see 2.3.6 and 8.3) which are based on physical properties and often appear with numerals.

(2-60) hani ma:ond sarve sarve e:ra:d lolla:i:d bohoti:

hani ma.a-ond sarve sarve e:ra:-d loI-la:-i:d boh-oti:
then clf-one small small hen-nom.nm able-neg-3sg.nm run-inf

Then, one little hen was not able to run. **Story C3**

Adjectives in Malto are also derived from verbal, nominal and adverbial bases by adding the suffixes /-o, ro, te, to/, as shown in the following example set (Mahapatra 1979:112-116). Of these suffixes /-o/ is the most productive and resembles the lexical adjectival ending. The name of the language, Malto, is derived by adding the /to/ suffix to the nominal base *mal* ‘male/people’.

(2-61)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>pac</th>
<th>become old</th>
<th>pac-o</th>
<th>old</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verb</td>
<td>alkr</td>
<td>open</td>
<td>alkr-o</td>
<td>open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb</td>
<td>circ</td>
<td>strike</td>
<td>circ-o</td>
<td>flint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun</td>
<td>açdu</td>
<td>thorn</td>
<td>ac-ro</td>
<td>thorny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb</td>
<td>kit</td>
<td>rot</td>
<td>kit-ro</td>
<td>rotten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverb</td>
<td>meca</td>
<td>up</td>
<td>mec-te</td>
<td>upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun</td>
<td>peldu</td>
<td>woman</td>
<td>pel-to</td>
<td>feminine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(2-62) mecte epno heko t maon goda lagid

mecte epik heko t maon goda lagid
up-adg village-dat go-inf clf-one horse-nom nm need-3 sg nm

A horse is needed to go to the upper village.

2.4.6 Adverbs

There are a few lexical adverbs in Malto denoting time and location. However, the predominant pattern of adverbialisation is to derive adverbs from verb roots by reduplication. This process is especially productive in deriving manner adverbs (see 7.2.1.3). The following lists show some of the lexical adverbs in Malto.

**Temporal adverbs**

(2-63)

hina today
lela tomorrow
cevru yesterday
jehi: often

**Spatial adverbs**

(2-64)

opa behind
meca up
pisi down
In addition, Malto also has sentential adverbs that provide a link between two sentences in discourse. Sentential adverbs usually appear at the beginning of a sentence. The following example has two such adverbs that are very common in Malto.

(2-65) ani arhi, arhi, aː maenți arhi sarve aːpiyaːɖ

ani arhi arhi aː ma.a-enți arhi sarve aːp-iy-aːɖ
then again again that animal-comp again small watch-pst-3sg.nm

Then again, the one smaller than that animal watched.  

2.4.7 Classifiers

Malto is unique among Dravidian languages in having a closed set of nominal classifiers. This lexical category is a borrowing from Indo-Aryan languages and has been developed in Malto into a robust system (see 8.3). The animacy of the nouns and the shape, size and weight of the nouns are the two broad criteria by which classifiers are recognised in Malto. The following Table shows classifiers in Malto and the corresponding criteria by which they classify nouns.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Example(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jan</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>malar ‘men’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma:a</td>
<td>Non-human animate</td>
<td>edqa ‘goat’, natra ‘spirit’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>da:da</td>
<td>Long, large, rigid objects</td>
<td>mas ‘bamboo’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ka:ti</td>
<td>Long, small, rigid, objects</td>
<td>bixi(^{15}) ‘cigar’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa:da</td>
<td>Long, flexible objects</td>
<td>pa:v ‘road’, ca:ma ‘song’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa:ta</td>
<td>Flat, broad, flexible objects</td>
<td>ta:hja: ‘tongue’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa:ta</td>
<td>Flat, broad, thin, flexible</td>
<td>a:x: ‘leaf’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>para</td>
<td>Long pods, fruits</td>
<td>simbi ‘beans’, kaldi ‘banana’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ka:nda</td>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>komla ‘blanket’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pula</td>
<td>Round, light objects</td>
<td>pu:pdu ‘flower’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa:n</td>
<td>Large, hollow objects</td>
<td>hoddu ‘house’, bas ‘bus’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gut</td>
<td>Miscellaneous quantifiable</td>
<td>pa:kit ‘packet’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.13: Classifiers in Malto (Mahapatra 1997)

Semantically, classifiers represent some characteristic feature of the noun with which they occur. Syntactically, a classifier precedes the noun and appears in combination with a numeral or a demonstrative. Classifiers are either preceded by demonstratives, as shown in example (2-66) or numerals as shown in example (2-67).

\(^{15}\) bixi is a locally rolled cigar like product with tobacco filling in dried, easily combustible leaves.
Then, the crow took the flute to that particular house and threw it. Story C3

The numerals always precede the classifier if the number is larger than two. The numbers one and two are suffixed to the classifier if they are Malto numerals, as shown in example (2-68) and they precede the classifier if they are borrowed numerals, as shown in example (2-67) (also see section 8.2).

Having taken (them), he put them in seven cow sheds. Story C3

They take a spear

2.4.8 Other functional categories

In addition to the above mentioned well-defined word classes, the Malto lexicon also includes functional words such as postpositions, conjunctions, interjections. I will not be
providing an exhaustive list of function words in Malto. Instead I will provide an overview of some typical function words in Malto.

2.4.8.1 Postpositions

Postpositions appear with complement phrases, usually nominal complements, although they can also appear with verbs. In Malto, postpositions are used to express role relations that are not captured by case marking on the nouns. According to Krishnamutri (2003:430), the difference between case markers and postpositions is that “case markers are suffixes and bound morphemes, whereas postpositions are grammaticalised words.” Malto postpositions are either attached to nominal stems or follow nominals already inflected with case markers. Hence postposition can either be free or bound.

Associative

The associative marker in Malto is /-koni/. The associative shows a relationship of cooperation between two nominal entities in executing the same event.

(2-69) ədəkki korkaːd ekdaːm, ətehoki koci bacarnaʔyaːr

ədək-k-i  kork-c-aːd  ekdaːm  əteho-koni  bac-a-r-naʔ-y-aːr
break-rp-3sg.nm  enter-pst-3sg.nm  immediately  mother-ass  snatch-ep-dtr-recp-pst-3pl.h

(They) entered breaking the roof and fought with the mother. Story C2

The above example also contains an adverb in the form of ekdaːm, which is a borrowing from Hindi (section 8.1). In the above example the associative is attached to the noun as a
bound morpheme and in the following example the postposition follows a case marked noun.

(2-70) haːdu hahi koni milaːroŋ hekiyaːɖ

haː-du hah-i koni mil-aːr-oŋ hek-iyaːɖ
3sg-nom.nm 3sg.m-dat ass meet-vrb-inf go-pst-3sg.nm

She went to meet with him. Elicitation

2.4.8.2 Particles

Particles in Malto are a sub-group of postpositions. Particles are uninflected adpositions, postpositions in case of Malto. Particles can follow both nouns and verbs. As Zwicky (1985: 284) “particles are a pretheoretical notion that has no translation into a theoretical construct of linguistics.” Several of the particles in Malto could be clitics, as is the common syntactic pattern in Dravidian languages (Krishnamutri 2003, Steever 1993). However, due to limitations of the data available at the moment, it would be safer to let these words be grouped under the broad category of particles, rather then distinguishing them as clitics and free words. The following particles in Malto are focus particles and highlight the nouns or verbs that they follow.

2.4.8.2.1 Emphatic particle

The emphatic particle in Malto underscores the importance of the entity described by the noun or the verb that it follows, in the execution of the situation expressed by the finite verb in the matrix clause and hence makes it the focus of the clause. The particle se is used to express emphasis.
(2-71) hah:i:n hond-ra at:no se lap:a:n

hah-i:n hond-r-a at-no se lap-a:n
3sg.m-acc bring-dtr-cp give-cond emp eat-1sg

I will eat only if you bring him.  

Alternatively, the emphatic particles borrowed from Hindi are also often used (see 8.4.1).

2.4.8.2.2 Indefinite particle

Indefinite particles are used when the predicate makes reference to no particular individual or group. The particle jaha: is used to express indefiniteness in Malto.

(2-72) neke jaha: himma:ṭ menla:q

neke jaha: himma:ṭ men-la-a:q
who-gen ever courage be-neg-3sg.nm

No one had the courage.  

2.4.8.2.3 Additive

The additive particle highlights the role of the noun that it follows as equivalent to that of the roles expressed by other participants in the situation. ho is the additive particle in Malto.

(2-73) iske ba:q, pel ma.erin gava:hi: nanna:r ya: muḍs ma.erin ho gava:hi:

nanna:r
iske ba:q pel ma.a-r-in gava:hi: nan-n-ar ya:
this after female child-pl-acc witness do-prs-3pl.h or

muḍs ma.a-r-in ho gava:hi: nan-n-ar
male child-pl-acc add witness do-prs-3pl.h

After this, female children do witnessing or male children also do witnessing. Panchayat
2.4.8.2.4 Vocative

The vocative is used as an address form and unlike other case markers that appear on the dependent nominals, vocatives stand independently, as shown in example (2-74). Vocatives can also be suffixed to the verb, as shown in example (2-75). Malto has different vocatives based on the gender of the addressee. If the addressee is masculine, the vocatives are *aḍe, are* and if the addressee is feminine the vocative is *eri*. These vocatives can be suffixed to a verb and in addition, the suffixes /-le/ and /-li/ also act as vocatives for masculine and feminine respectively.

(2-74) “aḍe mama, ayaː:n nap paṇjkiːɖ pīṭiyąɖ”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>aḍe</th>
<th>mama</th>
<th>ayaː:n</th>
<th>nap</th>
<th>paṇ-j-k-iːɖ</th>
<th>pīṭiyąɖ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>voc.m</td>
<td>uncle</td>
<td>mother-acc</td>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>ripe-sf-rp-3sg.nm</td>
<td>kill-pst-3sg.nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hey uncle, the fruit ripened and killed mother.  

Story C4

(2-75) korci lagki hinjle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kor-c-i</th>
<th>lag-k-i</th>
<th>hin-j-r-le</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>enter-pst-3sg.nm</td>
<td>approach-rp-3sg.nm</td>
<td>take-sf-dtr-voc.m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(You) take by entering and approaching.  

Story C2

2.5 Conclusion

This chapter has provided a sketch of the grammar of Malto that included a typological profile of the language and brief descriptions of such categories as nouns, demonstratives, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs, classifiers, particles and miscellaneous nominal suffixes. An overview of the phonology and morphophonemics is also provided. However, all these areas need to be explored in detail. What this chapter has not included is an account of the verbs in Malto, which will be discussed in detail in the following chapters.
Chapter 3: Finite and Non-finite verbs and Verb classes

3.0 Introduction
This chapter deals with the structure of Malto verbs and also considers the functional classification of verbs in Malto based on their lexical content. The first section in this chapter introduces the minimal unit that can be considered as a verb in Malto and then discusses the formal structure of the verb (section 3.1). The structure of finite verbs in Malto and the three levels of verb word formation are discussed in detail in section 3.2. The non-finite verbal suffixes (section 3.3) and the various functions of the non-finite verbs, namely conditional (section 3.3.1), causal adverbial (section 3.3.2), relative past (section 3.3.3), simultaneity (section 3.3.4), conjunct participle (section 3.3.5), infinitive (section 3.3.6) and adnominal (section 3.3.7) are explained in the third part of this chapter. The fourth part of this chapter is dedicated to a discussion of category changing derivational processes (section 3.4) involving verb roots (section 3.4.1), and where verb stems are derived from nouns and borrowed roots (section 3.4.2). The last part of this chapter presents the verb classes in Malto based on Aksionsart types (section 3.5) and then discusses the functional restrictions on co-occurrence of verb forms, based on verb classes (section 3.5.1), along with a discussion on copula constructions in the language (section 3.5.2).

3.1 Formal Structure of the Verb
The Malto verb minimally consists of a verb stem. A stem is a form from which a word is derived by the addition of one or more affixes. A verb stem in Malto can be obtained by
the addition of a stem formative suffix (section 3.1.1.1 and section 5.1.1.1) to the verb root. A verb root is a form from which words or parts of words are derived. A root is not itself derivable from any smaller or simpler form. However, the verb in its stem form is restricted to compound verb constructions and cannot appear as the head of an independent clause. In order to appear as the head of an independent clause a verb stem in Malto has to take at least one suffix from a set of inflectional suffixes (section 3.1.1.3) that includes negative suffixes, tense-aspect-mood suffixes and gender-number-person agreement suffixes. Verbs can also appear as the head of a dependent clause by taking at least one suffix from a set of non-finite verbal suffixes (section 3.3). A base can either be a root or a stem (Matthews 1997). A base is any form to which a process applies. Verbs that appear as the head of an independent clause are called finite verbs (section 3.2) and verbs that appear as the head of a dependent clause are called non-finite verbs. The following example shows a verb stem that appears with another verb to form a compound verb (section 7.2.1). This compound verb is a non-finite verb which is the head of a dependent clause and depends on a third verb which is the head of an independent clause.

(3-1) os ťunheki heca:k

[os ťunh-e-k-i] hec-a:k

cut collect-ep-rp-3sg.mn tie-3sg.f

Having cut and collected (the bamboo), she tied them up. Story C2

In the above example os ťunheki is a compound verb where os is the past stem (section 5.1.1.1) of the verb oy 'cut'. The second nucleus of the compound ťunh, carries the
relative past tense marker (section 3.3.3) which has scope over the whole compound. The finite verb *hecaid* consists of the verb root *hec* 'tie' and the gender-number-person agreement suffix.

### 3.1.1 Levels of Verb Formation

Malto is an agglutinating language and verbs are formed by adding suffixes to the verb root with little morphophonemic change (section 2.3). Malto verb formation maximally takes place at three levels. The first level is the level of stem formation (section 3.1.1.1). It is possible for the verb root to act as a stem or for a stem to be derived by attaching a stem formative suffix to the verb root. The verb stem can act as a meaningful syntactic unit as the first nucleus of a compound verb (section 7.2.1). The second level of verb formation is the concatenation of derivational suffixes to the verb stem (section 3.1.1.2). It is typological characteristic of derivational suffixes that they occur closer to the verb root than inflectional suffixes (Bybee 1985). Once the verb stem takes a derivational suffix, it is obligatory that it is followed by an inflectional suffix. The third and final level of verb formation is the concatenation of inflectional suffixes (section 3.1.1.3). Steever (1993:12) compares verbal inflections and derivations by stating that:

"inflection differs from derivation in that the members of an inflectional opposition are mutually implicating so that, for example, the existence of a past tense in a grammatical system always implies the existence of a non-past tense, and vice versa. Derivation, on the other hand, creates an opposition of two terms, a base and a derived form, whose members are not mutually implicating: while a derived form always implies the existence of a base
form, forms that might otherwise serve as base forms need not imply the existence of a derived form."

One way of understanding the structure and function of verbs in Malto is to locate them in the larger perspective of Dravidian verbs and analyse how they conform to or differ from the typical features of the language family. Verb roots in Dravidian languages are known to be monosyllabic with the canonical shape (C) V (C) (Krishnamurti 2002). However, verb stems in Malto can have more than one syllable. They may have been monosyllabic historically and retained some suffix that is no longer productive as shown in the following example set.

(3-2)

\text{tunh} \quad \text{collect}

\text{cadg} \quad \text{slip}

\text{muluh} \quad \text{drown}

\text{cudup} \quad \text{drop}

The verb stem formation process is discussed in the following section.

3.1.1.1 Level One: Verb Stem Formation

The first level of verb formation in Malto involves the addition of the stem formative suffix to a verb root. There are two types of stem formative suffixes in Malto and both are non-productive suffixes in the language. The first type of stem formatives creates a stem that is the past tense alternate of the non-past verb root (section 5.1.1.1). The other kind
of stem formative suffix are the tense-transitivising suffixes (section 4.2). Krishnamurti (2002:278) points out for Dravidian in general that "no meaning can be assigned to the formative suffixes. It is speculated that they represented tense and voice markers at an early stage of Proto-Dravidian and were already losing that significance within Proto-Dravidian in different subgroups" (also see Cladwell 1956).

Based on the typical phonological structure for Dravidian verbs, which is (C)V(C), it can be deduced that the factor that explains the presence of formative suffixes in Malto is that some of the formatives are relics of Proto-Dravidian inflected verb forms. The verb roots taking past stem formatives are paired with non-past alternates. In contrast, the verb roots with the transitivising —NP (nasal + plosive) formatives in Malto do not always have an intransitive correspondent and in such instances the bare root without the stem formative is no longer a meaningful unit. Hence the verb stems with the Proto-Dravidian —NP formatives are derived bases that are now part of the lexicon in Malto. However, there is a productive derivational process in the language that is explained in section 3.1.1.2 and chapter 4. Krishnamurti (2003:182) has postulated that:

"at a very early stage within Proto-Dravidian, sonorant suffixes of the L type (l, l, z, r, w, y) were added to (C)V:- or (C)VC-V-stems to form extended intransitive/middle voice stems. This assumption is based on the observation that verb stems ending in sonorant suffixes tend to be intransitive in the descendental languages. At a later period, -L, -VL lost their identity as grammatical elements and became incorporated into the preceding stems. The P-suffixes signal both tense and voice."
The following Table shows how the tense and transitivity properties combine to form stem formatives in Proto-Dravidian, where the dental vs. non-dental distinction indicates past vs. non-past; simple (N)P signals intransitive, and geminate (N)PP, transitive:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-past</th>
<th>Past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intransitive</td>
<td>*p</td>
<td>*k   *t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*mp</td>
<td>*nk  *nt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitive</td>
<td>*pp</td>
<td>*kk  *tt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*mpp</td>
<td>*nkk *ntt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1

Based on the diachronic data on Dravidian languages presented by Krishnamurti (2003) and Subrahmanyam (1971), the following non-productive stem formatives can be reconstructed for Malto. The labial series of non-past stem formatives is missing in Malto. In all instances, Malto has replaced the geminates in the proto-form of the suffix by voiced plosives.

1) The /-d/ suffix is a weakened form of the proto-Dravidian transitive causative suffix *-tt.

This suffix always attaches to a root ending in /n/.

(3-3)

on drink

ond cause to drink

Not all transitive verbs with /-d/ formative suffix have intransitive counterparts.

(3-4)
hon-ḍ fetch, bring
man-ḍ bury, plant
maṅ-ḍ roast on charcoal
men-ḍ burn
mun-ḍ wrap
pun-ḍ put
ban-ḍ pull
nin-ḍ fill

2) The /-j/ suffix is a weakened form of the proto-Dravidian transitive causative suffix

*-cc~*-kk. These verbs do not have intransitive counterparts.

(3-5)

aṃ-j talk
an-j bear fruit
kun-j throw, give birth
con-j fasten, bind
cun-j pound
nun-j ache, hurt

3) The /-g/ suffix is the transitive form of the proto-Dravidian paired intransitive and

transitive stem with -(N)P/-(N)PP. Synchronically, all the verbs taking this suffix express
telic transitive events, but not all of them are punctual.
Malto has lost the intransitive member of the pair for the above stems and instead uses the productive intransitive suffix */-r/* to derive intransitive stems.

(3-7)
\[ \text{adg-}r\text{-a}g \] It was pressed
\[ \text{cadg-}r\text{-a}g \] It slipped

The productive process of stem formation is explained in the following section.

3.1.1.2 Level Two: Derivational Suffixes

The second level of verb formation is the addition of derivational suffixes. A derivational
suffix is not obligatory in forming either a finite or a non-finite verb. The addition of a derivational suffix changes the argument potential of the verb and creates an idiosyncratic meaning for the resulting verb base. A Malto verb can include a sequence of two derivational suffixes at most. The first, which is the closest to the verb root, is the suffix that determines the overall transitivity of the verb (section 4.1). Alternatively, this slot can be occupied by the verbalising suffix that derives verbs from nouns (section 3.4.2). Words which can be verbalised are either Malto noun roots or borrowed stems from Indo-Aryan languages. The second derivational suffix in the sequence can be chosen from a set of valence changing operators that include the causative, reciprocal and the passive suffixes. Chapter 4 is devoted to a detailed discussion of valence changing operations.

The following Table shows the productive derivational suffixes in Malto.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derivational Suffix</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detransitivising/reflexive</td>
<td>-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causative</td>
<td>-ʃr/-tar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reciprocal</td>
<td>-nah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>-uhr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2

3.1.1.3 Level Three: Inflectional Suffixes

The third level of verb formation is the suffixation of inflectional affixes. A Malto verb can include up to three inflectional suffixes chosen from:

1) a set of negative suffixes
2) tense-aspect-mood (TAM) suffixes

3) gender-number-person (GNP) agreement suffixes

Alternatively an affix from the set of non-finite suffixes can take the place of a TAM suffix. Non-finite suffixes are discussed in detail in section 3.3 of this chapter. The topics of tense-aspect-mood markers and gender-number-person agreement markers are discussed in detail in Chapter 5. The negatives in Malto are discussed in Chapter 6.

The structure of the verb in Malto can thus be summarised as follows:

Verb = Verb root + [stem formative] + [derivational suffixes] + [inflectional suffixes]

Some possible combinations of the above formula are listed below in order of increasing complexity based on how many derivational and inflectional suffixes are attached to the verb root. However this is not an exhaustive list of possible verb forms in Malto.

a) Verb = verb root + inflectional suffix

(3-8)  dqok-a:
       sit-imp
       Sit!
       Elicitation

b) Verb = verb root + stem formative 1 + inflectional suffix

(3-9)  bar-c-ah
       come-sf-3sg.m
       He came.
       Elicitation
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c) Verb = verb root + stem formative 2 + inflectional suffix

(3-10) ku-nj-ah
    throw-sf-3sg.m

    He threw  

    Story C4

d) Verb = verb root + inflectional suffix + inflectional suffix

(3-11) ṭal-d-am
    sacrifice-prs-lpl

    We sacrifice  

    Rituals

e) Verb = verb root + stem formative 1+ inflectional suffix +inflectional suffix

(3-12) ṭal-c-ar-k-am...
    sacrifice-sf-ep-rp-1pl

    (We) having sacrificed....  

    Rituals

f) Verb = verb root + stem formative 2 + inflectional suffix + inflectional suffix +
    inflectional suffix

(3-13) ha-nq-lax-ya-d
    find-sf-neg-pst-3sg.m

    It could not find.  

    Story C3

g) Verb = verb root + derivational suffix + inflectional suffix

(3-14) samjh-arr-arr
    understand-vrb-3pl

    They convinced (him).  

    History
h) Verb = verb root + derivational suffix+ derivational suffix + inflectional suffix + inflectional suffix

(3-15) avd-r-nah-ly-a:r
   talk-dtr-recp-pst-3pl

They discussed (it) with each other.                     Story C2

3.2 Finite Verb

The key to deciphering the inter-relation of verbs in multi-verb constructions in Dravidian languages lies in appreciating the meaning of finiteness.

Morphologically, the finiteness of verbs in Malto and all other Dravidian languages depends on whether the verb is marked for tense and gender-number-person agreement. Syntactically, finite verbs can appear in independent clauses and they typically occupy the sentence final position. The gender-number-person agreement marker agrees with the subject of the sentence, if the subject is in the nominative.

(3-16) sirip mak ḍañḍam hoynä:r

sirip       mak       ḍañḍa:-n       hoy-n-a:r
only       Mak       branch-acc       take-prs-3pl

They only take the branch of the Mak tree.                        Medicine
Miller (1993:381) defines a complex verb as one which has undergone some sort of derivation to alter the form, meaning and argument structure of the base verb. A complex stem for a finite verb in Malto will have the derivative suffix preceding the tense marker.

(3-17) bohațrdān

boh-a-t-r-d-a:n
run-ep-caus-prs-1sg
I am caused to run.

Compound verbs have two verbal bases- V1+V2. Usually only the second base V2 carries the tense and gender-number-person agreement marker. When compound verbs are positioned clause finally, only the second verb is a finite verb and the verb preceding it is a non-finite verb.

(3-18) uḍt̪ar-uḍt̪ar hijāḍ

uḍ-t̪ar-uḍ-t̪ar hij-aḍ
fix-caus-fix-caus stood-sf-3sg.nm
(They) stood with the horns fixed (to each other).

In the above example, the V1 uḍt̪ar-uḍt̪ar is a reduplicated compound verb that forms the first base and the V2 hijāḍ is the fully inflected finite verb. Example (3-18) illustrates
compound verb constructions with all their internal complexities in that V1 can itself be a compound verb (Section 7.2).

The formal structure of verb-verb compounds in Malto will be explained in the section on non-finite verbs (see 3.3) and the syntactic and functional properties of verb-verb compounds will be discussed in Chapter 7 (see 7.2.1). In addition to verb-verb compounds, Malto also has noun-verb compounds. The most productive processes of noun-verb compounding in Malto is using the verb ‘to be’ to encode stative predicates and the verb ‘to do’ to encode active predicates.

(3-19) hađe, saja: naniya:rr, je keca:r ha: bixno, saja: naniya:rr

That, they punished, whoever died in that interval, they punished. History

(3-20) ha:đinte salha: menja:r

From there, they consulted. History

nan, the verb ‘to do’ and men, the verb ‘to be’ are usually used with a borrowed noun as in the above examples where saja: and salha: are both borrowings from Hindi. The verb ‘to be’ also appears with nominal predicates in copular constructions (see section 3.3.1).
However noun-verb constructions are different from copular constructions on two counts. First, and most importantly, copula is not compound constructions like noun-verb pairs and secondly the nouns in noun-verb constructions are always borrowings from dominant languages whereas the nouns in copula constructions need not necessarily be borrowings.

Apart from declarative and negative (see chapter 6) sentences, finite verbs also appear in imperatives. The verb in the imperative clause carries the imperative suffix –a: or a vocative suffix (see 2.3.2.1) that acts as a potmanteau morph combining both the imperative mood marking and the gender-number marking.

(3-21) gur:reke ba:lin tisga:

\[
gur-a:r-e-k-e \quad ba:li-n \quad tis-g-a:
\]

\[
\text{turn-verb-ep-2sg} \quad \text{door-acc} \quad \text{open-sf-imp}
\]

Having turned, open the door! \hspace{1cm} \textbf{Directions}

(3-22) da:do:n da:mar ga:n-dqe

\[
da:d-o:n \quad marga-n \quad ka:n-d-qe
\]

\[
\text{clf-one} \quad \text{horn-acc} \quad \text{strike-sf-voc.m}
\]

Strike a horn. \hspace{1cm} \textbf{Story C3}

The finite verb form in Malto can stand as an independent clause. Structurally a finite verb can be reduced or modified by introducing non-finite verbal inflections into the verb. This involves loss or modification of verbal inflections such as the deictic tense suffix (section 5.1.1), gender-number-person agreement marking (section 5.4) which
gives us the non-finite verb form.

3.3 Non-finite verbs

Steever (1993:17) has stated for Dravidian in general that:

“non-finite verbs are divided into two broad sets according to their combinatoric properties. The first set includes all those non-finite verbs which combine with the following verb, with or without other grammatical material intervening: the conjunctive, the infinitive, the durative, the conditional and others. Their use implies the existence of another verb elsewhere in the sentence on which the non-finite forms depend. The second set of non-finite verb includes those which combine with the following nominal to form a variety of structures. When, however, it combines with a following pronoun with a restrictive reading, the two combine and a verbal noun is formed.”

The preconditional, temporal conditional, causal adverbial, relative past, simultaneity, infinitive, and conjunct participle forms in Malto combine with the following verb, the adjectival participles combine with the following nouns and the relativised adnominals are formed by combining with a following pronominal suffix. A non-finite verb is the syntactic head of a subordinate clause and functions as durative, perfective or conditional. Morphologically, non-finite verbs are usually differentiated from finite verbs by the absence of the TAM and GNP pronominal markers. But this is not always true in Malto. In the following sections I will discuss instances where the non-finite verb carries relative
tense marking and GNP agreement marking. The Table below lists the suffixes involved in non-finite verb formation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preconditional</th>
<th>-ta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temporal Conditional</td>
<td>-no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal Adverbial</td>
<td>-ko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Past</td>
<td>-k-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simultaneity</td>
<td>-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinitive</td>
<td>-oť, -oći</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjunct Participle</td>
<td>-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adnominal</td>
<td>-u, -ur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjectival Participle</td>
<td>-i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.3**

**3.3.1 Conditionals**

Conditional clauses are used to describe a situation that is a pre-requisite for another situation to occur. The verb in the subordinate clause encoding the conditional protasis is a non-finite verb form. The main situation in this complex construction is expressed as a finite verb. The preconditional verb form appears with both the declarative and the negative forms. It is marked by the morpheme /-ta/.

(3-23)ni:n bajyata em olh-an

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nin</th>
<th>baj-y-a-ta</th>
<th>e:n</th>
<th>olh-an</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2sg.nom</td>
<td>hit-prs-ep-cond</td>
<td>1sg.nom</td>
<td>cry-1sg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you beat me, I will cry. **Elicitation**
If you don’t give me sweets, I will cry.

From the above examples, it appears that the conditional marker /-ta/ can be analyzed as a clitic because bajyata in example (3-23) is one intonational unit while atomați ta has two intonational units with ta pronounced as a separate word form. Clitics are distinguished from suffixes by the nature of the forms with which they combine. Clitics combine with free forms, namely with words that can stand alone without the clitic. Steever (1993:12) argues that “Dravidian clitics are exclusively postclitic and serve many important syntactic and pragmatic functions from conjunction and subordination to emphasis.”

The second type is the temporal conditional clause that describes an entailment relation where an event y is bound to follow upon the completion of event x. The conditional clause is marked by the morpheme /-no/ and the matrix clause contains a finite verb.

Upon sowing, after that it is available.
Thompson et al (2007:258) point out that the difference between the ‘if’ and ‘when’ clause is simply one of degree of expectability. Malto codes this difference by using two different morphemes to represent the two situations.

3.3.2 Causal Adverbial

The causal adverbial clause describes the situation where an event y can take place only if another event x occurs. Such a clause is marked by the morpheme /-ko/. The clause describing the resulting situation y is the matrix clause and it contains a finite verb.

(3-26) hanno mahare hila: ha:nko, hi-j-ah

han-no mahare hi-l-a: ha:n-ko, hi-j-ah
there-loc facing stand-sf-imp say-adv stand-sf-3sg.m

Upon telling him to face that way and stand, he stood. Story C4

3.3.3 Relative Past Tense

The verbs suffixed by the relative past tense marker denote situations that occurred prior to the situation described by the finite verb in the matrix clause. The suffix /-k/ marks the relative past. This maker is employed to give the sense of ‘x having occurred’. Malto places no restrictions as to how many events can occur before the event described in the matrix clause. Hence this proves to be a productive process for clause chaining. The clauses occur in the sequential order which mirrors the event order in the sentence. The verb in the matrix clause is a finite verb. The relative past marker is followed by GNP agreement marking and it also agrees with the GNP marker on the finite verb in the
Having invited (people), having collected donations, then having reached the place of worship, we worship at that place.

The verb containing the relative past tense marker is the only non-finite word form that takes the GNP agreement marking. A plausible explanation for this exception is that relative past form was diachronically a compound word form that has contracted by reducing the V2 of the compound to a suffix. The possible contender for the V2 position in this case are ek ‘go’ since Kachru (1993:117) generalises for South Asian languages that the verb ‘go’ as a vector regularly expresses the deictic meaning of completion.

### 3.3.4 Relative Present Tense/ Simultaneity

Simultaneity is a relative tense marking on the verb where the speaker intends to express two events taking place at the same time. The verb bearing the simultaneity marker precedes the main verb in the matrix clause. The simultaneity marker in Malto is /-i/.
Then the king's daughter seeing (it), climbed up and saw him.  

In example (3-28) the two simultaneous situations of ṭund ‘seeing’ and harg ‘climbing’ are represented in two different clauses that are chained together. Clause chaining in Malto is discussed in detail in section 7.2.3.2.

3.3.5 Conjunct Participle

The conjunct participle in Malto is expressed by the suffix /-a/. The clause with the verb containing the conjunct participle precedes the finite verb in the matrix clause. This kind of construction is also called a ‘conjunct participle construction’ because of the syntactic nature of the constructions. The conjunct participle links two verbs that together describe one complex situation. The various functions expressed by the conjunct participle construction are discussed in section 7.2.1.2.

(3-29) haṭēnu bahreno hoca kunjḏam

We take it out and throw it  

3.3.6 Infinitive

/–ot, –oti/ is the infinitive marker. The verb form in an infinite clause is not inflected to
agree with any subject and is understood to be co-referential with the matrix clause subject. From the temporal point of view the infinitive suffix expresses the relative future tense in Malto (section 5.1.2). The infinitive word form is used as a purposive (see 7.2.1.2.4) and as the complement of modal auxiliary verbs. An auxiliary verb (see 6.2.1.1) expresses grammatical distinctions that are not expressed by the main verb. Example (3-30) shows the infinitive functioning as a purposive and example (3-31) shows the infinitive with the obligatory modal.

(3-30) ortond teho-d aram oyo-t ¿ekiya-t

ortond teho-d aram oyo-t ¿ekiya-t
one mother-nom bamboo-acc cut-inf go-pst-3sg.nm

A mother went to cut bamboo.  

Story C2

(3-31) harden sa:gor moqa-t ha:no-ti meni

harden sa:gor moqa-t ha:no-ti meni
dem.dst-acc Sagar turn-nom say-inf oblig

It is called the Sagar Turning

Directions

Infinitives are also used as complements of the declarative and negative ability modals. The following example shows the infinitive with the negative ability modal.

(3-32) marond sarve-sarve err mo.o lollar-id boho-ti

mar-ond sarve-sarve err mo.o lollar-id boho-ti
clf-one small-small hen child can-neg-3sg.nm run-inf

One little chick couldn’t run.  

Story C4

The default word order in Malto has the finite verb in the clause final position. However,
the only exceptional case of a non-finite verb occupying the clause final position is that of the infinitive wordform, as shown in the above example (see also example (3-37)).

3.3.7 Adnominals

Adnominal clauses serve to modify a head noun. There are two kinds of adnominal constructions in Malto that contain verbal forms:

i) Restrictive relative clauses
ii) Adjectival (relative) participle constructions

Headless relative clauses are formed by combining the relativised verb and the pronominal suffix that agrees with the head noun that it replaces. These constructions are used as restrictive relative clauses. When it is restrictive the relative clause restricts the potential reference of a head noun. /-uh, -ur/ are the relativising suffixes in Malto that attach to the verb stem (example 3-34). The suffix /-u/ is used when relativised verbal is followed by a noun (example 3-33). The suffix /-u/ is also the relativiser in the non-past forms and the relativised forms in the past tense take the suffix /-pa/ as shown in example (3-35).

(3-33) hortu ḍanh qa: gur-aṭaru maa:h hokḍa:h

hortu ḍanh qa: gur-a-ṭar-u maa:h hok-ḍ-a:h
one branch roam-ep-caus-rel child-nom.m be-prs-3sg.m

There is a boy who takes the branch around. Medicine

hill-loc live-rel people-acc eat-prs-3pl say-pst-3pl

The ones living on the hills eat people, they said. History

(3-35) henginṭi pahle padipa:r ne jaha: beyo:r

henginṭi pahle pad-i-pa:a:r ne jaha: bey-o:-r
1sg-abl before study-ep-rel-3pLh who indef be-neg-3pl.h

There is no literate person before me. History

Krishnamurti (2003:444) states that “all Dravidian languages change tensed finite verbs into adjectival (relative participles) by replacing the personal suffixes with adjectival markers –a or –i.” The suffix /-i/ in Malto marks a verb in the attributive position that modifies the following noun. Syntactically this is an adjectival or relative participle construction.

(3-36) piṭi: jaṅva:ra: menno heme haḍki:n seroma:n heme kosna:a:r

piṭ-i: jaṅva:ra: men-no hem-e haḍ-ki-in
kill-pp animal be-cond 1pl-dat dem.dst-gen-acc
seroma:n hem-e kos-n-a:r
portion 1pl-dat share-prs-3pl

Upon finding a killed animal, they share a portion with me from that. Medicine

3.4 Category Changing Derivational Processes

Malto uses suffixation to derive verbs from nouns and nouns from verbs (see 7.1.1).
### 3.4.1 Nominalisation: Deriving nouns from verbs

`/po/` is the nominalising suffix in Malto and is added to verb stems to derive nominals.

They are the citation forms of verbs in Malto.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Root</th>
<th>Derived nominal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hi:l ‘stand’</td>
<td>hi:l-po ‘standing’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ok ‘sit’</td>
<td>ok-po ‘sitting’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of ‘break’</td>
<td>of-po ‘breaking’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.4**

Nominalised verbals function as gerunds in a dependent clause, as shown in the following example.


gura:r-po porca:r namo:ti wander-nomr publicity do-inf

Then, together with the wandering of two or three people, to publicise (the event).

### 3.4.2 Verbalisation

`/ar/` is the verbalising suffix in Malto. The verbalising suffix is used to convert non-verbal roots into intransitive verb stems in Malto.
The suffix /-air/ is also used to verbalise borrowed words from Hindi. The borrowed root can either be a verb root or a predicate nominal. The verbalising suffix is mandatory even if the borrowed word is a verb in the source language.

Example (3-37) shows both the category changing derivational processes on the borrowed root *gur*. The borrowed word is first verbalised into a Malto verb stem by adding the /-ar/ suffix and then nominalised by the /-po/ suffix.
The /-ar/ suffix is replaced by the /-ey/ or /-es/ suffix to derive transitive verbs from nouns and borrowed stems. The following example set shows the derivation of a transitive verb from a noun.

(3-38)

a) alsi sweat
b) als-ar to be irritated
c) als-es-iy-a:h worry-tr-pst-3sg.m He irritated (it).

The process of deriving transitive bases from nouns and borrowed stems is discussed in detail in section 4.1.3.

3.5 Verb Classes

Studies in linguistic typology indicate that verbs in any language can be identified as belonging to different semantic classes and such a classification also has an effect on morpho-syntactic representations such as the restrictions on the number of arguments a verb can take, unexpected case marking patterns, special morphemes to represent particular functions that attach only to a specific class of verbs etc (Dixon and Aikhenvald 2004). For example, in most languages verbs describing grooming activities have inherent properties of reflexivity. Syntactically verbs can be classified on the basis of the clause type they may occur in. Syntactic classification of verbs depends on the transitivity conditions (see 4.1) of the verbs. At one end of the scale we have strictly intransitive verbs and on the other extreme are the strictly transitive verbs. Dixon and
Aikhenvald (2000:4) observe that most languages show a wider range of transitivity classes of verbs in that if the verbs in a language are classified based on the degree of transitivity, they can be broadly grouped as intransitive, transitive and ambitransitive. I have discussed in sections 3.1.1.1 and 3.1.1.2 the non-productive and productive processes of deriving transitive stems in Malto and also observed that not all derived transitive stems have intransitive pairs. The verb stems derived from nouns and borrowed stems in Malto are ambitransitive and depend on the verbalising suffixes to determine their transitivity.

Previous works on verbal classification provide a framework for grouping verb roots according to their lexical attributes. Van Valin and LaPolla (1997:93) have summarised Vendler's (1967) lexical distinctions in terms of Aktionsart. Vendler argues that verbs and other predicating elements could be classified in terms of their inherent temporal properties, and proposed four basic classes: states, achievements, accomplishments and activities. Van Valin and LaPolla (1997:92) go on to define these four classes in terms of three binary features, [+/- static], [+/- punctual] and [+/- telic]. Telicity refers to whether a verb has an inherent terminal point or not. Hence the Aktionsart types can be summarised as:

1. State  
   [+static], [-telic], [-punctual]
2. Activity  
   [-static], [-telic], [-punctual]
3. Accomplishment  
   [-static], [+telic], [-punctual]
4. Achievement  
   [-static], [+telic], [+punctual]
They propose a set of generic tests with cross-linguistic validity to ascertain membership of verbs to one of these classes and also mention that it is possible to find valid tests which work only in the language being investigated (Valin and LaPolla 1997:93-7). The achievement verbs are distinguished from the accomplishment verbs by the fact that achievement situations take place over a period of time whereas accomplishment verbs are concluded in an instant.

Verbal classification serves an important purpose in relation to the present research. It accounts for the restrictions on the co-occurrence of verbs in a complex construction that indicate the functional properties of the verbs in Malto. I am not aware of any work on verbal classification on either a semantic or a syntactic basis in any of the Dravidian languages.

3.5.1 Functional restrictions based on verb classes

The following section provides a brief overview of the functional restrictions based on Aksionsart types on using verbs in Malto to express particular situations.

Stative verbs such as the verb be ‘be’, nunj ‘ache’, jif ‘feel’ cannot be expressed in the progressive aspect or in the habitual aspect. They cannot be expressed in the imperative mood.
Activity verbs such as axļ ‘worship’, nan ‘do’, hek ‘go’, bar ‘come’, kuļ ‘work’ can appear in the progressive (see 4.2.2.2.2) and habitual aspects (4.2.2.2.1) and describe situations that continue over a period of time without having to reach an endpoint.

**Progressive**

(3-39) harvro hi: barnar

harvro hi: bar-n-ar
again dem.prx come-prs-3pl.h

These (people) are coming again.

**History**

(3-40) ar enge ep-no besi malar keyst:n kuļna:r

ar eng-e ep-no besi mala-r keyst:n kuļ-n-ar
and 1sg-dat village-loc many people-nom.pl field-acc work-prs-3pl.h

And many people in my village work in the field.

**Village**

Accomplishment verbs also appear in the progressive aspect. However, accomplishment verbs unlike activity verbs can occur as the VI in a compound verb (section 7.3.1) with verbs like orfg ‘finish’, which underlines the telicity of the accomplishment verb.

(3-41) maa:r jaldi jaldi jagun lapongomalalar

maa-r jaldi jaldi jagu-n lap-ong-omal-ar
child-nom.pl quickly quickly food-acc eat-finish-neg-3pl.h

Children cannot eat-up food quickly.

**Elicitation**
Achievement verbs are resultative in that they happen at a particular moment as against being stretched over a period of time. Verbs such as *dar* ‘catch’, *jej* ‘fight’, *ci* ‘give’ *het* ‘descend’ are grouped as achievement verbs.

(3-42) ṭʰoḍa maletir heṭar pahaḍinṭe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ṭʰoḍa</th>
<th>maletin</th>
<th>heṭ-r-ar</th>
<th>pahaḍ-inṭe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>few</td>
<td>people-acc</td>
<td>descend-dtr-3pl.h</td>
<td>hill-abl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They brought down a few people from the hills. History

Achievement verbs are punctual events in that they can be repeated more than once in expressing an event cycle and are hence employed in reduplicated structures (7.3.1.3) in Malto to express iterativity.

(3-43) haḍ helceṭ pita-pita: kunjaṛ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>haḍ</th>
<th>helceṭ</th>
<th>pita-piṭ-a:</th>
<th>kunjaṛ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dem.dst-nom.nm</td>
<td>fear-inst</td>
<td>kill-cp-kill-cp</td>
<td>throw-sf-3sg.pl.h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Out of that fear, (they) killed (repeatedly) (them) off. History

3.5.2 Copula constructions

Pustet (2003:5) defines a copula as a linguistic element which co-occurs with certain lexemes in certain languages when they function as a predicate nucleus. She adds that a copula does not add any semantic content to the predicate phrase it is contained in. The Malto copular verb *men* (example 3-44) is used in contrast to the existential verb *bey*
A copula links the subject of a sentence with the predicate whereas an existential verb underscores the existence of one of its arguments.

(3-44) ha: biːceno bahuːt saː jangaː-manaː: menjaːq

haː biːc-e-no bahuːt saː jangaː-manaː: men-j-aːq

dem.dst between-ep-loc lot of confusion

There was a lot of confusion during that time.

The inflectional paradigm of a copula verb is the same as that of all other verbs.

(3-45) aʃenṭi ɻ epno ek naʃiː ɻ ho beyid

aʃ-enṭi ɻ ep-no ek naʃiː ho be-3sg.nl

Then, there is also a river in this village.

The negative copula constructions are discussed in section 6.3.1.

3.6 Conclusion

This chapter has explained the formal structure of the verb in Malto, levels of word formation, and the role of each morpheme within a verb. We have also had a close look at the classification of verb roots, stem formation strategies and category changing derivational processes involving verbs in Malto. The next three chapters will give a detailed account of the suffixes that attach to the verb stem.
Chapter 4: Valence Adjusting Operations

4.0 Introduction

This chapter focuses on the various ways of adjusting syntactic valence and how valence manifests itself semantically in Malto, in upgrading or downplaying the role of the participants. The first section (4.1) of this chapter defines valence as both semantic and syntactic notions. The interrelation between transitivity and valence in Malto is explored in section 4.2. Section 4.3 deals with the valence adjusting operations in Malto with section 4.3.1 devoted to a discussion on the valence increasing operation of causation and the last part of this chapter (4.3.2) discussing the valence decreasing operations: reflexives, reciprocals and passives.

4.1 Definition of Valence

Payne (1997) interprets valence as both a semantic and syntactic notion and a combination of the two. He explains semantic valence as referring to the number of participants that must be “on stage” (Payne 1997:169) in the scene expressed by the verb. Syntactic valence refers to the number of overt morphosyntactically encoded arguments a predicate can take in any given clause. In other words, semantic valence indicates the valence bearing potential of a verb, while syntactic valence refers to the actual manifestation of this potential in any given clause.

For example, let us consider the verb ḏar ‘catch’. ḏar has a semantic valence of two since a situation of catching requires a catcher and something that is caught. However the same
verb has a syntactic valence of either one or two as shown in examples (4-1) and (4-2) respectively. Valence adjusting operators can be applied to this verb to alter its valence. Example (4-1) shows $\mathcal{d}ar$ as a bivalent verb where both the catcher and the object being caught are syntactically manifested, while example (4-2) shows $\mathcal{d}ar$ as a monovalent verb where only the catcher is represented in the clause. Example (4-3) shows $\mathcal{d}ar$ with a valence-adjusting operator that reduces the valence of the verb where the agent of catching is omitted and only the object being caught is manifested.

(4-1) hani e:\m a\:\on hekkid darca:

\begin{verbatim}
hani e:\m ma:\m a\:\n hek-k-i\:\d dar-c-a:
then hen child-acc go-rp-3sg.nm catch-pst-3sg.nm
\end{verbatim}

Then, it went and caught the chicks. Story C4

(4-2) hid\ek hekno ho $\mathcal{d}ar\:\mathcal{c}ar$ ha\:\ek hekno ho $\mathcal{d}ar\:\mathcal{c}ar$

\begin{verbatim}
hid\-ek hek-no ho $\mathcal{d}ar\:-\mathcal{c}-ar$ ha\:\-ek hek-no ho $\mathcal{d}ar\:-\mathcal{c}-ar$
here-dat go-cond emp catch-pst-3pl.h there-dat go-cond emp catch-pst-3pl.h
\end{verbatim}

They caught (me/us/you/him/her/them) upon going here, they caught upon going there. History

(4-3) hekka: $\mathcal{d}aru\:\mathcal{c}ar$

\begin{verbatim}
hek-k-a: $\mathcal{d}ar-u\:\mathcal{c}-ar$
go-rp-3pl catch-pass-3pl.h
\end{verbatim}

They went and got caught. History
Change of valence is predominantly a morphologically signalled operation in Malto where the valence-adjusting operators are expressed as suffixes to the verb root. The tense-aspect-mood marker and then the agreement marker follow. The valence adjusting suffixes do not affect the shape of the verb root. The animacy of the arguments is not an issue with these operators, i.e., valence-adjusting operators apply irrespective of whether the participants are animate or not.

4.2 Transitivity and Valence

Another clausal property that is closely associated with valence is transitivity. Conventionally, transitivity is perceived as the transition of a situation from one participant to the other. Hopper and Thompson (1980) suggest transitivity is a continuum with intransitive and transitive at the two extremes, rather than being dichotomous entities. Hence, they argue that clauses lacking an overt object must be located somewhere on this continuum. They gauge transitivity by the following parameters:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HIGH</th>
<th>LOW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PARTICIPANTS</td>
<td>Two or more participants, A and O(^{16})</td>
<td>One participant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KINESIS</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Non-action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPECT</td>
<td>Telic</td>
<td>Atelic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUNCTUALITY</td>
<td>Punctual</td>
<td>Non-punctual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOLITIONALITY</td>
<td>Volitional</td>
<td>Non-volitional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFFIRMATION</td>
<td>Affirmative</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODE</td>
<td>Realis</td>
<td>Irrealis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGENCY</td>
<td>A high in potency</td>
<td>A low in potency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFFECTEDNESS OF THE O</td>
<td>O totally affected</td>
<td>O not affected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIVIDUATION OF THE O</td>
<td>O highly individuated</td>
<td>O non-individuated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1

---

\(^{16}\) Hopper and Thompson (1980) have followed Dixon (1979) in using 'A' (for Agent) and 'O' (for Object) to refer to the participants in a two-participant clause.
In Malto clauses the Agent carries nominative case marking, which is optional, and the Object carries accusative case marking. Pronominal subjects can be dropped from the sentence initial position since they are represented by the agreement marking on the verb.

(4-4) hani er-d keca-d

hani  er-d   ke-c-a-d
then  hen-nom.nm  die-pst-3sg.nm

Then, the hen died.

(4-5) orto-d teho-d ara-n oy-o-t ?ekiyada:nu

orto-d  teho-d  ara-n  oy-o-t  ?ek-iy-ad-a:nu
one  mother-nom.nm  bamboo-acc  cut-inf  go-pst-3sg.f-qot

A mother went to cut bamboo.

Let us now compare example (4-4) and the infinitival clause in example (4-5) using the parameters suggested by Hopper and Thompson. Example (4-4) scores low on seven parameters namely participants, kinesis, punctuality, volitionality, agency, affectedness and individuation of the Object, and is hence closer to intransitivity. The verb ?ek ‘go’ in example (4-5) scores high on nine parameters namely participants, kinesis, punctuality, volitionality, affirmation, mode, agency, affected and individuation of the Object, which takes it higher on the transitivity scale. We also observe that the verb kec in example (4-4) is a monovalent verb and the verb oy in example (4-5) is bivalent with both
participants of the situation appearing in the clause. Hence we can make the correlation that higher the transitivity of a clause greater is the verb's valence and vice-versa.

4.2.1 Detransitivisation

A transitive verb is changed to an intransitive by the addition of the suffix -r (section 3.1.1.2). Krishnamurti (2003) observes that this may be a relic of Proto-Dravidian forms since such a strategy is not found in the neighbouring Indo-Aryan and Austro-Asiatic languages and adds that "most verbs ending in formative -(V)l/-(V)r in South Dravidian I and South Dravidian II tend to be intransitive." (Krishnamurti 2003:279). The following examples from Malto, where deriving transitive verbs by a process of suffixation is still productive, support Krishnamurti's hypothesis about transitive verbs in Dravidian languages which was based on his observations from South Dravidian languages.

(4-6) ṭes-po winding, kneading
    tes-r-po binding
    ṭadịc-po slapping
    ṭadịc-r-po clapping

I scolded

1sg.nom scold-ep-pst-1sg
From the above examples I have deduced that the morphological process of
detransitivisation applies to all predicates that have a valence more than one.

I have discussed in Chapter 3 about the formation of transitive stems in Malto with the
Proto-Dravidian –NP stem formative and also that many of these derived transitive stems
do not have intransitive pairs. However, the Malto lexicon also has intransitive verbs with
/-r/ that do not have transitive counterparts (section 3.1.1.1). Some of them are listed in
the following example set.

(4-7)
akr  drive away
ondr  bring
bisr  stretch one’s body
patr  sprout leaves

4.2.2 Transitivisation of verb stems derived from nouns and borrowed words

I have discussed the process of deriving verb stems from non-verbal roots in Malto and
from borrowed words from Hindi in section 3.4.2. The verbalising /-ar/ suffix is
replaced by the /-ey, -es/ suffix to form transitive stems. Example (4-8) shows the
derived verbal halv-es, which is derived from the noun halvi: ‘light’ (example (4-9))

using the transitivising suffix /-es/. Example (10) shows the borrowed word pafa ‘coerce’ taking the transitivising suffix /-ey/.

(4-8) a:n halvi: nanida:h

a:n  halvi:  nan-i-d-a:h
eye  light  do-ep-prs-3sg.m

He did light to my eyes => He opened my eyes.  History

(4-9) ha:h se a:n halvesiya:h

ha:-h se  a:n halv-es-iy-a:h
3sg-nom.m  emp  eye light-tr-pst-3sg.m

He only opened my eyes  History

(4-10) ha:hu khu:b pafiyeyey

ha:-h-u     khu:b     paṭi-y-ey-ey
3sg-nom.m-en exceedingly  coerce-ep-tr-lpl

We will coerce him exceedingly.  History

The example (4-10) also shows that the semantic valence of the borrowed word is not taken into account and the suffixes that attach to these words determine the transitivity of the clause. The following set of examples is the only data set where I have an alternation between both the /-ey/ and /-es/ suffix on the same root. Although there appears to be a
change in meaning with the inflection of the different verbalising suffixes, the available
data is insufficient to deduce the exact distribution of the /-ey/ and /-es/ suffixes.

(4-11)

badl-a:r-po converting

badl-es-po changing

badl-ey-po exchanging

4.3 Valence adjusting operators

Steever (1993) has proposed the concept of Compound Verb Contraction in Dravidian
languages. Those syntactic constructions that were compound verbs with the V2 of the
compound expressing change in valence diachronically, have contracted to become
simple verbs synchronically with the V2 of the compound being reduced to a suffix
(section 7.2.1). In other words, the stem combined with the inflected form of the auxiliary
verb to form a single word. The causative (section 4.3.1.1.2), reciprocal (section 4.3.2.2)
and passive (section 4.3.2.3) suffixes in Malto are derived by this process. A diachronic
account of each of these suffixes along with a reference to the corresponding entries in
the Dravidian etymological dictionary is provided in the relevant sections. In the
following sections we will see how transitivity interacts with valence changing operations
with respect to lexical verbs in Malto.
4.3.1 Valence increasing operations

Valence increasing operations facilitate an increase in the number of arguments a predicate can take. Hence a monovalent verb becomes a bivalent verb when suffixed with a valence increasing operator and a bivalent verb becomes a trivalent verb. Causativisation is a morphologically coded valence increasing operation in Malto, since the derivation of a causative verb stem through the morphological process of suffixation involves a change in the argument structure of the base verb with the introduction of a new participant – the causer.

4.3.1.1 Causatives

Shibatani (1976:1) states that two events can be said to constitute a causative situation if the following two conditions hold:

1) The relation between the two situations is such that the speaker believes that the occurrence of one event, the “caused event”, has been realised at \( t_2 \), which is after \( t_1 \), the time of the “causing event”.

2) The relation between the causing and the caused event is such that the speaker believes that the occurrence of the caused event is wholly dependent on the occurrence of the causing event; the dependency of the two events here must be to the extent that it allows the speaker to entertain a counterfactual inference that the caused event would not have taken place at that particular time if the causing event had not taken place, provided that all else had remained the same.
Causation in Malto is manifested in three different ways:

1) Lexical causatives
2) Productive process of morphological causation by attaching a suffix to the verb base
3) Peripheristic causation

This chapter concentrates mainly on morphological causation in Malto. Lexical causatives are briefly mentioned in the following section. For a detailed discussion of prepheristic causation see 7.2.1.2.1.

4.3.1.1.1 Lexical Causatives

Lexical causatives are the bivalent lexical counterparts of certain monovalent verbs. These verbs form pairs in the lexicon and are dissimilar in form, as against morphological causatives that are derived by suffixing a causative morpheme to the monovalent verb. Malto has a few lexical causatives.

(4-12)

\begin{align*}
\text{tundə:} & \quad \text{see!} & \text{eːtaː} & \quad \text{show/cause to see!} \\
\text{keca:} & \quad \text{die!} & \text{piːtaː} & \quad \text{kill/cause to die!} \\
\text{boha:} & \quad \text{run!} & \text{ʔakraː} & \quad \text{drive away/cause to run away!}
\end{align*}
(4-13) cevr ort pel-d kecc-a:d

cevr       ort       pel-d       kec-c-a:d
yesterday  one  girl-nom.nm  die-pst-3sg.nm

A girl died yesterday.  

Elicitation

(4-14) cevr ort pelan piṭiya:r

cevr       ort       pela-n       piṭ-iy-a:r
yesterday  one  girl-acc  kill-pst-3pl.h

They killed a girl yesterday.  

Elicitation

Example (4-13) is a non-causative sentence with a one place predicate. The subject is in
the nominative case. When this example is compared with example (4-14), it is observed
that the subject becomes the undergoer when the sentence is causativised and is marked
with the accusative case. The pronominal marking on the verb in example (4-14) agrees
with the agent of the event.

4.3.1.1.2 Morphological Causatives

It is a typological feature of agglutinative languages that they have fewer lexical
causatives and that causation is manifested morphologically by attaching an affix to the
verb base (Dixon 2000). Causation in Malto is productively realised by the following
suffixes: /-tar, τr/. The causative suffix is possibly an archaic form of what is
synchronically the lexical verb form tara ‘give you to me’ in Tamil/South Dravidian. The
Proto-Dravidian form of this verb is *ta/tar [DED 3098]. Winfield (1928) has recognised this morpheme as the ‘transition particle’ in Kui (Central Dravidian) and Israel (1979) calls it the ‘personal object’ suffix for the sister language Kuvi, both of which point to the fact that *ta/tar is used as a valence increasing morpheme in two other lesser known Dravidian languages. The causative suffix attaches itself to the intransitive verbal stem and makes it a transitive verb. Hopper and Thompson (1980) have observed that this association of causitivity and transitivity is a universal phenomenon. The tense-aspect-mood marker and then the agreement marker follow the causative suffix. The causative suffix does not affect the shape of the verb root.

/-d/ is a relic of the Proto-Dravidian causative suffix and is no longer productive in Malto but for a few exceptions such as om ‘drink’, oməd ‘cause to drink/ serve a drink’ (Krishnamurti 2003:280), /-d/ is the weakened form of proto-Dravidian causative suffix *-tṭ

(4-15) hani ūeho-d mandaxa əro cilax a:r giḏ̱a-d menstrual

hani ūeho-d man-əd-aḷ əro cilax a:r
then mother-nom.nm bury-caus-3sg.nm and eagle-nom.nm and

giḏ̱a-d men-əd-aḷ
vulture-nom.nm burn-caus-3sg.nm

Then, the mother buried (one half) while the vulture and the eagle burnt (the other half).

Story C2
The following examples illustrate how a one place predicate in example (4-16) is converted to a two place predicate in example (4-17) by the addition of a causative suffix.

(4-16) hani ha: maa gidraːd kʰajjaːk ayarːd

hani ha: maa gidraː-ɖ kʰajjaːk ay-arduino
then dem.dst clf fox-nom.nm lot dry-3sg.nm

Then, the fox weakened a lot.  

Story C4

(4-17) eːn tafahan aːytarːiːn

eːn tafahaːn aːy-tar-iːn
lsg.nom mango-acc dry-caus-lsg

I dried mangoes.  

Elicitation

Kroeger (2004:194) points out that in causatives formed from intransitive roots, the causee is normally encoded as a direct (or primary) object in all languages. A close look at example (4-17) also informs us that the causative suffix acts as a transitivising suffix. However, the causative suffix in Malto can also attach itself to predicates that are graded higher on the transitivity scale as shown in example (4-18). caːɖ ‘choose, judge’ is a highly transitive verb, which is further causativised morphologically to accommodate the causer of the event of ‘choosing’.
They get me to find a variety of reasons.

So far I have discussed how one place predicates are causativised. Examples (4-18) - (4-20) show how the affixation of a causative suffix increases the valence of two place predicates.

I study science.

My parents made me study science.

The subject in example (4-19) has moved to the secondary object position bearing a dative case marking in example (4-20), which indicates that it is the beneficiary. The newly introduced causer occupies the subject position and has an agreement marking (see 5.4) on the verb. The other possible outcome of causitivising a highly transitive suffix is that the causer influences another agent to cause the event. This situation is illustrated in example (4-21).
(4-21) engkoni ṭemin ehṭraːd

eng-koni ṭeːn-in eh-ṭr-aːd
1sg-ass honey-acc buy-caus-3sg.nm
She got me to buy the honey.

Attaching the postposition *koni* (section 2.3.7.1) is one way of representing an agent who is influenced by the causer. However, if expressing the identity of the agent is not as important as the identity of the causer, Malto uses the second causation suffix which is discussed in the following section.

4.1.1.3 Second Causation

Second causation in Malto is marked by */-ṭētə/*. What is generally referred to as second causation in descriptions of South Asian languages is the phenomenon of indirect causation. The second causative suffix always follows the primary causative suffix and cannot be used without the primary causative suffix preceding it. Going by Kulikov’s (1993:130) typology of second causative constructions the second causative in Malto is of the type that “consist of some other kinds of modification of the simple causative meaning.” Second causatives mark a situation that has three semantic arguments. The initiator of such a situation does not directly affect the causee, but influences him indirectly through another causer. The causee is expressed as a postpositional phrase as observed in example (4-24).
(4-22) sita odqa\(\text{\textregistered}\)an sapa nan\-iy\-a\(\text{\textregistered}\)

sita odqa\(\text{\textregistered}\)a-n sapa nan-iy-a\(\text{\textregistered}\)
sita house-acc clean do-pst-3sg.nn

Sita cleaned the house

Elicitation

(4-23) a: peldu a\(\text{\textregistered}\)ngan sap nan\-tri\(\text{\textregistered}\)

a: pel-du a\(\text{\textregistered}\)ngan sap nan-tri\(\text{\textregistered}\)
dem.dst girl-nom.nn yard clean do-caus-3sg.f

That girl is getting the yard cleaned.

Elicitation

(4-24) a: peldu naukarni sa\(\text{\textregistered}\)te a\(\text{\textregistered}\)ngan sap nan\-tr\(\text{\textregistered}\)tet\(\text{\textregistered}\)

a: pel-du naukarni sa\(\text{\textregistered}\)te a\(\text{\textregistered}\)ngan sap

dem.dst girl-nom.nn maid with yard clean

nan-tr-tet-i\(\text{\textregistered}\)
do-caus-icaus-3sg.f

That girl is getting the yard cleaned by the maid.

Elicitation

However, it is not obligatory for the object of the causative construction to be expressed in a clause. The following examples show that it is sufficient for the agent to be expressed in a causative construction.
(4-25) benje naniyaːh

benje nan-iy-aːh
marriage do-pst-3sg.m
He married.  

(4-26) benje nanərəːh

benje nan-ţiɾ-aːh
marriage do-caus-3sg.m
He got (x) married.  

(4-27) benje nanər-teːtaːh

benje nan-ţiɾ-ṭeː-aːh
marriage do-caus-icaus-3sg.m
He made (x and y) get married.  

4.3.2 Valence decreasing operations

Valence decreasing operations reduce the number of arguments that a predicate can take in a given clause. Valence decreasing operations in Malto are morphosyntactically expressed by adding a valence-decreasing suffix to the verb stem.

4.3.2.1 Reflexives

Faltz (1985) defines reflexives as a grammatical device which specifically indicates that the agent/experiencer and the patient are in fact the same referent. He calls this the
primary reflexive strategy of a language.

Dixon and Aikhenvald (2000) mention that it is often the case that a detransitivising derivation will combine several functions such as reciprocal derivation (see 4.4.2) and reflexivity. In Malto, complex stems are formed by the addition of the intransitive/reflexive morpheme /-r/ to the simple base (also see example set (4-6)).

(4-28)

mocpo chopping moc-r-po cutting one’s own nails
tukpo pushing tuk-r-po pushing oneself
ba:gpo paring ba:g-r-po shaving

/-r/ in Malto is a detransitivising suffix (example set (4-29)) that functionally doubles as a reflexive suffix (example set (4-30)) since reflexive constructions require just one syntactic argument to be expressed. However the two functions cannot be fully distinguished based on the available data.

(4-29)

As a detransitivising suffix:

tespo twining
tes-r-pa one that is entwined
ong finish
aya ong-r-aṭañh He has weakened

(4-30)
As a reflexive suffix:

nodža:n I rinsed (it)

nod-r-aṭañn I rinsed myself

o:ja disperse (imperative)

o:j-r-le disperse yourself/you move

Since the essence of a reflexive is co-reference, and since pronouns are those elements whose chief reason for being is to mark co-reference, Faltz (1985) expected some languages would enlist their pronouns in building reflexive noun phrases. In Malto, reflexivisation in the third person is additionally expressed by the reflexive pronoun ḫañ as shown in the example (4-31). The reflexive pronoun is also used to express emphasis as shown in example (4-32).
(4-31) hani giđraːd eːr maːn tɑːn mooːt buːdi nan-iyaːd

hani giđraːd eːr maːn tɑːn mo-oːt buːdi nan-iyaːd
then fox-nom.nm hen child-acc self eat-inf idea do-pst-3sg.nm

Then, the fox planned to itself eat the chicks.

Story C4

(4-32) siːtad balin tisaglayiːd, ani tɑːni tisagɾaːd

siːt-aːd bali-n tisag-laːyiːd, ani tɑːn-i tisagɾ-aːd
Sita-nom.nm door-acc close-neg-prs-3sg.f then self-emp close-refl-3sg.nm

Sita did not shut the door, it shut by itself.

Elicitation

The third strategy used to express co-referentiality is to use a personal pronoun with appropriate case marking (see 2.3.2.1). The first personal pronoun in example (4-33) contrasts with the third person reflexive pronoun in example (4-34)

(4-33) heːn heng-en arsino tundtɑːn

heːn heng-en arsi-no tund-tɑːn
1sg.nom 1sg-acc mirror-loc see-pst-1sg

I saw myself in the mirror.

Elicitation

(4-34) haːhu tɑŋ-en arsino tundiyɑːh

haːh-u tɑŋ-en arsi-no tund-iyaːh
3sg-nom.m-en self-acc mirror-loc see-pst-3sg.m

He saw himself in the mirror.

Elicitation

The reflexive morpheme tɑn is prefixed to kinship terms to express possessive
relationship in the third person. Similarly he is prefixed if the sentence is in the first person. I include the following Table to provide an overview of how the system works.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>My mother</th>
<th>heng aya:</th>
<th>His mother</th>
<th>ha:hi Ḿehoď</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My father</td>
<td>heng aba:</td>
<td>Her father</td>
<td>ha:di ṭambakoh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My son</td>
<td>heng heha:ndah</td>
<td>His son</td>
<td>ha:hi ṭaha:ndah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My daughter</td>
<td>heng heha:ndi:d</td>
<td>His daughter</td>
<td>ha:hi ṭaha:ndi:d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My brother</td>
<td>hengdoh</td>
<td>His brother</td>
<td>ha:hi ṭangdoh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My sister</td>
<td>hengdōd</td>
<td>His sister</td>
<td>ha:hi ṭangdōd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.2**

### 4.3.2.2 Reciprocal

The term ‘reciprocal’ refers to the situation when two or more participants in a situation share more than one semantic relation to the verb such as the agent and patient, agent and benefactive, possessive etc. (Everaert 2000). Frajzyngier (2000) draws our attention to the fact that although plurality of participants is a fundamental prerequisite for a reciprocal situation, it is not a sufficient prerequisite. Faltz (1985) argues that many languages respond to the ‘equation’ of subject and object arguments by fusing agent and reciprocator into a single argument position, reducing the clause’s valency by one.

Dixon and Aikhenvald (2000) argue that cross-linguistically there are two basic strategies for expressing reflexive and reciprocal with transitive verbs. The first is placing a reflexive or reciprocal pronoun in the object slot. The other strategy is to employ a verbal derivational suffix. Malto exhibits the second strategy of employing a verbal suffix. We
noticed in the previous section that Malto also has a reflexive suffix (see 4.2.1) that does not combine the reciprocal function.

The impact of the reciprocal situation is equal on all the participants of the situation and hence there is no hierarchy among the participants. It is due to this phenomenon that the valence of a reciprocal situation is reduced. The reciprocal suffix in Malto is /nah, naʔ/.

It is interesting to note that the word naqe ‘to act or be to one another’ [DED 3571] exists only in the two North Dravidian languages Malto and Kurukh. This form resembles the Hindi nouns nakal ‘copy’ and nakli ‘duplicate’ and hence I suggest that the reciprocal suffix may be a borrowed form. The following examples show how the reciprocal event is expressed by the addition of the /nah, naʔ/ suffix.

(4-35) giḍraːd havdʔaːh

giḍraː-ːd havdʔ-aːh
fox-nom.nm speak-3sg.m

The fox spoke.  

Story C4

(4-36) hani eːr mo.oːd havdʔ-naʔiːyaːd

hani eːr ma.a-ːd havdʔ-ːnaʔiː-y-aːd
then hen children-nom.nm speak-dtr-recp-pst-3sg.nm

Then the chicks discussed (with each other).  

Story C4
The transitive verb is detransitivised by the addition of the detransitivising suffix /-r/ and then the reciprocal suffix is added to the verb stem as shown in the following examples.

(4-37) e:mu manḍran a:datsu:m

\[\begin{align*}
\text{e:m-u} & \quad \text{manḍra:-n} & \quad \text{a:d-a-t-a:m} \\
1\text{pl.nom-en} & \quad \text{medicine-acc} & \quad \text{apply-ep-pst-1pl}
\end{align*}\]

We applied medicine. Elicitation

(4-38) e:mu manḍran a:dranṭa:m

\[\begin{align*}
\text{e:m-u} & \quad \text{manḍra:-n} & \quad \text{a:d-r-na?-t-a:m} \\
1\text{pl.nom-en} & \quad \text{medicine-acc} & \quad \text{apply-dtr-recp-pst-1pl}
\end{align*}\]

We applied medicine to each other. Elicitation

A two place predicate is reduced in valence by the addition of a reciprocal suffix as illustrated in the following examples. Example (4-39) has an overt agent and a patient, whereas in example (4-40) the agent and the patient are the same.

(4-39) pulak canḍun bajiyah

\[\begin{align*}
pulak & \quad \text{canḍu-n} & \quad \text{baj-iy-a:h} \\
Pulak & \quad \text{Chandu-acc} & \quad \text{hit-pst-3sg.m}
\end{align*}\]

Pulak hit Chandu. Elicitation
Having fought, (they) hit one another a lot.

The morphological reciprocals in Malto signify collective and associative reciprocity depending on the context. Collective reciprocity describes a situation where there are more than two participants and they are all involved in a shared activity that affects each of them. Associative reciprocity describes a situation where there are two participants who are mutually involved in the same situation.

Associative:

(4-41) očkkí korcað ekdam, tehokoni bacarna?ya:r

They entered breaking (the roof) at once and (they and) the mother fought each other.

Collective:

(4-42) aqentí ek ek dina tadjín honqáka:r jajana?narah ho, mala

Then on some days they drink alcohol and fight one another too, isn’t it?

By comparing examples (4-41) and (4-42), we also notice that the verb is detransitivised.
to express associativity while the detransitivising suffix does not apply when expressing collective situations.

Evans et al (2004) recommend two tests for reciprocity as a valency reduction operation:
(a) the overt appearance of only one nominal argument
(b) the employment of a case frame associated with intransitive rather than transitive constructions, i.e. instead of the nominative:accusative, ergative:absolutive or ergative:accusative case frames found in the transitive construction, there is a single NP bearing the nominative (if the language is nominative:accusative or tripartite) or absolutive (if the language has an ergative:absolutive case system).

Based on the above mentioned test, the following examples from Malto confirm that reciprocity is a valence adjusting operation in the language.

(4-43) muds me.eh pel mo.on tun|iy-a:h

muds ma.a-h pel ma.a-n tun|iy-a:h
male child-nom.m female child-acc see-pst-3sg.m

The boy saw the girl. Elicitation

(4-44) ha: jod$s-a:r tun|na?-i|ya:r

ha: jod$s-a:r tun|$-na?-i|ya:r
dem.dst pair-nom.pl see-dtr-recp-pst-3pl.h

Those two saw each other. Elicitation
When we observe the two examples above we notice that the example bearing the reciprocal marking on the verb has just one overt nominal argument and it is in the (unmarked) nominative case as against the arguments of example (4-43) where the subject is in the nominative case and the object is in the accusative case.

**4.3.2.3 Passive**

Passives are usually derived from clauses high in transitivity. Dixon and Aikhenvald (2000:8) give the following criteria for a prototypical passive:

(a) Passive applies to an underlying transitive clause and forms a derived intransitive.

(b) The underlying Object (O) becomes Subject (S) of the passive.

(c) The underlying Agent (A) argument goes into a peripheral function, being marked by a non-core case, adposition, etc.; this argument can be omitted, although there is always the option of including it.

(d) There is some explicit formal marking of a passive construction — generally, by a verbal affix or by a periphrastic verbal construction.

Kroeger (2004: 54-57) points out that passivisation is primarily a realignment of grammatical relations, the most typical construction being based on agent-patient activity verbs: actions that one participant does to another. Keenan and Dryer (2007:328) qualify this statement by arguing that “passives are formed by deriving verb phrases in certain ways”, as against deriving passives by modifying the whole sentence. Consider the following examples. The passive in example (4-46) is derived by adding the suffix /hr/ to the verb. *hath*, the agent of example (4-45) is not realised in example (4-46) and *ed*, the
object of example (4-45) is the subject of example (4-46). Hence the state of the object of an active construction becomes the focus of a passive construction.

(4-45) ha:h gaːdʒye-no eɗaːn manɗaːh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ha:-h</th>
<th>gaːdʒye-no</th>
<th>eɗ-ːaːn manɗ-ːaːh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3sg-nom.m</td>
<td>sludge-loc</td>
<td>leg-acc bury-3sg.m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

He buried the foot in the sludge.  

Elicitation

(4-46) eɗdu gaːdʒye-no mandhraːd

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>eɗ-ːdu</th>
<th>gaːdʒye-no</th>
<th>mandhraːd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>leg-nom.nm</td>
<td>sludge-loc</td>
<td>bury-pass-3sg.nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The foot got buried in the sludge.  

Elicitation

I have explained earlier in this chapter that morphological processes are the prevalent means of valence adjusting operations in Malto. Historically passivisation in Malto, just as in other Dravidian languages, might have been realised as an explicator compound (see 7.3.1.1). The morphological passive in Malto is marked by the suffix /-uhr, -hr/. This suffix is derived from the verb base urqe ‘come out, come forth’ [DED 668] by the process of compound verb contraction as explained in section 4.3. Synchronically hur in Malto means ‘to emerge’, but none of my consultants were able to distinguish two verbal heads in a passive construction. Hence I conclude that in the present day Malto treats /-uhr, hr/ as a suffix.
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Malto also has passive constructions involving verbs ranked low in transitivility where only the agent is demoted and the object is not expressed. Morphosyntactically, such constructions resemble what are referred to as impersonal passives by Keenan and Dryer (2007:346-7). They describe impersonal passives as forms derived from intransitive verbs or transitive verbs whose objects are not moved to the subject position after passivisation, but remain objects. Such a case is presented in example (4-47) where the subject is not expressed and the object is unspecified.

(4-47) nek laphura:

nek lap-hur-a:
lot eat-pass-3sg.mm

A lot was eaten.

The other productive process of passivisation is the syntactic construction of periphrastic passives. Keenan and Dryer (2007:336) have observed that periphrastic passives consist of an auxiliary verb plus a strict morphological function of a transitive verb. They have grouped periphrastic passives as falling into natural classes according to the choice of auxiliary verb; the passive auxiliary can be (i) a verb of being or becoming (ii) a verb of reception; (iii) a verb of motion; or (iv) a verb of experiencing. Malto has passive constructions which use verbs from class (i) and (iv) of the above-mentioned grouping.

While converting a sentence in active voice into a passive construction in Malto, action
verbs like the verb nam "to do" are replaced by stative verb like men "to be" and by the verbs of experiencing lag "need" and cah "want". Example (4-49) shows how the active construction with a human agent in example (4-48) is converted to a passive-like construction by using the stative verb. The active construction in example (4-50) contrasts with the passive-like constructions using verbs in experience in examples (4-51) and (4-52).

(4-48)....majhye, epo bogdo cica:ka:r, haden vicar nannair

majhye ep-o bogdo cic-a:-k-a:r had-en vicar nan-n-a:r
chief village-adj arbitrator give-ep-rp-3pl.h dem.dst-acc enquiry do-prs-3pl.h

....having given it to the chief, village arbitrator, they do an enquiry on that. Panchayat

(4-49).....fir hadki: sambhanđeno vica:r meni:ɖ

fir had-ki: sambhan-ɖ-e-no vicar men-i:ɖ
then dem.dst-gen relation-ep-loc enquiry be-3sg.unm

.....Then there will be an enquiry in relation to that. Panchayat

(4-50).....fir paːnc hazar: ekav:c takaː epo pancatiːr danguard nannair

fir paːnc hazar: ekav:c takaː epo pancatiːr danguard
then five thousand eleven rupees village-panchayat-nom.pl fine

nan-n-a:r
do-prs-3pl.h

.....then the village panchayat levies a fine of five thousand and eleven rupees. Panchayat
Whether an older one makes the mistake or younger one makes the mistake, the same fine is levied.

Panchayat

We are wanted in that (matter).

Panchayat

4.4 Conclusion

This chapter has introduced the interaction of valence and transitivity in Malto. The formal representation of valence adjusting operations in Malto and the diachronic development of these suffixes are discussed in detail. An area of further research is to approach the topic of valence from a semantic point of view and discuss the argument structure of verbs in Malto.
Chapter 5: Tense Aspect and Mood

5.0 Introduction

Tense, aspect and mood form an integral part of the study of verbs in any language. They elaborate on the basic qualities of a situation described by the clause. Tense deals with the location of a situation on a time scale, aspect deals with the internal temporal properties of a situation, and mood describes the attitude of the speaker towards a situation. Section 5.1 deals with category of tense taking a closer look at deictic categories (section 5.1.1) of past (section 5.1.1.1), present (section 5.1.1.2) and future (section 5.1.1.3) along with relative tense categories (section 5.1.2) of prior (section 5.1.2.1), simultaneous (section 5.1.2.2) and posterior (section 5.1.2.3). Section 5.2 includes a discussion on the grammatical aspectual categories (5.2.1) in Malto namely perfective aspect (section 5.2.1.1) that shows well-defined paradigms like a tense form and a subset of completive aspect (section 5.2.1.1.1) that is expressed using explicator verbs (section 7.2.1.1) alongside the imperfective aspects (section 5.2.1.2) namely habitual(section 5.2.1.2.1), progressive (section 5.2.1.2.2) and durative (section 5.2.1.2.3). There is a discussion on the category of mood (section 5.3) in Malto that includes imperatives (section 5.3.1), obligation (section 5.3.2), ability (section 5.3.3), desire (section 5.3.4), permissive (section 5.3.5) and optative moods (section 5.3.6). The last section (5.4) of this chapter explains the gender-number-person agreement marking on the verb.
Dahl (1985) observes that Tense-Aspect-Mood categories can be expressed morphologically as inflections and syntactically as auxiliaries and particles. Although most languages in the world express all three categories in some way, one of the categories is more prominent than the others and the prominence of that category is manifested by its grammaticalisation (Bhat 1999:95). Going by this definition of categorical prominence, Malto, like all other Dravidian languages, is a tense-prominent language. Also, it is only the tense categories that are obligatory in that both the finite and non-finite verb forms carry information on tense. Tense forms have well-defined paradigms, which attest to the systematic representation of the category of tense in Malto. However, there is a correlation between the category of tense with that of aspect and mood. Categories of mood that indicate probability and possibility are expressed in the relative future/posterior tense. The progressive aspect and the habitual aspect are expressed in the present tense. The completive aspect is expressed in the past tense. As Chung and Timberlake (1985:206) note, “a consequence of these correlations is that temporal distinctions may be expressed by morphosyntactic categories that have wider modal or aspectual functions.” The aspectual and modal categories in Malto are grammaticalised irregularly, form defective paradigms and are not systematic in their occurrence. Whereas the aspectual and modal categories are often derived from verbal forms that are expressed as explicators or vectors, tense markers in Malto are always inflectional suffixes and have no lexical content either synchronically or diachronically.
5.1 Tense
Following Bhat (1999) I adopt two strategies to define the category of tense in terms of its reference points. The first one has the situation of uttering the sentence in which the tensed verb occurs as the reference point and the second one has any other situation as its reference point. The first strategy refers to deictic or absolute tense and the second strategy refers to non-deictic or relative tense (Comrie 1986). Bhat (1999:16) argues that “deictic tenses differ from non-deictic tenses in that their reference point (utterance time) is generally considered to be the unmarked one and hence it need not be specified in the sentence.”

5.2.1 Deictic Tense
Chung and Timberlake (1985:204) point out that “although the relations anterior and posterior are logically symmetrical, the temporal dimension is assumed to have directionality from past to future. This implies an asymmetry in the sense that the past is known or established fact while the future is unknown and potential.” The past tense describes situations occurring prior to the moment of speech, the present tense describes situations overlapping the moment of speech and the future tense describes situations occurring posterior to the moment of speech. Malto shows a three-way distinction in deictic tense between the past, present and future. This is typical of Dravidian languages as observed by Bhat (1999). The tense marker in Malto precedes the pronominal agreement marker. Tense in Malto is expressed as an inflectional suffix on the verb. The following examples demonstrate the three-way distinction of tense marking in Malto.
Sections 5.1.1.1-3 discuss the three deictic tense suffixes in detail along with complete paradigms of the respective tense markings.

5.2.1.1 Past Tense

The prevalent strategy among Dravidian languages is to have verb stem alternation (section 3.2) in the past tense. Subrahmanayam (1971) points out that this is one of the oldest morphological constructions in Dravidian languages. However Krishnamurti (2003) notes that not all the past stem allomorphs of the proto-language are fully
recoverable since some of them have been analogically regularised by the daughter languages. The following Table maps the proto-Dravidian past stem allomorphs to the corresponding manifestations in Malto.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proto-Dravidian Past Tense Allomorph</th>
<th>Malto Non-Past Stem</th>
<th>Malto Past Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*-t-</td>
<td>otn “drink”</td>
<td>otn-\text{q}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*-i-</td>
<td>hek “go”</td>
<td>hek-iy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*-cc-</td>
<td>men “happen”</td>
<td>men-j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bar “come”</td>
<td>bar-c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>key “die”</td>
<td>ke-c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>oy “cut”</td>
<td>o-s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hil “stand”</td>
<td>hi-j</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1

Malto has regularised these formatives in two ways:

1) placing phonological restrictions on them
2) incorporating them into verb paradigms.

Proto-Dravidian past stem formatives *-i- and *-cc- have been regularised in Malto. –\text{iy}- is the past tense marker in the third person and it attaches to stems ending in obstruents.
-c- occurs as a stem formative everywhere else. -t- as a stem formative remains as a relic in a few exceptional verbs and has been regularised as the past tense marker in the first and second person. -k- is the fourth type of proto-Dravidian past stem formative which functions as the relative past tense marker in Malto.

The past tense paradigms for the verbs om ‘drink’, hek ‘go’ and bar ‘come’ are represented as follows:

- -c for bar, -iy for hek in the third person
- -t everywhere else.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>om-ç-t-ã:n</th>
<th>hek-t-ã:n</th>
<th>bar-t-ã:n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 SG</td>
<td>o:n-ç-t-a:n</td>
<td>hek-t-a:n</td>
<td>bar-t-a:n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL</td>
<td>o:n-ç-t-a:m</td>
<td>hek-t-a:m</td>
<td>bar-t-a:m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG M</td>
<td>o:n-ç-t-e</td>
<td>hek-t-e</td>
<td>bar-t-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG F</td>
<td>o:n-ç-t-i</td>
<td>hek-t-i</td>
<td>bar-t-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>o:n-ç-t-a:r</td>
<td>hek-t-a:r</td>
<td>bar-t-a:r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG M</td>
<td>o:n-ç-iy-a:h</td>
<td>hek-iy-a:h</td>
<td>bar-c-a:h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG NM</td>
<td>o:n-ç-iy-a:d</td>
<td>hek-iy-a:d</td>
<td>bar-c-a:d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL [+HUM]</td>
<td>o:n-ç-iy-a:r</td>
<td>hek-iy-a:r</td>
<td>bar-c-a:r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2
5.2.1.2 Present Tense

The present tense in Malto describes a situation that takes place simultaneously with the time of utterance. Bybee et al (1994:126) point out that the present tense does not just have a deictic temporal reference, but also covers various types of imperfective situations (section 5.2.1.2) with the moment of speech as the reference point. In Malto, the habitual and the progressive aspects are both expressed using present tense. All verbs in Malto have the same inflectional pattern to mark present tense. The present tense paradigm for the verb *hek* 'go' is represented as follows:

- -i , -yi in the first person singular and third person non-masculine
- -n in the third person plural (human)
- -d everywhere else.

1 SG       hek-i:i:n
1PL       hek-d-a:m
2SG M       hek-d-i:e
2SG F       hek-d-i:i
2PL       hek-d-a:r
3SGM       hek-d-a:h
3SG NM       hek-yi:i:d
3PL [+human]       hek-n-a:r
3PL [-human]       hek-yi:i:d

Table 5.3
5.2.1.3 Future Tense

The future tense in Malto represents a situation that is predicted to occur after the time of utterance. Bybee et al (1994:244) "regard the focal use of future as equivalent to a prediction on the part of the speaker that the situation in the proposition, which refers to an event taking place after the moment of speech." All verbs in Malto have the same inflectional pattern to mark future tense. The future tense paradigm for the verb *hek* 'go' is represented as follows:

-en when it occurs before GNP markers beginning with front vowels

-an everywhere else.

The future tense is haplogolised in the first person singular (section 2.3.7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 SG</th>
<th>hek-an</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1PL</td>
<td>hek-an-a:m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG M</td>
<td>hek-en-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG F</td>
<td>hek-en-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>hek-an-a:r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG M</td>
<td>hek-an-a:h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SGNM</td>
<td>hek-en-i:d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL [+human]</td>
<td>hek-an-a:r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL [-human]</td>
<td>hek-en-i:d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4
5.2.2 Relative Tense

In complex syntactic constructions where one situation is syntactically subordinate to another situation, the subordinate situation can be characterised temporally both with respect to the matrix situation and with respect to the speech moment (Chung and Timberlake 1985). Verbs in Malto that show non-deictic tense generally occur in non-finite form; they occur in a subordinate clause, which is dependent upon the clause that denotes the situation which functions as its reference point (Bhat 1999:20). The following examples illustrate that they can have a prior (example 5-4), simultaneous (example 5-5) and posterior (example 5-6) interpretation in reference to any given situation. Since Malto is a tense prominent language, it is obligatory for that a temporal reference point to be expressed in every clause. Hence expressing relative tense is the primary function of the morphemes described in section 5.1.2.1-3. In the following examples the verbs in the main clause are all in the past tense. But it is possible for the verbs in the main clause to be in the present and future tense too.

5.1.2.1 Relative Past/Prior

The relative past tense expresses a situation that occurred prior to the situation described by the finite verb in the main clause. The relative past/prior tense is marked by the suffix /–k/. Of the three relative tense markers, only the relative past tense suffix is followed by the GNP suffix. The relative past tense constructions are extensively used to chain clauses in Malto. This function is discussed in detail in section 7.3.3.1. The structure of the verb containing the relative past tense marker is discussed in section 3.3.3.
Having cut and collected, she tied (it).  

### 5.2.1.2 Relative Present/Simultaneous

The relative present suffix marks a situation that takes place simultaneously with the situation described by the finite verb in the main clause. The relative present/simultaneous tense is marked by the suffix /-i/. The relative present/simultaneous tense constructions are also used to chain clauses in Malto. This function is discussed in detail in section 7.3.3.2. The structure of the verb containing simultaneity marker is discussed in section 3.3.4.

She spoke while eating.

### 5.2.1.3 Relative Future/Posterior: -oʃ

The relative future tense marks a situation that is speculated to take place posterior to the situation described in the main clause. The infinitive marker /-oʃ/ functions as the
relative future/posterior tense marker. The structure of the verb containing infinitive marker is discussed in section 3.3.6.

(5-6) ortond teho-d a:ra:n oyo:t ekiy:a:d

ortond teho-ɖ a:ra:-n oyo:t ekiy-a:d
one mother-nom.nm bamboo-acc cut-inf go-pst-3sg.f

A mother went to cut bamboos. Story C2

Bhat (1999:105) argues that since Malto like all other Dravidian languages is a tense prominent language, the primary function of the infinitive marker is to represent the future/posterior tense and the other functions of the infinitive marker are extensions of this primary function. The other functions of the infinitive suffix are discussed in section 3.3.6.

5.3 Aspect

Aspect indicates the temporal structure of a situation i.e. the way in which the situation occurs in time. Timberlake (2007:303) points that aspect is concerned with the relationship between situations –states of the world– and time. Aspect describes the internal transition of a situation or the lack of such a transition in the case of stative verbs. Hence aspect is both lexical and contextual at the same time. A verb has inherent aspectual properties, which are known as the lexical aspect or the Aksionsart type of the verb (see 3.5). In addition a verb can be attributed with morphosyntactic properties that
constitute the grammatical aspect of the verb. In this section, I discuss how grammatical aspect is expressed in Malto.

5.3.1 Grammatical Aspect

The basic aspectual distinction is between the perfective and the imperfective. The perfective views the situation from outside and hence describes the end points, namely beginning and ending of a situation. The imperfective views the situation from inside and hence describes if the situation is ongoing or durative. As I have explained in the introduction to this chapter, Malto is a tense-prominent language and the language utilizes other strategies to express categories that are not grammaticalised. Aspectual categories such as duration (5.2.1.2.4) and completion (5.2.1.1.1) are expressed by explicator compound verbs (see 7.3.1.1) and aspectual categories such as iteration and continuation are expressed as reduplicated verbals (7.3.1.2.3).

5.3.1.1 Perfective Aspect

Chung and Timberlake (1985) discuss a property of aspect as being limited, bounded or wholly contained within a situation frame. The perfective describes situations that are punctual or resultative. Perfect situations are viewed as completed events with continuing relevance. Bybee et al (1994:54) state that “perfectives signal that the situation is viewed as bounded temporally.” The perfective aspect is the only one that has an exclusive aspectual suffix in Malto and forms a well defined paradigm. In this respect it is similar to tense-marking.
The perfective aspect marker precedes the tense marker. The Malto perfective is marked by:

- \textit{ce} when it occurs with GNP markers beginning with front vowels

- \textit{ca} everywhere else.

\textit{Past tense}

I had come \quad \text{	ext{hem bar-ca-\text{-a:n}}}

We had come \quad \text{hem bar-ca-\text{-a:m}}

You (M) had come \quad \text{nim bar-ce-\text{-e}}

You (F) had come \quad \text{nim bar-ce-\text{-i}}

You (Pl) had come \quad \text{nim bar-ca-\text{-a:r}}

He had come \quad \text{a:h bar-ca-c-a:h}

She/it had come \quad \text{a:\text{-}bar-ca-c-a:\text{-}d}

They (human) had come \quad \text{a:r bar-ca-c-a:r}

They (non-human) had come \quad \text{a:\text{-}bar-ca-c-a:\text{-}d}

\textbf{Table 5.5}

\begin{verbatim}
(5-7) cevru hanno pahadji piji hekicatan
cevru hanno pahadji piji hek-i-ca-\text{-a:n}
yesterday there hill side go-ep-prf-pst-1sg
Yesterday I had been towards the hills. \quad \text{Panchayat}
\end{verbatim}
**Present tense**

I have come  
We have come  
You (M) have come  
You (F) have come  
You (Pl) have come  
He has come  
She/it has come  
They (human) have come  
They (non-human) have come  

**Table 5.6**

(5-8) hinnor i: sameyeno osar aḏiyeno, he, he barca:nair, heme ha:kim lokar:....

hinnor i:  samey-e-no osar aḏiy-e-no he  he bar-ca-n-air
now  dem.prx time-ep-loc grain worship-ep-loc who  who come-prf-prs-3pl
hem-e ha:kim lokar:
1pl-dat officer  people

Now, at this time of grain worship, who have come, our officer people....  **Ritual**
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**Future Tense**

I will have come  
he:m bar-ca-in

We will have come  
he:m bar-ca-an-am

You (M) will have come  
ni:n bar-ce-en-e

You (F) will have come  
ni:n bar-ce-en-i

You (Pl) will have come  
ni:m bar-ca-an-ar

He will have come  
a:h bar-ca-an-ar

She/it will have come  
a:q bar-ca-en-ix

They (human) will have come  
a:r bar-ca-an-ar

They (non-human) had come  
a:q bar-ca-yi-ix

**Table 5.7**

(5-9) le:la ha:hu ðillik hekcama:ar

le:la ha:h-u ðilli-k hek-ca-an-ar  
tomorrow 3sg.m-en delhi-dat go-prf-fut-3sg.m

He will have gone to Delhi tomorrow.  

Elicitation

Perfective constructions can be further qualified by temporal adverbials such as cenvu

'yesterday', hinnor 'now', le:la 'tomorrow' in the above examples.
5.3.1.1.1 Completive Aspect

The completive aspect is a subset of perfective in that it focuses on the ending of a situation. Bybee et al (1994:54) define completive as doing something thoroughly and to completion. Since Malto is a tense prominent language most of the aspectual categories are either integrated into the category of tense or they employ explicator verbs to express aspectual categories (section 7.3.1.1). The completive aspect is expressed using two explicators *tey* ‘send’ and *ci* ‘give’. The distribution of *tey* and *ci* can be explained in terms of the Aksionsart type of the verbs they form compounds with. *tey* is an explicator for accomplishment verbs and *ci* is the explicator of achievement verbs. The following example shows *tey* functioning as the explicator.

(5-10) ha:him hoṭra: teya:r

hah:in hoṭr-a: tey-a:r
3sg.m-acc remove-cp SEND-3pl.h

They brought him out. History

For an example with *ci* as the explicator, see examples (7-20) and (8-17).

5.3.1.2 Imperfective

Bybee et al (1994:125) define imperfectives as “the contrast partner of perfective, and thus views the situation not as a bounded whole, but rather from within, with explicit reference to its internal structure.” Hence an imperfective situation can either be in
progress at a particular time of reference, or can occur over a period of time that includes
the time of reference as expressed by the habitual (section 5.3.1.2.1), progressive (section
5.3.1.2.2) and durative (section 5.3.1.2.3) aspects in Malto.

5.3.1.2.1 Habitual Aspect

The habitual aspect describes a situation that occurs periodically. It is different from
iterative aspect in that the frequency of the situation cannot be counted; rather the
duration in which the situation occurs can be expressed using temporal adverbials.
However temporal adverbials do not comprise a grammatical category, they just
complement it. The present marker is used to express the habitual meaning in Malto.

(5-11) haʁ:no hem-e osar ady-e-no ma-ond heḏa:n ʁaːl-ʁaːm aːro ma-ond eraː ʁaːl-ʁaːm

haʁː-ɾo hem-e osar ady-e-ɾo ma-ɾoɾe heraːn ɾaːl-ɾaːɾm

dem.dst-loc 1pl-dat grain worship-ep-loc clf-one goat-acc sacrifice-prs-1pl
aːro ma-ɾoɾe eraː ɾaːl-ɾaːɾm
and clf-one hen sacrifice-prs-1pl

In that our grain worship, we sacrifice a goat and we sacrifice a hen. Ritual

5.3.1.2.2 Progressive Aspect

The progressive aspect describes an ongoing situation that has not reached its end point.
Comrie (1976) points out that each individual occurrence of the situation is presented as
being progressive and the sum total of all these occurrences is presented as being
habitual. In Malto, the habitual and the progressive aspect are not distinguished
grammatically, but can be disambiguated depending on the context of the utterance.
5.3.1.2.3 Durative aspect

The durative aspect expresses a situation that occurs over a certain period of time and the end point of the duration is not specified. The durative differs from continuative (7.2.1.3.3) in that continuatives are punctual events whereas duratives are not punctual.

The locative verb qok ‘be’ is used as an explicator (section 7.2.1.1) to express duration.

Bybee et al (1994:132) have argued that when stative sources express progressive meaning, location is a necessary element and hence of the three ‘be’ verbs in Malto the locative qok is used to express duration.

(5-13) oka qokat

oka qok-a:
sit-cp be-imp

Sit!

5.4 Mood

Chung and Timberlake (1985:241) summarise the category of mood as one that “characterises the actuality of a situation by comparing the situation world(s) to a reference world, termed the actual world.” The category of mood can be classified into two groups – epistemic mood and deontic mood. Epistemic mood is knowledge-based
where two main subtypes are recognised: possibility and necessity. Deontic mood is action-based where the participant is motivated by a direction, need or requirement to carry out an action (Bhat 1999).

5.4.1 Imperative
Imperative mood represents a command, a request or an instruction. It is a form of deontic mood. In such an utterance the speaker directs the addressee to execute a situation. Imperative constructions in Malto do not have typical GNP agreement marking that finite verbs typically carry. The verb ends with the morpheme /-a:/.

(5-14) ledqa pasqa: pa:v kora:

leqra pasqa: pa:v kor-a:
left side street enter-imp
Enter from the left side! Directions

However, the vocative marker (section 2.3.7.1.3) also acts as the imperative marker. The vocative is added to the verb stem to specify the identity of the addressee.

(5-15) korci lagde

kor-c-i lag-dje
enter-pst-ppt approach-voc.m
Approach by entering! Story C2
The negative counterpart of obligation is prohibition. Prohibition is expressed by including the negative morpheme (see chapter 6) into the verb along with the imperative marker.

(5-16) androma:

\[
\text{and-}r-\text{oma-a:} \\
\text{sleep-dir-neg-imp}
\]

Do not sleep! Elicitation

Deontic mood can also be expressed as a secondary situation, where the subject or agent of the matrix clause is the source of the situation and the subject or agent of the subordinate class is the target of the situation (Chung and Timberlake (1985)).

(5-17) napa-ːd havq-ːd oːjre aːːe eːri naːp-en panj-kem jariːn

\[
\text{napa-ːd} \quad \text{havq-ːd} \quad oːjre \quad aːːe \quad eːri \quad naːp-en
\]
\[
\text{fruit-nom.nm} \quad \text{speak-3sg.nm} \quad \text{shift-voc.nh} \quad \text{move-voc.nh} \quad \text{hen} \quad \text{fruit-1sg}
\]
\[
\text{panj-k-em} \quad \text{jar-ːin}
\]
\[
\text{ripen-rp-1sg} \quad \text{fall-1sg}
\]

The fruit spoke, “Move away, Hen”, I the fruit, having ripened, am going to fall. Story C4

5.4.2 Obligatory mood

Obligation is another form of deontic mood where the participant is obliged to contribute to the situation. Bybee (1994:177) describes obligatory mood as a grammaticalised marker that reports the existence of external, social conditions compelling the agent to
complete the predication. The obligatory mood is represented by meni ‘be’, which acts as
the explicator verb. The matrix verb describes the situation that the participant is required
to execute and is marked by the infinitive.

(5-18) haędentị ha:rgọt meni:

haxq-enṭi ha:rg-ọt meni:
there-abl climb-inf obl

From there, one has to climb.                         Directions

5.4.3 Ability Modal

The ability modal describes the ability of a participant to contribute to a situation. This is
the third form of deontic mood in Malto. Ability modal appears an auxiliary verb in a
compound verb construction (see 7.3.1). There are two allomorphs -par, -lod that occur
in free variation. -par appears to be a borrowing from the eastern Indo-Aryan languages
(8.3.2.3).

(5-19) ni:n pa[ot lodt / pa:rcete

ni:n paq-oṭ lod-t-e / pa:r-ce-t-e
2sg sing-inf able-pst-2sg.m /able-prf-pst-2sg.m

You were able to sing.                                 Elicitation
5.4.4 Desire

Bybee (1994:178) summarises desire as a modal that reports the existence of internal volitional conditions in the agent with respect to the predicate action. Malto borrows the auxiliary (see 8.3.2.3) cah from Hindi to express desire.

(5-20) jala:-d lalo t cahyi:id

jala:-d lal-o t cah-yi-i:d

jala-nom.nm dance-inf wish-prs-3sg.nm

Jala wants to dance.

5.4.5 Permission

Permission is an agent-oriented directive that is intended to elicit action (Bybee 1994:178). The second causative construction (see 4.1.1.3) /te t/ also functions as the permissive modal since second causation involves directing one of the participants to execute an action. Historically te t may have been the auxiliary verb in the compound construction (see 7.3.1.1). I have no examples in my data to show te t as the main verb of a clause. Hence I conclude that synchronically te t is used as a suffix to indicate second causation.

(5-21) mukhiyah ep malerin hahqa nan-tr-te:t-a:h

mukhiyah ep male-r-in hahqa nan-tr-te:t-a:h

chief village people-pl-acc hunt do-caus-perm-3sg.m

The chief let the villagers hunt.
5.4.6 Optative

The optative modal expresses a wish or the hope of the speaker, in the main clause. The optative modal in Malto is expressed by the clitic /-e/. The optative modal marker is a clitic (also see section 3.3.1) because it has scope over the entire clause and not just the word to which it is attached, and it is attached to the fully inflected finite verb, as illustrated in the following example.

(5-22) akca barene

ac-k-a    bar-an = e
bite-rp-cp  come-1sg-opt

Let me grab a bite and come.      Story C4

5.5 Agreement

All finite verbs in Malto carry gender-number-person marking in agreement with the subject of the clause (section 2.1). Verbs which take two arguments, one in the dative case plus one which is not marked for case, always carry third singular non-masculine agreement morphology by default. The agreement markers are portmanteau morphs that simultaneously mark gender, number and person of the subject. The only exceptions are finite verbs carrying imperative marking, which never take agreement morphology. Among the non-finite verb forms, the one that includes relative past tense marking also encodes agreement with the subject. The gender-number-person agreement markers in Malto are formally derived from personal pronouns. These kinds of inflectional affixes marking agreement are referred to as pronominal affixes in linguistic typology (Corbett
2006). Malto can be called a pro-drop language because it allows the possibility of omitting the pronominal subject of a clause. However, it is not a typical pro-drop language since the omission of the pronominal subject is not obligatory. The following Table lists the gender-number-person suffixes with the corresponding personal pronouns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender-Number-Person (GNP) suffixes</th>
<th>Personal Pronouns</th>
<th>GNP suffixes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 singular</td>
<td>em</td>
<td>-a:n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 plural</td>
<td>e:m</td>
<td>-a:m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 singular masculine</td>
<td>n:i:n</td>
<td>-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 singular feminine</td>
<td>n:i:n</td>
<td>-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 plural</td>
<td>n:i:m</td>
<td>-a:r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 singular masculine</td>
<td>a:i:h</td>
<td>-a:i:h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 singular non-masculine</td>
<td>a:i:d</td>
<td>-a:i:d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 plural human</td>
<td>a:i:r</td>
<td>-a:i:r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 plural non-human</td>
<td>a:i:d</td>
<td>-a:i:d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.8

From the above Table we notice that second person plural and third person human plural are homophonous, as are third person singular non-masculine and third person plural non-human. Sentences containing them are disambiguated by the tense marking in the case of the present tense (section 5.1.2). The morphophonemic changes involving agreement marking on the verb were discussed in section 2.3.
5.6 Conclusion

This chapter has introduced and explained the grammatical forms that express the categories of tense, aspect and mood in Malto. I have discussed how and why tense is the most prominent and hence the highly grammaticalised category of the three. The categories of aspect and mood are expressed as multi-verb constructions (chapter 7) where Malto does not have suffixes to express a particular grammatical concept. An area of further research is the inter-relation of the three categories discussed in this chapter.
6.0 Introduction

Studies of negation in Dravidian languages are not very common apart from a brief listing of negative forms in grammatical accounts. This chapter gives a detailed account of clausal negation involving verbs in Malto. The first part of this chapter deals with the negative suffix (section 6.1) and its use in expressing unrealised event predicates (section 6.1.1). Negation and its relation with tense in Malto is discussed in section 6.2, followed by a reconstruction of the negative verb in Malto in section 6.3 and a brief account of its role as a copula (section 6.3.1) and question tag (section 6.3.2). Negation of existential predicates is discussed in section 6.4, followed by a discussion on the relationship between negation and mood. The last part of this chapter deals with the scope of negation in Malto (section 6.6).

Negation in Malto is post-verbal. There are two forms that express negation in Malto: the negative verb *mala* (section 6.3) and the negative suffix */-la/. */-le/* is an allomorph of the negative morpheme */-la/* and their distribution is governed by the vowel harmony rules of the language (section 2.3.1). The concatenation of negative morphemes is also governed by the vowel sandhi rules (section 2.3.2). These two negative forms undergo some modifications such as appearing with epenthetic vowel /o/ to express negation of existentials and imperatives. Miestamo (2005:45) notes that "imperatives, existentials and
non-verbals are clearly the most common environments to require special negative constructions.”

6.1 Negative Suffix /-la/

Very often in Malto the negative morpheme is internal to the verb morphology. The negative suffix follows the valence altering suffix and precedes the tense-aspect-mood and gender-number-person marking suffixes. Payne (1985: 212) observes that if negation is expressed by a verbal suffix, this is typically the position occupied by the negative suffix cross-linguistically.

(6-1) 'harei ojre aṭke eːriː', haːnko ojurlaːiːd

\begin{verbatim}
 harei  oj-r-e  aṭ-ke  eːr-iː  haːn-ko  oj-u-r-lø-a-l-d
\end{verbatim}

She didn’t move when told “move away, hen.”

Story C4

Also see examples (3-13) and (3-32).

6.1.1 Unrealised event predicates

Unrealised event predicates describe a situation that either failed to occur or may fail to occur in the time to come (Bond 2007). The negative suffix /-la/ is used to express unrealised event predicates in Malto.
(a) Non-occurrence of an event

(6-2) hah-in tunq-k-kid din-su ja:gu-n lap-la-i:k

Having seen him, she did not have food for two days.  

Story C3

(b) Expectation of non-occurrence of an event

(6-3) pratyek ep-no sikca: ja:btak men = omala: ta:b-tak a:ge ba:djila:nar

while every village has still not become educated, we will not progress.  

History

(c) Negation of possible/potential events

(6-4) hani ma:nah-du ha:nq-layi:k

Then, the buffalo did not find him.  

Story C3

(d) Inability

(6-5) maa-n pak-k-i:k ara kumo:t loq-la:i:k, ara kumki:kakle, maonq pak-o:t loq-la:i:k

The bamboo cannot be lifted carrying the child, the child can’t be carried lifting the bamboo.  

Story C2

From the above examples of unrealised event predicates we notice that there is a relation between the negative suffix and the tense of the verb.
6.2 Negation and Tense

The form of the negative morpheme in Malto depends on the tense marking on the verb. Unrealised events have either occurred in the past or are expected or predicted to occur in the future. Hence the negative suffix remains the same in both the past and the future tense. Krishnamurti (2003:348) argues that “In Dravidian there is a negative conjugation of the verb mainly in the non-past or with zero time reference. Here, there is no tense marker co-occurring with the negative suffix in the non-past...”. However Malto defies this general Dravidian pattern and retains the tense suffix in the non-past tenses, but the present tense suffix (section 5.1.1.2) is devoiced when co-occurring with the negative suffix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Simple Present</th>
<th>Simple present [neg]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 SG</strong></td>
<td>I sing</td>
<td>?en pad-\text{n}\text{-i:n}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2SG M</strong></td>
<td>You sing</td>
<td>n\text{in} pad-\text{d-e}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3SG M</strong></td>
<td>He sings</td>
<td>?ah pad-\text{d-ah}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3PL</strong></td>
<td>They sing</td>
<td>a:r pad-n-\text{a:r}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Simple past</th>
<th>Simple past [neg]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 SG</strong></td>
<td>I sang</td>
<td>?en pad-\text{t-a:n}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2SG M</strong></td>
<td>You sang</td>
<td>n\text{in} pad-\text{t-e}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3SG M</strong></td>
<td>He sang</td>
<td>?ah pad-iy-a:h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3PL</strong></td>
<td>They sang</td>
<td>a: gand\text{ir} pad-iy-a:r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.2**
From observing the three tables we notice that /omala/ is the negative suffix in the present tense and /-la, -le/ is the negative suffix in the past and future tenses. Hence I propose that the distribution of the negative morphemes is based on the realis and irrealis theme where the irrealis represents situations that could have occurred or which can possibly occur. We have also noticed that unrealised event predicates take the negative morpheme /-la, -le/.

The present tense has an exclusive tense marking in /-nt/ which appears with the first person and second person agreement marking. The tense marking /-nt/ attaches to the reduced form /oma/, of the negative marking /omala/. The tense markers in the negative past are also different from their affirmative counterparts. However, in the future tense the tense marking remains the same both in the negative and affirmative instances.
6.3 The Negative Verb *mala*

The negative verb in Malto is */mala/*. It is used both as a main verb and as an auxiliary. I speculate that */mala/* is derived from */men/* the verb 'to be', which is its affirmative counterpart. *cil-* is the Proto-Dravidian negative verb used to express the basic verb meaning 'not to be' (Krishnamurti 2002:354). Hence we get */mala/* from */men + il/*.

A postulated reconstruction of the negative verb would be:

Step 1: realisation of the Proto-Dravidian Negative in Malto

*/-la/*

Step 2: reduction of the copula verb by dropping the coda

*men* → *me*

Step 3: the negative gets suffixed to the copula

*me-la*

Step 4: Vowel Harmony triggered by the negative suffix.

*mala*

*/mala/* can be used as a free morpheme to say 'no' and */men/* as a copular verb in the diachronic context can be inflected for the negative suffix as shown in example (6).

*/mala/* is also used as a response to polar questions. Abbi (2001) observes that negative

---

17 Although it is not common for languages to have negative verbs, all Dravidian languages have a negative main verb.
copular constructions where the verb is inflected for GNP agreement marking are common in Dravidian languages.

(6-6) mala: hindeki: menleni:

mala: hindeki: men-le-en-i:
no this_way be-neg-fut-3sg.nm

No, it can not be this way. History

In the above sentence we see the negation expressed twice: by an interjection at the beginning of the sentence and by a morpheme suffixed to the verb at the end of the sentence.

The negative verb may also cliticise to the finite verb. In such cases a morphophonemic alteration occurs in the form of the phoneme /-o/ that precedes the negative clitic and the realisation of GNP marker on the verb is optional. The TAM suffixes are not realised when mala is cliticised to a verb. The scope of negation of mala as a clitic is the entire clause as against the scope of negation of the negative suffix /-la, le/ being just the verb.

In the following example mala is expressed as a clitic in both the clauses.
People also don’t get treatment for the disease and so the disease doesn’t stop. Village

6.3.1 Negative copula

/mala/ which is inflected for GNP functions as a copula with nominal predicates and psychological predicates.

But that is not the case now. Village

Although the negative copula has impoverished inflection when compared to the affirmative copula, it occupies the same position as the affirmative. Pustet (2003:40) argues that the categorical inventory of verbal copulas, as compared to that of verbs

18 The lexeme pata is a borrowing from Hindi.
proper, tends to show more or less pronounced reductions. The affirmative counterpart of these constructions would replace *mala* with *menjaːd*.

(6-10) *paːre inor aː saba menjaːd*

*paːre inor aː saba men-j-aːd*

but now dem.dst case be-sf-3sg.nm

But that is the case now.

6.3.2 Negative verb as question tag

Negative verbs function as question tags when suffixed by the question suffix */-a/*, to elicit an affirmative response (example 6-11) and also in propositions describing 'whether or not' kind of situations (example 6-12).

(6-11) *aʃentʃi ek ek dina taʃin honqːaːkːaːr jajanaʔnaːr ho, malaʔ?*

*aʃentʃi ek ek dina taʃi-n honqː-aː-kːaːr jaj-naʔ-n-aːr ho mala-a*

then one one day liquor-acc drink-ep-rp-3pl.h fight-recep-prs-3pl.h add neg-q

Then, on some days they get drunk and fight, isn’t it?
Then, let's go and see if he has made mother alive or not.

6.4 Existential predicates

Negation of existence is expressed by the suffix /-o/ after the root verb bey 'be' followed by the human plural suffix and by the suffix /-ola/ when followed by other GNP suffixes.

There was no such thing as studying or education in those times.

There aren't any good doctors.

Negation of existence implies the absence of the entity described by the nominal predicate. This is different from the negative copula constructions in examples (6-4) and (6-5) in that although negative copulas rule out one possibility expressed by the nominal predicate, they point towards other possibilities.
(6-15) e:qu da:kdar-air men-la:air

e:qu da:kdar-air men-la:air

go:od doctor-pl be-neg-3pl.h

The doctors aren’t any good.

The difference between example (6-14) and (6-15) is that an existential negative denies the existence of good doctors as against the negative copula where the existence of doctors is not negated, but the possibility of them being good at their job is negated.

6.5 Negation and Mood

The prohibitive mood expresses a direction to the agent, instructing the agent not to execute a particular action. The prohibitive mood is realised by the morpheme /-oma/. GNP marking is not realised on prohibitive constructions, nor in their affirmative counterparts, imperatives.

(6-16) holhoma:

holh-oma-a:
cry-neg-imp

Don’t cry!

Story C4

(6-17)

eng opa opa baroma: Don’t come after me.

eng opa opa bara: Come after me.
6.6 Scope of Negation

The scope of verbal negation can either be limited to the negation of just the predicate or it can be extended to negate the entire clause.

6.6.1 Negating the scope of a proposition within the participial construction

The negative morpheme /-o/ is used to negate a participial construction (section 7.3.1.1) as shown in example 6-18.


So saying, the hen sat down to warm the chicks without listening (to the fruit). Story C4

6.6.2 Negating the predicate

The negative morpheme /-la, -le/ is used to negate a predicate in the past and future tense and /-mala/ is used in the present tense (section 5.1.1.2). When negating just the predicate, the negative suffixes are invariably followed by the gender-number-person agreement markers. See tables 6.1, 6.2 & 6.3 for examples.
6.6.3 Clausal Negation

The negative verb *mala* is used to negate the proposition expressed by the entire clause. 

/mala/ is often cliticised to the main verb of the clause. See examples (6-3) and (6-7).

6.7 Conclusion

/-ə/ is the negative epenthesis and /-la/ is the negative morpheme in Malto. /mala/ is the negative verb that can be cliticised and also reduced to the form /-oma/ when preceded by the negative epenthesis /-ə/. The negative epenthetic vowel also appears in a verb without either negative morpheme or the negative clitic following it in the case of existential predicates. However, the distribution of the negative forms is not clear from the limited data available.
Chapter 7: Multi Verb Constructions

7.0 Introduction

This chapter deals with those instances in Malto syntax where more than one verb co-occurs within a clause and/or across clauses. Steever (1988:6) notes that "the Dravidian languages rely on a rich set of compound verbs to extend the somewhat limited resources of the set of simple verb forms." Multi verb constructions in Malto are discussed within the framework of the theories of juncture and nexus proposed by Van Valin and LaPolla (1997) (section 7.1). The second part of this chapter (section 7.2) discusses verbal constructions in Malto in terms of rank shift, word order and finiteness. This discussion leads to the classification of verbal constructions in the language based on functions expressed due to co-occurrence of verbs at various levels within and across clauses. The functional classes of multi verb constructions in Malto are discussed in the third part (section 7.3) which includes detailed accounts of compound verbal constructions (section 7.3.1) comprising explicator compound verbs (section 7.3.1.1), conjunct participle constructions (section 7.3.1.2), and reduplicated verbals (section 7.3.1.3); verbal complements (7.3.2) including gerundives (7.3.2.1), relative clauses (7.3.2.2), and quotative complements (7.3.2.3); and chained clauses in Malto (7.3.3).

7.1 Juncture and Nexus

Van Valin and LaPolla (1997:441) discuss the morphosyntactic concepts of juncture and nexus in relation to multi verb constructions, in order to account for the units of complex constructions and to explain the relationship between these units. Complex constructions are viewed as being a layered structure of units, namely the nucleus, the core and the
The nucleus is a predicating element, which is a verb, an adjective or a nominal of some sort. The core is the predicate along with its arguments, and the clause consists of the core plus those elements which are not arguments of the predicate. The theory of units is referred to as the theory of juncture and the theory of relations as the theory of nexus (Van Valin and LaPolla, 1997:442).

(7-1) [[The King [ordered] nucleus the dancer] core [to [stop] nucleus] core] clause

Nuclear juncture consists of a single core containing more than one nucleus. In its strictest form, nothing may intervene between the two verbs. The multiple nuclei function as a single complex predicate taking a single set of core arguments. Compound verbs in Malto conform to this typology (section 7.3.1). Core juncture consists of a single clause containing more than one core. Each core may itself be internally complex, i.e., may contain a nuclear juncture. These types of constructions define two different situations. Complex constructions show a clausal juncture when whole clauses are joined, where each clause may be independent of the other (Van Valin and LaPolla, 1997:448).

Another relevant grammatical category that is “qualitatively different from predicates and their arguments”, but at the same time plays an equally important role at all levels of complex constructions is the set of operators. The operators modify the clause and its parts. The most common operators found across languages are tense, aspect, negation,
modality, status, illocutionary force, directionals and evidentials. However individual
languages may lack a formal representation of one or more operator categories with the
exception of illocutionary force and negation. Modality, status and illocutionary force are
often discussed together under the broad category of mood, as is done in this description
of Malto. Tense, aspect, mood and negation in Malto have been discussed in detail in
chapters 4 and 5 respectively. The role of the quotative complement as an evidential is
discussed in section 7.3.2.3. Directionals in Malto are represented lexically (section
2.4.6).

The operators modify different layers of the clause and the scope of the individual
modifiers is observed to follow a common pattern across languages. The ordering of the
operators is based on the scope they have over the various elements of the clause “with
the verb or other predicating element in the nucleus as the anchorpoint” (Van Valin and
LaPolla 1997: 40-52). Aspect is a nuclear operator and is hence closest to the nucleus in
Malto, as in all other languages that express aspect grammatically. Aspect in Malto is
often expressed by explicator compound verbs, as shown in section 7.3.1.1. Negation in
Malto has scope over the nucleus and the clause and this is discussed in section 6.6.2 and
6.6.3 respectively. Tense (section 5.1), illocutionary force expressed by imperatives
(section 5.3.1) and permissives (section 5.3) and evidentials in Malto have scope over the
entire clause.

Unlike operators, which are discussed in terms of universal principles, the relationship
between the clause and its constituents varies from language to language. Van Valin and
LaPolla (1997: 448) link the notion of juncture with the notion of nexus. The syntactic relation between the units of juncture is called ‘nexus’. Nexus relations are based on a binary feature space defined by dependency and embedding.

\[[+\text{dependent}, +\text{embedded}] = \text{Subordination}\]
\n\[-\text{dependent}, - \text{embedded}] = \text{Coordination}\]
\n\ [+\text{dependent}, - \text{embedded}] = \text{Cosubordination}\]
\n\ [-\text{dependent}, +\text{embedded}] = \text{Parenthetic constructions}^{19}\]

Van Valin and LaPolla (1997: 448) account for the first three types of nexus relations as follows:

**Subordination:** Here a clause functions as a syntactic element within a larger clause. The subordinate clause is dependent on the main clause and is embedded within the main clause. Subordination exhibits two distinct construction types: units functioning as core arguments on the one hand, and modifiers on the other. Explicator compound verbs (7.3.1.1) and quotative complement clauses (section 7.3.2.3) in Malto are examples of the former, and relative clauses (sections 3.3.7 & 7.3.2.2) and adverbial constructions (sections 3.3.2) in Malto illustrate the latter.

**Coordination:** The clauses in a sentence are independent of each other and act as syntactically equal parts of a sentence. Each of the clauses in a coordinate structure can...
stand on its own outside of the chain. Synonym compound (section 7.3.1.4) in Malto are examples of coordination.

**Cosubordination:** The units of cosubordination obligatorily share one or more operators at the level of juncture. The difference between subordination and cosubordination is while the former exhibits structural dependence, the latter exhibits operator dependence. Cross-linguistic observations indicate that

“in a nuclear juncture, the relevant operators are (nuclear) directionals, (nuclear) negation and aspect; in a core juncture, they are modality, (core) directionals, internal negation; and in a clausal juncture, they are any of the clausal operators, most often tense and illocutionary force” (Van Valin and LaPolla 1997:455).

However Malto only has clausal cosubordination expressed by chained clauses (section 7.3.3).

Consequently, we get nine juncture-nexus types, with a possible combination of the various juncture and nexus types. A given language need not have all the nine types of juncture-nexus combinations. Malto does not seem to have nuclear and core cosubordinate structures and core coordinated structures. That leaves us with six juncture-nexus types. The following Table maps possible juncture-nexus relations and the intersecting cells represent the corresponding constructions in Malto.
7.1.1 Nuclear Subordination

Nuclear subordination defines a case where the verbs involved in a nuclear juncture display a subordinate nexus relation. In Malto conjunct participle constructions expressing manner show nuclear subordination, as illustrated in the following example.

(7-2) hani nan maa:n se capa piiftyaih

hani nan maa:n se [cap-a pi[i-iy-ah]
then another animal-acc emp stamp-cp kill-pst-3sg.m

Then, he stamped and killed the other animal too. Story C3

In the above example capa piiftyaih together form a single unit sharing the inflectional marking for tense and gender-number-person agreement. The verb capa, which is in its
conjugated participle form, is subordinate to the verb *pit* and also modifies the verb *pit*. The verb *pit* occupies the sentence final position and formally carries all the inflectional markers that are shared by all the verbs involved in the nuclear juncture.

The conjunct participle form functions as an adverbial in that it modifies the main verb of the matrix clause. There are usually two nuclear verbs involved in a nuclear juncture when the adverbial is not reduplicated and three when the adverbial is reduplicated (section 7.3.1.2)

### 7.1.2 Nuclear Coordination

Nuclear coordination defines a nuclear juncture where the two verbs involved have an equal status semantically and together describe a complex situation.

(7-3) hinond heme sa:le-no hinond puja: parve menne ke ba:d hi hem lapda:

mo?ada:m

```
  hinond  hem-e  sa:le-no  hinond   puja:  parve  men-ne  ke  ba:d
  this_much  lpl-dat  year-loc  this_much  ritual  festival  happen-cond  of  later

  hi  hem  [lap-d-a:  moa-d-a:m]
  emp  lpl  eat-prs-cp  eat-prs-lpl
```

Only when we have observed these many rituals and festivals, do we eat. **Rituals**

In the above example *lap* and *moa* are the two verbs that form the nuclear juncture. They share the gender-number-person agreement marking which formally appears on the sentence final verb. Although tense is a clausal operator, tense marking appears on every
verb form in Malto, since Malto is a tense prominent language (section 5.0). All verbs in a clause carry the same tense marking. The two verbs involved in a nuclear coordinate construction in Malto are always synonymous. For more on synonym compound verbs see section 7.3.1.4.

7.1.3 Core Subordination

When two or more verbs form a core juncture where one or more verbs are subordinate to the clause final verb, we have a core subordinated construction. Infinitival constructions in Malto exemplify this situation.

(7-4) bangla: o.toj jej.ar

[[bangla: o.toj jej.ar]]
bungalow break-inf begin-3pl

They began to break the bungalow.

Example (7-4) is a monoclausal construction where the verb o.toj carries infinitival marking and is subordinate to the verb jej which carries the gender-number-person agreement marking. Complex forms of core subordination may have multi nuclei in each core. Temporal conditional clauses in Malto also display core subordination and are discussed in detail in section 7.3.1.2.
7.1.4 Clausal Subordination

When one or more of the clauses in a sentence share a dependency relation with the matrix clause, we have a clause subordinated structure. Relative clauses in Malto are clause subordinated constructions.

(7-5) ek hisa: haxhi: hikaih piturik, mocurik jimri:

And again, one part goes to whoever killed and cut it.

In the above example the clause hikaih pijvrik mocurik is a relative clause where the verb roots pit and moc are nominalised by using the suffix /-ur/, and further inflected with the dative case to express the benefactive role. The relative clause is dependent on and embedded in the matrix clause ek hisa: haxhi: jimri. The verb in the matrix clause always occupies the sentence final position. For more on relative clauses see section 7.3.2.2.

7.1.5 Clausal Coordination

When two clauses that are independent of each other are combined by a coordinating morpheme, we get a clausal coordinate structure. Malto borrows the coordinator ar/ aro from Hindi.
During our grain worship we sacrifice a goat and we sacrifice a hen.

In the above example the two clauses *ha:d-no heme osar adyeno ma:ond heca:n *ta:l-d-a:m

and *ma:ond era: *ta:l-d-a:m

are both independent clauses brought together by the coordinator *a:ro* to form a coordinate clause.

### 7.1.6 Clausal Cosubordination

This construction type looks like a simple chain of clauses, as in a coordinate construction, but there is a dependency relation between the final and non-final clauses. Chained clauses in Malto are cosubordinated structures. Only the final clause of the chained clauses in Malto is marked for absolute tense. The dependent clauses are marked for relative tense. The gender-number-person agreement marking appears on all the verbs both in the main clause and the dependent clauses.

Having told its name, having named it, we worship.

Having told its name, having named it, we worship.
Clause-chaining is discussed in detail in section 7.3.4 of this chapter.

7.2 Rank Shift

Halliday (1961) introduced the notion of rank scale to account for the hierarchy of symbolic units in a language. While the lower level units, such as the morphemes and words, define a construction analytically or internally, the higher levels such as clauses and sentences define a construction externally or synthetically. A rank shift occurs when a symbolic unit is used as a rank that is either equal to or lower than its own rank (Heyvart 2003:23).

Rank-defining properties for a verb in Malto are the inflectional properties related to the concept of finiteness in verbs. Rank shift in Malto includes several possibilities such as two clauses coalescing into a single core, category change where nominals are derived from verbs by attaching a nominaliser, or verbs functioning as adverbials by virtue of their position relative to a finite verb.

(7-8) en gōtteni dṵ̃̂̊̊̊̊̊̊i dud-in ońdonga:n

I will drink up all the milk.

Elicitation

In the example (7-8), two independent clauses, defining the situations of drinking milk and finishing it, coalesce to form a single unit and hence are down-ranked from being a chained clause construction of clausal juncture to a compound verb construction of
nuclear juncture. on has the past stem formative -q attached to it as a relic of the biclausal status where it would have been in the relative past form onqakam as shown in the following example.

(7-9) en Ḟuḏin onqaka:n kajan ongi:n

Having drunk the milk, I am finishing the work.

Dependent situations manifested by subordination or co-subordinate structures are integrated into a higher clause, consequently down-ranking the dependent clause with respect to the main clause. The syntactic integration of the two clauses into a single clause is determined by the strength of the semantic bond between the two situations (Nikolaeva 2007:7). One such instance in Malto is the conjunct participle construction (see 7.3.1.2) where two situations are integrated to form a single core.

7.2.1 Category change
A rank lexical relation is an association between lexical units which have different relative values based on some shared underlying semantic property. Lexical units which are related by rank are likely to be functionally descriptive of the characteristics of an entity. They tend to be lexical categories such as nouns (Cruse 1986).
Rank shift often involves category change when units belonging to the same rank instead of getting down-ranked, are just reclassified to function as a unit of another class. Nominalisation and adverbialisation of verbs in Malto are examples of category change.

Verbs in Malto take the derivational suffix /-po/ to be nominalised. /-u, -ur/ act as relativisers. Adverbialisation is a syntactic process where the modifier precedes the verb that it modifies. Relativisation and adverbialisation in Malto are discussed in detail in sections 7.3.2.2 and 7.3.1.2 respectively. The verbalising derivational suffix /-cur/ is attached to nouns in Malto and borrowed verbs to derive verbals in Malto (section 3.4.2).

(7-10) gura:taɾda:m haʁdinte saːtʰ-sattʰ harhiː jodʃ-tiːn jen malaː guraːɾpo porcaːɾ namoːti

wander-ep-caus-prs-1pl dem.dst-abl together-together another pair-three people

men wander-vrb-nomr publicity do-inf

Then, together with the wandering of two or three people, to publicise (the event).

History

In the above example the borrowed word gur is first verbalised to form a Malto verb base and then nominalised by the suffix /-po/. The nominalised verbal form gurəɾpo functions as a gerundive in the above sentence.
7.2.2 Order

Malto is a left-branching language except for extraposition of infinitival clauses (section 3.3.6). Multi verb constructions in Malto follow a fixed temporal sequence. All the non-finite constructions precede the sentence final finite verb. The modifiers precede the modified. Because adverbs precede the main verb, a change in order results in rank shift. In explicator compound verbs (section 7.3.1.1) the explicator follows the main verb and is delexicalised, hence assuming a subordinate function.

7.2.3 Finiteness

In Chapter 3, I defined finiteness as a morphological characteristic of the verb. Further to this claim, I include a syntactic property that the finite verb invariably occupies clause final position. In contrast, non-finite verbs combine with following word(s) and hence do not end a sentence. Steever (1988:6) recognised two basic kinds of non-finite verb forms in Dravidian languages:

1. verb forms that combine with a following noun to form relative clauses and other noun complements
2. verb forms that combine with a following verb to form compound verbs or complex sentences.

The type of verb forms preceding nouns have been discussed in section 3.3.7. These forms are also known as adnominals in linguistic literature because of their relative position to the nouns. I devote the current chapter to elaborating on two or more verb forms combining to form complex constructions.
Cristofaro (2007: 104) points out that particular semantic features, such as time reference, aspect and the mood value of situations, are predetermined. She adds that all subordination relations involving sharing of participants between main and dependent states of affairs also involve predetermination of the time reference, aspect and mood value of the dependent state of affairs. Hence there is no need to always specify the time reference, aspect or mood in dependent situations. The conjunct participle constructions in Malto carry time reference only on the main verb as shown in the following example.

(7-11) ʈənì pehra honɖra:h

ʈənì peh-r-a hon-d-r-a:h
self hold-dtr-cp bring-sf-dtr-3sg.m

He himself brought (them).

7.3 Functional Classes
I have so far explained the formal structures and relations employed in Malto to incorporate more than one verb in a sentence. The rest of this chapter is a discussion of what kind of functions are expressed by multi-verb constructions in Malto. The functional classes represented by multi-verb constructions in Malto include explicator compounds, partially reduplicated compounds, relative clauses, adverbial clauses, gerundives, clause chaining and quotative complements. Each of these categories is discussed in detail in the following sections.

What are individually described as compound verbs, conjunct participle constructions and synonym compounds in this chapter, are popularly recognised in linguistic literature
by the cover term 'serial verbs'. Kroeger (2004:229) lists the following characteristic properties of serial verb constructions (SVC):

a) A prototypical SVC contains two or more morphologically independent verbs within the same clause, neither of which is an auxiliary.

b) There are no conjugations or other overt markers of subordination or coordination separating the two verbs.

c) The serial verbs belong to a single intonation contour, with no pause separating them.

d) The entire SVC refers to a single (possibly complex) situation.

e) A true SVC may contain only one specification for tense, aspect, modality, negation etc., though these features are sometimes redundantly marked on both verbs.

f) The two verbs in the SVC share at least one semantic argument.

g) Obligatory non-coreference: a true SVC will not contain two overt NPs which refer to the same argument.

h) A prototypical SVC contains only one grammatical subject.

Dixon (2006: 342-3) classifies serial verbs into two broad categories of asymmetrical and symmetrical varieties. Asymmetrical varieties have a major member with a wide range of possibilities and a minor member with a limited set of possibilities, with the major member being the head of the serial verb construction. The symmetrical variety has both members coming from an unrestricted class and having equal semantic and syntactic status. By these criteria, explicator compound verbs and conjunct participle constructions in Malto will be asymmetric serial verbs and synonym compound verbs will be symmetric serial verbs. The explicators and the conjunct participles will fall into the
category of minor members with limited set of possibilities. Serial verb constructions in Malto minimally have two serialised verbs and maximally have four serialised verbs. An illustration of four serialised verbs is that of a reduplicated adverbial preceding a compound verb. Dixon (2006:344) describes such a phenomenon as ‘nesting’, where one or both of the components of a serial verb construction are in turn, serial verbs themselves.

(7-12) banđi:-bandi: hekoṭ meni

[band-i:-band-i:] [heko-ṭ meni]
drag-sim-drag-sim go-inf oblig

One has to walk by dragging. Elicitation

The above example has an explicator compound construction with an obligatory modal that is being defined by the reduplicated adverbial. The verb hek is the head of this serial verb construction. Explicator compound verbs in Malto can either have the VI with either a conjunct participle attached to it or an infinitival marker as discussed in the following section. For more on the role of reduplicated verbals in Malto see section 7.3.1.3.

7.3.1 Compound Verbs

Verbal categories that cannot encode grammatical information like aspect and voice through simple verb forms employ compound verb constructions. Steever (1993:6) says for Dravidian in general that:
“compounding is often used to make up for deficiencies in the basic lexicon and morphological processes: it may supply the relative lack of derivational patterns and may extend the basic lexical and grammatical resources of the language.”

He also adds that:

“Two basic kinds of compound verbs are represented in Dravidian and are distinguished according to their function: lexical and auxiliary compound verbs. Lexical compound verbs supplement the basic lexical resources. Auxiliary compound verbs provide morphosyntactic vehicles for those verbal categories or combinations of verbal categories that are not encoded in the inflectional morphology of any simple verb, for example completive aspect, obligatory mood” (Steever 1993:20).

The characteristic structure of the Malto compound verb is V1 + V2. Complex constructions involving two or more verb forms appearing as a cluster without another word form intervening between them can be manifested in Malto in four different ways.

a) as explicator compound verbs
b) as conjunctive participle constructions
c) as reduplicated verbal adverbs
d) as synonym compound verbs

7.3.1.1 Explicator compound verbs

V1 is the past stem, without the stem formative in the case of marked bases. The verbs
that can occupy the V2 position convey such categories as aspect and voice (Steever 1997). The verbs in the V2 position are delexicalised. Abbi (1994) argues that what is frequently referred as auxiliary verbs in the linguistic literature cannot be applicable to all verbs that occupy the V2 position, since some of these verbs also function as independent verbs in simple sentences. Hence they are called explicators in the literature on South Asian languages.

The following Table lists the explicators observed in Malto.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb root</th>
<th>Lexical meaning</th>
<th>Explicator function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>təy</td>
<td>send</td>
<td>Completive aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ci</td>
<td>give</td>
<td>Completive aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kunj</td>
<td>throw</td>
<td>Volitional action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aʔ</td>
<td>bring</td>
<td>Benefactive action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mən</td>
<td>be</td>
<td>Obligatory modal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bal</td>
<td>leave</td>
<td>Semelfactive action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dək</td>
<td>be</td>
<td>Durative aspect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2

\[(7-13)\] gədɔt \thihi: təlca: təyər, təlca: təyəko hə:h ʔə he:kəiyə:h

\[\text{gədɔ-t} \quad \text{təl-c-a: təy-ar} \quad \text{təl-c-a: təy-o-ko} \quad \text{hə-h} \quad \text{ʔə he:k-iy-a:h}\]

\[\text{horse-inst} \quad \text{emp} \quad \text{kill-pst-cp} \quad \text{SEND-3pl.h} \quad \text{kill-pst-cp} \quad \text{SEND-ep-adv} \quad \text{dem.dst-nom.m} \quad \text{ʔə he:k-iy-a:h} \quad \text{go-pst-3.sg.m} \]

They killed him off from the horse itself and upon killing (him), he went away. History
In example (7-13) \( \text{tēy} \) functions as the explicator, adding the aspectual meaning of completion to the situation expressed by the main verb \( \text{tal} \) (also see example 7-18). In contrast, in example (7-14) \( \text{tēy} \) is the main verb of the clause. The verbs that are modified by explicators in V2 are limited in number. However the available data is inadequate to define the semantic restrictions on the set of verbs that are modified by the explicators.

Kirshnamurti (2003) groups what he calls “auxiliaries” as belonging to two subclasses:

1) those that change the argument structure of the main verb. They have co-occurrence restrictions with the main verb and modify its lexical structure and meaning.

2) those that preserve valency but express other grammatical properties of the verb such as aspect, intensity, mood.

*Valence-altering auxiliaries*

The valence altering “auxiliaries” in Malto have diachronically become suffixes through the process of compound verb contraction (section 4.3). The valence altering auxiliaries...
that have gone through this process are causativisation (section 4.3.1.1.2), reciprocals (section 4.3.2.2) and passivisation (section 4.3.2.3).

(7-15)  ḥid̄ek ḥekno ho ḥarcar: ḥad̄ek ḥekno ho ḥarcar:

hid̄-ek hek-no ho ḥar-c-ar: had̄-ek hek-no ho ḥarcar:
here-dat go-cond add catch-pst-3pl.h there-dat go-cond add catch-pst-3pl.h

They catch you if you go even here and they catch you even if you go there.  History

(7-16)  ḥekk:a: ḥaruhrar:

hek-k-a:  ḥar-uhr-a:r
go-rp-cp  catch-EMERGE-3pI.h

They went and got caught.  History

In example (7-15) ḥar is a bivalent verb. The valence of the verb ḥar is reduced in example (7-16) by the addition of /-uhr/. These valence changing operators have now been grammaticalised in Malto. Valence changing operations in Malto have been discussed in detail in Chapter 3 where the diachronic meaning of the valence changing suffixes is explained.

*Valence-preserving 'auxiliaries'*

Examples (7-13) and (7-14) illustrate the second point where ṭey as an explicator indicates completion of an action, but does not alter the valence of the predicate. Steever (1993:19) argues that 'auxiliary compound verbs' provide morphosyntactic vehicles for
those verbal categories or combinations of verbal categories that are not encoded in the inflectional morphology of any simple verb. In the case of Malto, the most obvious example to illustrate Steever’s claim is the expression of completive aspect using explicators.

The following is a detailed discussion of the explicators that I have observed in Malto and how they contrast with constructions where the same verbs appear as lexical verbs.

*bal* the verb ‘to leave’ functions as an explicator of semelfactive action in the V2 position as shown in example (7-17). Semelfactive verbs refer to a situation that occurs just once.

(7-17) hainko e:rdu mena: balohi:20 maan menhanjkiq hokiyad

| ham-ko | e:rd-ru | men-a:-bal-o-hi: | maan- | mehan-j-k-ki
|--------|---------|-----------------|-------|-----------
| say-adv| hen-nom.nm| listen-cp-LEAVE-neg-emp | chicks-acc | incubate-sf-rp-3sg.nm |

hok-iya’d

sit-pst-3sg.nm

Upon saying that, the hen sat down to incubate the eggs, without listening at all.

*Story C4*

*tey* as an explicator indicates completive aspect. The addition of this explicator indicates that the situation has reached its terminal point as shown in example (7-18).

---

20 In example (7-17) the semelfactive verb *bal* ‘leave’ appears in a negative construction. Heine and Kuteva (2002:192) have observed that there are several instances across languages where the verb ‘to leave’ is used as a vector to express negation.
Then he drove away the ones that were left, into the forest.

He sent a letter with Devi

In example (7-18) tey is the explicator and in example (7-19) tey functions as the main verb.

ci (lexical meaning 'give') is also a completive explicator. However it is an explicator for accomplishment verbs. It contrasts with tey (see example (7-13)), which is the explicator in completive action in terms of achievement.

He came, considering that these are the people who drove the British away and handed (them) over to Mahatma Gandhi.
(7-21) Ḟuṣmanī menur ḫaṛḥi ḥindṛo biḍ̐iṅ cicaṛ

Those who have enmity, again give this poison. 

medicine

ci in example (7-20) is the explicator and ci in example (7-21) is the main verb. GIVE as a grammatical feature to express completion in Malto is a borrowing from Indo-Aryan languages like Hindi and Bangla. In most Dravidian languages GIVE is grammaticalised to express benefaction. However Malto uses at, the verb ‘to bring’ to express benefactive roles, which is again a borrowing from Indo-Aryan languages (See Abbi 1994). at in examples (7-22) and (7-23) functions as an explicator whereas in example (7-24) at is the main verb that is not delexicalised.

(7-22) hani ha: me.eh “ṭeye ṭeye ṭaṭe aṭe, ṭeye ṭaṭe aṭe” ha:nu haːkri haːkri hekiyaːh

Then, the child chased it saying, “give (it), crow, give (it), crow”. Story C3

(7-23) citti padcce menṭre aṭa:

Read the letter and make it heard!

elicitation

221
When (they) benefit, they bring me a pair of pigeons or a red hen. Medicine

*kunj* (lexical meaning ‘throw’) is an explicator of volitional action or a situation where the agent performs an action on purpose as against a situation taking place by accident. *kunj* in example (7-26) is the main verb and *kunj* in example (7-25) functions as the explicator.

They killed (them) off (intentionally), because of that fear. History

Then, he took (it) and threw (it) away. Story C4
The copular verb \textit{men} functions as the modal when it occupies the position of the explicator in a compound verb construction. As a copular verb, \textit{men} takes the full set of inflectional markings such as the tense, negation and gender-number-person agreement marking suffixes. As the obligatory modal (section 5.3.2) it has the form \textit{meni}, which is the reduced form of the fully inflected finite verb \textit{menið}. Heine and Kuveta (2002:97) have observed that the grammaticalisation of a copula as a modal expressing obligation occurs widely across languages, including English and Chinese. The obligatory modal \textit{meni} is invariably preceded by the main verb bearing infinitive marking. While discussing verb-verb compounding in Telugu and Tamil respectively, Krishnamurti (1993:136) and Fedson (1993:63) list two possible inflections that can occur on V1. The first is conjunct participle marking (as observed in all other explicator compound verb constructions in Malto) and the other is infinitive marking. Hence I conclude that the infinitive marking on V1 is a Dravidian feature. In examples (7-27) and (7-28) \textit{meni} functions as the explicator expressing obligation and in example (7-29) \textit{men} appears as an independent clause.

\textit{(7-27) ţına: pandá: pā:v gur-a:r-ot meni:}

\textit{ţına: pandá: pā:v gur-a:r-ot meni:}
\textit{left cliff road turn-vrb-inf oblig}

One has to turn to leftside road.
(7-28) guratra:ka: hari soja barot meni:

   guratra:-k-a: hari soja bar-ot meni:
   turn-rp-3sg.nm again-emp straight come-inf oblig

Having turned, one has to come straight.  Directions

(7-29) hidentih: kathad hongra; menja:

   hid-en-ti-hi: kathad q hong-r-a: menja:
   here-abl-emp story-nom.nm finish-dtr-3sg.nin happen-3sg.nm

The story ends here, over.  Story C2

The stative verb ɖok (lexical meaning ‘stay/remain’) as the explicator denotes durative aspect. The durative explicator is used to refer to a situation that takes place over a period of time. Examples (7-30) and (7-31) illustrate ɖok as an explicator and example (7-32) illustrates ɖok as the main verb.

(7-30) a:hr kikonq eka ɖokda:q

   a:hr kikonq ek-a ɖok-da:q
   3sg.m slow walk-cp STAY-prs-3sg.m

He is walking slowly.  Elicitation

(7-31) ra:me sitan pacas taka cica ɖokiya:q

   ra:me sitan pacas taka cic-a ɖok-iya:q
   ram sita-acc fifty rupees give-cp STAY-pst-3sg.m

Ram has given Sita 50 rupees.  Elicitation
Continuative aspect describes a situation that continues over an extended period of time where the agent keeps doing the same action repeatedly. The continuative aspect in Malto is marked by -\textit{ponti}. Mahapatra (1987) defines \textit{ponj} as a verb that means ‘to recur’.

We were not able to keep singing for a long time.

\textit{Elicitation}

\textbf{7.3.1.2 Conjunctive Participle Constructions}

Longacre (2007) differentiates combined clauses that form a single sentence from paragraphs, stating the typical properties of combined clauses as having overt grammatical ties with the constituent parts and also of having a grammatical closure. As mentioned earlier, in this chapter, combined clauses can enter a co-ordinate, sub-ordinate or cosubordinate relation. Of the subordinate relations, we can identify two possible sub-types, one that functions as a modifier of the verb phrase or of the entire proposition, and the other that functions as a noun phrase or modifiers of nouns. The subordinate clauses that modify the verb phrase are adverbial in nature and are hence also called adverbial
clauses. Adverbial clauses in Malto are usually down-ranked to be represented as a non-finite verb, and form a conjunct participle construction with the following finite verb. Conjunctive participle constructions have V2 as the main verb; V1 is subordinate to V2 and modifies the meaning of V2. Masica (1971:141) rightly points out that the difference between conjunctive participle constructions and explicator compound verbs is the ‘shift in the semantic centre of gravity from V2 to V1 with concomitant lexical emptying or grammaticalization of V2.’ In other words, V2 modifies V1 in the case of explicator compounds whereas it is the other way around for conjunctive participles.

Abbi (2004:16) has identified the main defining features of the South Asian conjunctive participles (CP) as:

1) It is a derived verbal adverb.
2) Morphologically, it is a non-finite verb form.
3) It also represents a chaining function. Thus, it is conjunctive in nature.
4) Semantically, in its adverbial function, it modifies the main verb for various ‘cause’, ‘manner’, ‘conditional’ and ‘purpose’ meanings.

Although conjunct participle constructions in Malto defy the second characteristic property of SVCs on Kroeger’s criteria (see section 7.3) in that they have a dependency relation with the main verb, I would still argue that they are serial verbs because they have all the other characteristic properties that are typical of serial verbs. Examples (7-34) and (7-35) show conjunct participle constructions where the verbs in the V1 slot are manner adverbs.
Whoever kills (it), brings my share to me.

The eagle and vulture kidnapped the child.

**7.3.1.2.1 Cause**

The suffix `/ko/ is the marker of causative conjunction in Malto where it is used to express a subordinating temporal relation with the predicate in the matrix clause. Functionally it is similar to *when* clauses in English. It is different from the morphological causative `/tr/ (see Chapter 4). The Causative conjunction plays the role of specifying the time of a situation that causes the situation defined in the main clause. On the other hand, the morphological causative directly causes the occurrence of a situation. It is not necessary to indicate the effect of morphological causation (section 4.3.1.1.2). When a clause containing the main verb is preceded by a `/ko/ clause, `/ko/ indicates that the clause it introduces bears a causal relationship to the situation described in the following main clause, as shown in example (7-36).
(7-36) hani, bora kando ata: anko, cilaed cicad boran

Then, when asked for the sack, the eagle descended and gave (him it), the sack. Story C2

(7-37) eporin havdjan handa epor ho hengki sabbani: menja:kar hiden dahda:
guratarnar, hathek hoynar:

I talk to the villagers, then the villagers listen to my words and wander with the branch and take it to the fair. Medicine

Example (7-37) illustrates the cause-effect semantics in Malto. However in this example causativisation is neither expressed by the morphological causative nor as a causative pre-condition. Instead causativisation is expressed as one of a links in a chained clausal structure where the sentence final matrix clause represents the effect.

Temporal relations like succession and simultaneity are expressed by chained clauses in Malto (section 7.3.3) and Malto also borrows temporal adverbs like pahle ‘before’ and bad ‘after’ from Hindi.
7.3.1.2.2 Condition

/-no/ marks the temporal conditional conjunctive in Malto. The temporal conditional specifies a situation that needs to be fulfilled first, so that the situation represented by the main verb can follow it. In example (7-38) we see the conditional clause hahim hondra: atno precede the main clause expressed by the finite verb, which is the obligatory order of conditional constructions in Malto.

(7-38) hahim hondra: atno se lapa:n

hah-i:n hond-r-a: at-no se lap-a:n
he-acc bring-dtr cp give-cond emp eat-1sg

Only if you bring him, I will eat.  

Story C3

7.3.1.2.3 Purpose

The infinitival marker /-ot/ acts as a marker of purposive clauses. Thompson et al (2007:252) claim that it is very common to find an infinitive expressing same subject purpose clauses. In all the Malto examples that I have in my data, the subject of the purpose clause is the same as the subject of the matrix clause.

(7-39) hargтарot hoklaznair

harg-тар-ot hok-la-an-ar
climb-caus-inf allow-neg-fut-3pl.h

They will not allow (us) to climb.  

History
In order to come to Angwali from Chandana, one has to come straight from Chandana.

**Directions**

Example (7-40) illustrates two instances where purposives occur as core junctures. In the first case the syntactic purposive represented by the infinitival construction *barot* combines with the lexical purposive *lagca:ka* to form a purposive clause. In the second case the purposive word form combines with the explicator compound verb *meni*, denoting obligation.

In example (7-41), the purposive clause represented by the infinitive construction follows the main finite verb. This is the only exception to the general rule in Malto that the sentence final position is occupied by the finite verb in the matrix clause. For more examples see (2-60), (3-32), (3-37).
7.3.1.2.4 Manner

Manner adverbials describe the way in which an action was executed. The adverbial precedes the main verb and it can either be a single nucleus (capa in example (7-42)) or reduplicated nuclei (udtar-udtar in example (7-43)).

(7-42) hindeki padyah hani manahdu hekkid har kisan capa piyiya:q

When he sang this way, the buffalo went and killed the pig.

(7-43) hani ha: manahdu go:edi hekkid ha:h hokiyah ha: manno go:te ma:adi

Then, all those buffaloes went to the tree where the boy sat and stood with the horns fixed to each other.
7.3.1.3 Reduplicated Verbal Adverbs

Manner adverbials in Malto are often reduplicated to indicate iterative, frequentative, continuative or habitual action. In addition, reduplicated verbals are also used to express simultaneity in Malto.

7.3.1.3.1 Iterative action

Bybee et al (1994:160) define iteratives as actions repeated on a single occasion. Iteratives differ from habitual and frequentative action, which both signal that the repetition occurred on different occasions.

(7-44) hani ha:hin mo.oti: ca:gek ʔọt-ʔọt: ʔargi:

hani ha:hin mo-oti ca:ng-ok ʔọt-ʔọt: ʔarg-i:
then 3sg.m-acc eat-inf perch-dat jump-cp-jump-cp climb-3sg.nm

Then, it jumped again and again and climbed the shelter to eat him. Story C3

7.3.1.3.2 Frequentative

Frequentative implies that the situation occurred on different occasions and thus also may be an extension from a specifically iterative meaning. (Bybee et al 1994: 165)

(7-45) bangla: oṭiya:r, oṭiya:r haikd:ha ḍare-ḍare hoca:r, hoca:r, hoc-hoc

jehal naniya:r

bangla: oṭ-iy-ar oṭ-iy-ar haikd:ha ḍare-ḍare-ḍare-ho-c ho-c-ar

bungalow break-pst-3pl.h break-pst-3pl.h then 3pl-gen catch-pst-catch-pst take-pst-3pl.h

ho-c-ho-c jehal nan-iy-ar

take-pst-take-pst jail do-pst-3pl.h

Once they (the villagers) demolished the bungalow, they (the police) caught them, took them away and jailed them over a period of time. History
7.3.1.3.3 Continuative

The difference between iterative and continuative is largely a matter of the type of verbs with which they occur; iteration applies mainly to punctual or telic predicates, while continuity applies to both telic and atelic predicates (Bybee et al 1994:165). Continuatives also differ from duratives (section 5.2.1.2.3 and section 7.2.1.1) in terms of punctuality. Continuatives are punctual and hence expressed as reduplicated verbs, while duratives are not punctual and durativity is expressed by a stative explicator verb (see examples (7-30) and (7-31)).

(7-46) a:h m.eh gura:ri: gura:ri: ma:nahdu menhdqarid hadqe:k hadsiyaha:h

a:h ma.a-h gur-a:r-i:-gur-a:r-i: ma:nah menhdq-ar-i:d
g3sg.m child-nom.m wander-vrb-sim-wander-vrb-sim buffalo rest-vrb-3sg.nm
hadqe-k hadqs-iy-a:h
there-dat reach-pst-3sg.m

As he wandered around, that boy reached the place where buffaloes rest. Story C3

7.3.1.3.4 Habitual

Habitual situations are the ones that have a tendency to recur consistently. Habitual situations are different from other situations represented by reduplicated verbals in that they are always atelic.

(7-47) si:ti: pbeher-pbeher dokiyar

si:ti: pbehe-r-pbehe-r dok-iy-ar
whistle hold-ep-dtr-hold-ep-dtr be-pst-3pl.h

They used to have whistles on them. History
Reduplicated verbals expressing simultaneity are discussed in section 6.3.4.2.

7.3.1.4 Synonym Compounds
In the previous section I described verbs that are morphologically reduplicated. Malto also has another set of reduplicated verbs that are defined essentially by their semantic properties and are known as synonym compounds (Inkelas and Zoll 2005: 59). Synonym compounds are compounds that are formed when two verbs that are similar in meaning are compounded to indicate a generalized meaning. Thus, the two compounded verbs express motion away from the speaker in example (7-48), consumption in (7-49), iterative action in (7-50) and actions related to sanitation in example (7-51).

They can be represented as follows:

\[ [V_{inf} + V_{inf}]v \]

Such constructions are common in the South Asian linguistic area and have been discussed in detail by Singh (1982) as “redundant compounds” and by Abbi (2004) as “partially reduplicated compounds”.

Unlike morphologically reduplicated verbals (section 7.3.1.3), synonym compounds do not always perform the adverbial function in Malto. In examples (7-48) and (7-49) they are the main verbs in the matrix clause and in examples (7-50) and (7-51) are adverbials.
The fruit said, “Move away, hen, I the fruit, having ripened, will (now) fall.”  

Only when we have observed these many rituals and festivals, do we eat. Rituals

It went and shook and shoved the child and sat on the perch.  

Story C3
Then that child descended, swept and collected (the droppings), and climbed the tree.  

**Story C3**

It is usually the case in Malto that each verb in the compound carries suffixes that apply to the compound as a whole; I have only one example *mucuţiya*, in my data that has the verb roots reduplicated rather than fully inflected stems.

(7-52) korci lagiya hani, bande korṭarekiḍ, mucuţiya:

He came in, then, having tied him, she closed the door  

**Story C2**

### 7.3.2 Verbal Complement clauses

The verbal structures that function as noun phrases are called complements. Verbal complements are marked by the infinitive /-o t/, the gerundive /-po/ and the nominalisers /-u, -ur, -pa/. Krishnamurti (2003:424) points out that the criteria used to distinguish a complement from an adjunct in terms of core and peripheral arguments are
not adequate for Dravidian languages. Similarly, it is not always clear in Malto if an embedded verb form is a complement or an adjunct.

7.3.2.1 Gerundive

Gerundives are forms of verbs used in a noun-like function (Matthews 1981:178). In the following example the gerundive *gurairpo* is derived from a verb root. The gerundival phrase *jods-tim jen mala gurairpo* in the following sentence is embedded within the infinitival clause which is an extrapolation that is preceded by a finite verb. *gurairpo* is modified by classifiers which occupy the adjectival position.

(7-53) guraitarda:m ha:drizte sa:th-sa:th harhi: jods-tim jen mala: gurairpo porca:r namo:tti

We wander around, then together with the wandering of two or three people, to publicise (the situation).

7.3.2.2 Relative Clauses

Relative clauses modify the head of a noun phrase. There are two types of relative clause constructions in Malto. The first type is the pronominal headed relative clause and the second type is the participial relative clause. The pronominal headed relative clause has the question word as its head. It uses the pronominal strategy in expressing relativisation

---

21 *gur* is a borrowing from Hindi. Hence it is first verbalised into Malto by attaching the verbalising suffix */-air/* and then a nominaliser is attached to obtain a gerundive.
where a pronominal suffix is attached to the question word. Example (7-54) has the relative clause *hikәr pifur* as the relative clause where the verb *pif* ‘kill’ is nominalised by the nominalising suffix */-ur/.*

(7-54) *hikәr pifur heme seromanә honә-aә: kosnә:r*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hik-әәr</th>
<th>piә-ur</th>
<th>hem-e</th>
<th>seromanә</th>
<th>honә-aә:</th>
<th>kosnә-aә:r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>which-nomr.pl</td>
<td>kill-rel.pl</td>
<td>1pl-dat</td>
<td>portion</td>
<td>bring-cp</td>
<td>share-prs-3pl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The people that kill bring us a portion and share (with us).

Participial relative clause constructions change the verb into a relativised participle by adding the relativising suffix */-pa/.* Example (7-55) has the verb *paq* ‘read’ relativised by the addition of the suffix */-pa/ and the pronominal element is incorporated as an agreement marking suffix on the verbal form. Example (7-56) has the relative participle functioning as a nominal predicate.

(7-55) *henginәtә pahle paq-paә:r ne jahaә: beyor*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>heng-inәtә</th>
<th>pahle</th>
<th>paq-i-paә-r</th>
<th>ne</th>
<th>jahaә:</th>
<th>bey-o-r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>me-abl</td>
<td>before</td>
<td>read-ep-rel-3pl.h</td>
<td>who</td>
<td>elf</td>
<td>be-neg-3pl.h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is no person who was literate before me.

(7-56) *paәre iтихаәseno kurkpaqә*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>paәre</th>
<th>iтихаә-s-e-no</th>
<th>kurk-paә-d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>but</td>
<td>history-ep-loc</td>
<td>write-rel-3sg.nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But then, it was written in history.
Relativisation is also expressed by borrowing the relative particle \textit{jo} from Hindi, which replaces the question word in the pronominal headed relative clause (see example (7-54)).

(7-57) \textit{pun \textcolor{red}{\text{ta\text{\textup{d}i}}-no}, ha\textit{vro ta\textit{tah\text{\textup{tra}}: a\text{\textup{khi}}: jo se:p l\text{\textup{a\textup{r}}} jo meni ta\text{\textup{tah\text{\textup{tra}}, ta\text{\textup{tah\text{\textup{tra}}}: ha\text{\textup{nda}:m}}}})

\textcolor{red}{\begin{tabular}{lllllll}pun & \textit{\textcolor{red}{\text{ta\text{\textup{d}i}}-no}} & ha\textit{vro} & ta\textit{tah\text{\textup{tra}}:} & a\text{\textup{khi}}: & jo & se:p \\
ew & liquor-loc & and & mango-etc & final & that & shape \\
a\text{\textup{st} jo} & meni & ta\textit{tah\text{\textup{tra}}:} & ta\textit{tah\text{\textup{tra}}:} & ha\text{\textup{nda}:-a:m} \\
last & which & be-3sg.nm & mango-etc & mango-etc & say-prs-lpl \\
\end{tabular}}

The liquor that is new and the mango that gets to the final shape, we call them Tatahra...

(7-58) \textit{han\text{\textup{da}: osra:n jo ma\text{\textup{nda}:-a:m}, ...cu\text{\textup{d}}i osar-adya}

\textcolor{red}{\begin{tabular}{llllll}han\text{\textup{da}:} & osra:-n & jo & mand:-\text{a:m} \\
thereupon & grain-acc & that & plant-prs-lpl \\
\end{tabular}}

cu\text{\textup{d}}i osar-adya
later grain-worship

Thereupon the grain that we plant.......and then grain worship. \textbf{Ritu\text{\textup{a}ls}}

Example (7-58) is one of the many instances of disconnected sentence constructions where my consultants assumed that I would be able to make a logical decision to fill in the blanks.

I have just one example in my data of the complementizer \textit{hahan}. It occupies the same position as the borrowed Hindi complementiser \textit{jo}. I postulate that this is a result of contact induced language change as it is not a productive or prevalent process in Malto.
Having come straight, where the people of Capdidaha worship, there one crosses and comes.

**Directions**

Headed relative clauses are also expressed as chained clauses where the relative pronoun is the head of each relative clause.

Who-so-ever’s head hurts, whoever catches kalaazar, whoever catches TB, whoever catches malaria, there are herbs and roots for that with me.

**Medicine**

7.3.2.3 Quotative Complements

Quotatives in Malto are represented by an, the verb ‘say’. Quotatives are used to denote reported speech where the speaker is stating a fact that is common knowledge (example 7-64) or while quoting someone (examples 7-62 and 7-63).
Example (7-61) is a simple sentence where the verb *ha:vd* ‘speak’ is the main and only verb in the clause. It contrasts with the verb *an* ‘say’ which is often used as a complementizer in Malto, as in examples (7-62)-(7-64).

(7-61) hanða: eporin ha:vd:i:n

hanða: eporin ha:vd:i:n
then villagers-acc speak-1sg

Then I speak to the villagers.

(7-62) ortonð tehoð aran oyot hekiyad:anu

ortonð tehoð ara-n oy-oṭ heki-iy-a:d-anu
one mother bamboo-acc cut-inf go-pst-3sg.nm-qot

It is said that a mother went to cut bamboo.

(7-63) paþonð acka baran ankið hekiyad

paþ-onð ac-k-a bar-an an-k-ið hekiyad
clf-one nibble-rp-cp come-lsg say-rp-3sg.nm go-pst-3sg.nm

It went, thinking that it would be back after nibbling on one more leaf.

(7-64) haðen sa:gor moða:d hanoti meni:

hað-en sa:gor moða:d han-oṭi meni:
dem.dst-acc Sagar turn-nom.nm call-inf oblig

That is called Sagar Crossing.
Quotative word forms function as any other verbs taking inflections appropriate to their position in the syntactic structure.

(7-65) hani iden mo.aqe hanko ho.on mo.im hanko manahdu ha: ma.a heja:n ciceq hekiya:d

hani id-en mo-aq-e han-ko ho.on mo-im han-ko
then dem.prx-acc eat-3sg.nm-q say-ep yes eat-1sg say-ep

ma:nah-du ha: ma.a heja:-n ci-c-eq hek-iy-aq
buffalo-nom dem.dst animal(clf) bear-acc give-pst-3sg.nm go-pst-3sg.nm

Then, upon asking “do you eat this” and upon (the boy) saying that “yes, I do eat”, the buffalo gave that bear (to him) and went away. Story C3

Reason clauses in Malto are also marked by quotatives as shown in examples (7-66) and (7-67).

(7-66) ma:o:d khajja:k holihya:d e:r da:di keca:d hani

ma:o:-d khajja:k holih-y-aq e:r da:di ke-c-aq hani
children-nom.nm a lot cry-pst-3sg.nm hen mother die-pst-3sg.nm qot

The children cried a lot because Mother hen died. Story C4

(7-67) hani “hinor to pi:ta: ata:nah” han, hokiya:d

hani hinor to pi:ta: a-t-an-a: h an hok-iya-aq
then now surely bread give-fut-3sg.m say sit-pst-3sg.nm

Then, it sat thinking that he will surely give bread. Story C4
7.3.3 Clause Chaining
Clause chaining involves a series of clauses chained together to form a complex construction. The verb in the last clause of the series, which provides grammatical closure, is called the final verb and the verbs in all the preceding clauses are called medial verbs. Kroeger (2004:243) points out that “a very common system of tense marking on the medial verbs is a simple two way contrast between sequential vs simultaneous action.” Clause chaining in Malto is facilitated by the relative tense markers which chain any number of cosubordinate situations to a main situation. The final verb is the only one that is marked for absolute tense. Malto has redundant ‘spreading’ of gender-number-person agreement marking across all verbs in a clause chained structure. In terms of rank, as explained in section 6.1, the medial verbs are of a lower rank as compared to the maximally marked final verb.

7.3.3.1 Sequential action
The clauses denoting sequential action are chained in the order of occurrence. The verbs in the medial clauses are always marked for relative past while the verbs in the final clause can be marked for any of the three tenses – past, present or future. The relative past tense in Malto is marked by the morpheme /-k/.

7.3.3.1.1 Relative past + present tense
The following example has the medial verbs in relative past and the final verb marked for absolute present tense.
(7-68) talca:kam, hidq adyakam, ha:dqnti bakd kirakam, hodo:nh apna dnvam mana:tara:kam, ku:qdam

Having killed and worshipped here, then we return home to please our Gods. **Rituals**

### 7.3.3.1.2 Relative past + past tense

The following example has the medial verbs in relative past and the final verb marked for absolute past tense.

(7-69) hani jalq jalq adsk: herk: bakak: man kongrok korcah hokiyah:

Then he quickly reached (the spot), swept and lifted (the dung) and entered and sat in the hole in the tree. **Story C3**

### 7.3.3.1.3 Relative past + Future

The following example has the medial verbs in relative past and the final verb marked for absolute future tense.

(7-70) hekkid ciyenid

She will come and give. **Elicitation**
7.3.3.2 Simultaneity

Abbi (1991:33) argues that simultaneity identifies synchronisation of two situations at a particular point in time, which in turn may signal:

1) the completion of both situations together; or
2) protraction of one of the situations; or
3) continuity of two situations for a certain period of time.

Simultaneity in Malto is marked by the morpheme /-i/. The situation marked for simultaneity provides the context or background for the situation expressed in the matrix clause. The other strategy used in Malto to express simultaneous situations is durative and continuative adverbs formed from reduplicated verbs (section 6.3.1.3). Whereas Malto complex constructions can have more than one sequential medial clause marked with relative past tense, there can only be one medial clause marked for simultaneity.

\[(7-71) \text{\texttt{ad lapni lapnidi avdaxd}}\]

\[
\begin{array}{llll}
\text{ad} & \text{lap-n-i} & \text{lap-n-id-i} & \text{avd-axd} \\
3\text{sg.nm} & \text{eat-prs-sim} & \text{eat-prs-3sg.nm-emp-speak-3sg.nm} \\
\end{array}
\]

She spoke while eating. Elicitation

In the above example the act of eating and the act of speaking are completed at the same time. Example (7-71) can be contrasted with example (7-72) where the act of eating continues while the simultaneous act of speaking is curtailed.

\[(7-72) \text{\texttt{ja:gu lapneyi avdoma:}}\]

\[
\begin{array}{llll}
\text{ja:gu} & \text{lap-n-ey-i} & \text{avd-om-a:} \\
\text{food} & \text{eat-prs-2sg-sim} & \text{speak-neg-imp} \\
\end{array}
\]

Do not speak while eating! Elicitation
Simultaneous situations where one action is protracted over the other can have more than one participant, with each situation referring to a different participant, as expressed in the following example.

(7-73) en ṭund ṭundni aḥ muluhraḥ

\[
\begin{align*}
1sg.\text{nom} & \quad \text{see} & \quad \text{see-prs-sim} & \quad 3sg.\text{nom.m} & \quad \text{drown-pass-3sg.m} \\
\end{align*}
\]

As I was looking, he drowned.

In the following example the children continue to both carry bags and walk to school at the same time.

(7-74) m a a beg anḍru okai iskulek hekḍaṣr

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{children} & \quad \text{bag etc.} & \quad \text{carry-sim} & \quad \text{school-dat} & \quad \text{go-prs-3pl.h} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Children go to school carrying bags etc.

However complex constructions in Malto can have both a simultaneous and sequence appearing in a single sentence as illustrated in the following example.

(7-75) hani raja ṭahaxḍi ṭund-i ṭund-i meca: hargki: ṭundiyaxḍ

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{then} & \quad \text{king} & \quad \text{daughter-nom} & \quad \text{see-sim-see-sim} & \quad \text{up} & \quad \text{climb-rp-3sg.nm} & \quad \text{see-pst-3sg.nm} & \quad 3sg.m-acc \\
\end{align*}
\]

Then the king’s daughter seeing (it) climbed up and saw him.

In the above example the situations of seeing and climbing are simultaneous, the climbing situation is followed by another seeing situation.
7.4 Conclusion

This chapter first introduced the formal structure of multi-verb constructions in Malto in terms of juncture-nexus relations. The second part of the chapter briefly discussed the concepts of rank shift, category change, order and finiteness in relation to verbal forms in Malto. The explicator compound verbs are one of the illustrations of grammaticalisation in Malto where a lexical item is delexicalised or bleached (Hopper and Traugott 1993: 92) to express aspectual or modal meanings when they appear in the V2 position. They are reduced phonologically and morphologically in the case of the obligatory modal. These items acquire new grammatical functions depending on the context in which they occur. However, due to limitations of available data the full collocation restrictions of verbs occurring in verbal compounds could not be discussed in this chapter. The sections on verbal complements, quotative constructions and clause chaining explained how verbal forms across clauses are inter-related in Malto.
Chapter 8: Conclusion - Language Contact Situation

8.0 Introduction

The preceding chapters have discussed the structure and function of verbal forms in Malto. This concluding chapter throws some light on where Malto stands with respect to its neighbouring and more dominant languages of the region namely Hindi, Bangla and Santali, and then outlines the directions for further research in conjunction with grammatical description. The first part of this chapter (section 8.1) describes the language contact situation with respect to Malto and contextualises the situation with respect to various theories of language contact. The following sections explain how the effect of contact manifests itself in terms of phonological borrowings (section 8.2), lexical borrowings comprising content words and function words (section 8.3.2) and borrowed syntactic structures (section 8.4).

8.1 Language Contact Situation

The Malto speaking Pahariyas have been living in the Rajmahal Hills region of Eastern India for nearly 2,500 years now (see section 1.1). During this time, they have had a long history of contact with the other Eastern Indian languages in the region. In the present day situation they are dominated by Hindi speakers in all spheres of economic, and political life and in the education sector.

The Pahariyas have shared their neighbourhood with Santali speaking Santals since 1830. The British Administration, at that time, brought the Santals from the Chotanagpur area
in order to bring the Pahariyas into the mainstream. These days Pahariyas use Santali in the market place, learn Santali at school and use Santali for interaction with their Santal neighbours. It is also interesting to note that very often the Santals and the Pahariyas co-habit the same village without inter-marriage. We could sum up this situation as asymmetric multilingualism where most adults in the Pahariya community speak three languages, but not the other way round.

Extensive exposure to Hindi and Santali has also left a mark on the syntactic and phonological structure of the Malto language. Apart from the pan-Indian traits of convergence like the SOV word order, use of explicator compound verbs to express grammatical functions etc., Malto has also incorporated the glottal stop (section 8.2.1) and unreleased voiced dental stop (section 8.2.2) from Santali. From its close contact with the Eastern Indo-Aryan languages, Malto has assimilated the vigesimal number system (section 8.3.1), the nominal classifier system (section 8.4.1), several root forms for verbs and nouns, function words (section 8.3.2) and syntactic structures like the copula constructions (section 8.4.4). These are all contact induced changes in the language. The intensity of contact increases day by day as more and more people leave their native villages in search of employment and education.

Thomas (2001) lists several typological factors that predict the manner and the degree of contact induced language change. She classifies them into social and linguistic factors.

---

22 Hindustan (Hindi Newspaper), 09/09/2005
23 Although Hindi speakers employ a range of varieties within their own speech communities (including standard and non-standard Hindi), I have observed that they usually speak a standard spoken variety to outsiders, Malto speakers in this case. In addition, Malto speakers do not socialize informally with Hindi speakers and thus they always interact in formal settings. This accounts for their use of standard Hindi.
Of the social factors, the intensity of contact plays a key role in accounting for the changes in Malto. The Pahariyas are smaller in number compared to the Santals and hence are dominated by the Santals. Since the duration of contact has not been too long in comparison to the contact they have had with Eastern Indo Aryan languages, the borrowed features from the Indo-Aryan group are more significant. Of the linguistic factors, the degree to which the features are integrated into the linguistic system and the typological distance between the source and recipient languages are vital to this discussion.

Myers-Scotton (2002:41) points out that a psycholinguistic characteristic that differentiates borrowing from code-switching is that not all speakers who use borrowed forms (loanwords) need to be bilingual in the donor language. She differentiates between cultural borrowings and core borrowings. Cultural borrowings are words for new concepts and are rapidly integrated into the recipient language. The core borrowings are words that usually have a duplicate structure in the recipient language. She argues that such borrowings enter the language through code-switching and are gradually integrated into the language. Bilingual Malto speakers code-switch using the Hindi relativiser jo (section 7.2.2.2), emphatic particle hi (section 8.3.2.1), ability modal par (section 8.3.2.3), and adverbs like ekdam 'immediately', baqā 'later'. The classifiers are cultural borrowings and the numerals are core borrowings that are now integrated into the language.
8.2 Phonology

Loss of typical Dravidian phonemes like the retroflex nasal and the retroflex liquids has been evidenced ever since Malto was first recorded by Dreose in the 19th century. This is a typical pointer of contact induced language change where the affected languages lose phones that are not part of the phonemic inventory of the dominant languages that influence them. However, new sounds have entered the phonology of the language because of borrowed words and also because Malto speakers are often trilingual in Malto, Hindi and Santali. The borrowed phones include aspirated stops and the retroflex tap from Hindi (section 2.2.4) and glottal stop and the unreleased stop /ɾ'ɾ/ from Santali.

8.2.1 Glottal stop

Malto has the glottal stop as an allophone of the free-varying glottal fricative /h/ (section 2.3.4) in word initial and medial positions. It is uncharacteristic of the Dravidian family to have glottal stops. On the other hand in Santali glottal stop occurs as a phoneme in words at certain word-internal pre-consonantal junctures\(^{24}\). Except for the glottal stop and the unreleased stops, the Santali phoneme inventory includes all the sounds that occur in the Malto phoneme inventory. The use of the glottal stop is observed in the younger generation and not so much in the middle-aged Malto speakers. Hence I deduce that Malto speakers have acquired the glottal stop from their close contact and interaction from their Santali speaking neighbours. It is also important to note that children learn Santali at school along with Hindi, besides interacting with Santal neighbours. The glottal

\(^{24}\) http://wesanthals.tripod.com/id45.html
sounds in my data occur in the same positions where uvular stops occur in examples in the previous descriptions of Malto (Mahapatra 1979, Das 1973).

The glottal stop performs an epenthetic function in Malto. It occurs in two such roles:
1) Vowel hiatus resolution
2) As a replacement for the glottal fricative ʰ

8.2.1.1 Vowel hiatus resolution
Cross-linguistically it is common for languages to avoid hiatus (Casali 1997). Malto uses the glottal stop as epenthesis for vowel hiatus resolution.

(8-1)
maʔa child
oʔon yes

8.2.1.2 Replacing the glottal fricative
The glottal stop replaces the glottal fricative word initially (example set 8-3) and at morpheme boundaries (example 8-2).

(8-2) moʔtan
moʔ-t-an
eat-prs-1sg
I am eating. Elicitation

(8-3)
ʔek go
ʔok sit
I propose that these sounds are recent acquisitions due to prolonged interaction and extensive contact with Santali, because the use of the glottal stop is not consistent enough to form a phonological rule to account for epenthesis. There are no previous audio recordings of the language that are available for comparison.

8.2.2 Unreleased Stop /d'/

The use of the unreleased stop /d'/ is inconsistent and is observed only when the phone /d/ occurs clause finally. There may be two possible explanations for this phenomenon. Firstly that it is a language internal change where the third person singular agreement marking on the verb-form that occurs clause finally, is reduced and hence the clause final /d/ and /h/ sounds are not audible. This phenomenon is explained as a morphophonemic adjustment in section 2.3.6. Secondly this may be a recent phenomenon due to the influence of Santali. Santali has unreleased stops /k', c', t', p'/ in its phonemic inventory and these phonemes occur both in word medial and word final positions (Ghosh 1994). However, the use of the unreleased phone in Malto is not at the word level, but at the clausal level and the unreleased phone is a voiced plosive unlike voiceless plosives in Santali and the unreleased stop is not phonemic in Malto. None of the previous works on Malto have observed this morphophonemic adjustment. Hence I suggest that this is a recent phenomenon due to extensive contact with Santali speakers.
8.3 Lexical Borrowing

Malto has borrowed words from the neighbouring Indo-Aryan languages, namely Hindi, Bangla and Oriya. Lexical borrowings include nouns, verbs, adverbs (ekdham ‘suddenly’, pahle ‘before’), modal auxiliaries (section 8.3.2.3) and function words like co-ordinators (section 8.3.2.2), emphatic particle (section 8.3.2.1) and relative particle (section 7.2.2.2). However, unlike the literary languages in the Dravidian family Malto does not use Sanskrit roots to form new words in the language. In the case of numerals and classifiers a whole word class is borrowed. Malto also has a systematic process of incorporating borrowed words as verb stems in the language (section 3.4.2).

8.3.1 Numeral System

Dravidian languages typically use a decimal numeral system. Due to their proximity to the languages of Eastern India, Malto adopted the vigesimal numeral system which was used until recently. Reddy (2005) quotes Zide (1978) and Bhattacharya (1975) as having argued for the vigesimal system to be a proto-Munda feature. The vigesimal system went on to become an areal feature of Central and Eastern India languages. Adivasi Oriya and Sadri of the Indo-Aryan group; Malto, Kuvi, Manda, Gondi and Konda of the Dravidian group (Reddy 2005) all adopted this counting system. The present day Malto speakers have come full circle in using the decimal number system. My consultants claim that only the elders in the community use the vigesimal system. It is interesting to note that although the system may be a proto-Munda feature, the lexical items used to represent the numerals are all Indo-Aryan, as shown in the Table below, up to umnis ‘nineteen';
Data provided by Doerse (1884:21-23) shows that the vigesimal system blends with the decimal system to express numerals beyond two hundred where the hundreds and thousands are expressed in the decimal system and lower numerals are expressed in the vigesimal system.

\[(8-4)\]

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{English} & \text{Hindi/Malto (decimal)} & \text{Malto (vigesimal)} \\
\hline
\text{One} & \text{ek} & \text{ek} \\
\text{Two} & \text{do} & \text{do} \\
\text{Three} & \text{ti:n} & \text{ti:n} \\
\text{Four} & \text{ca:r} & \text{ca:r} \\
\text{Five} & \text{pa:nc}\text{h} & \text{pa:nc}\text{h} \\
\text{Six} & \text{ce} & \text{ce} \\
\text{Seven} & \text{sa:t} & \text{sa:t} \\
\text{Eight} & \text{a:t} & \text{a:t} \\
\text{Nine} & \text{nau} & \text{nau} \\
\text{Ten} & \text{das} & \text{das} \\
\text{Eleven} & \text{gyarah} & \text{gyarah} \\
\text{Twelve} & \text{barah} & \text{barah} \\
\text{Thirteen} & \text{terah} & \text{terah} \\
\text{Fourteen} & \text{cou:dh} & \text{cou:dh} \\
\text{Fifteen} & \text{pan:dh} & \text{pan:dh} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{English} & \text{Hindi/Malto (decimal)} & \text{Malto (vigesimal)} \\
\hline
\text{Sixteen} & \text{solah} & \text{solah} \\
\text{Seventeen} & \text{sa:trah} & \text{sa:trah} \\
\text{Eighteen} & \text{a:ttarah} & \text{a:ttarah} \\
\text{Nineteen} & \text{unnis} & \text{unnis} \\
\text{Twenty} & \text{bits} & \text{ek kodi} \\
\text{Thirty} & \text{ti:s} & \text{ek kodi das} \\
\text{Forty} & \text{calis} & \text{do kodi} \\
\text{Fifty} & \text{pacas} & \text{do kodi das} \\
\text{Sixty} & \text{sa:t} & \text{ti:n} \\
\text{Seventy} & \text{sa:ttar} & \text{ti:n kodi das} \\
\text{Eighty} & \text{assi} & \text{ca:r} \\
\text{Ninety} & \text{nabbe} & \text{ca:r kodi das} \\
\text{Hundred} & \text{(ek) sau} & \text{pa:nc kodi das} \\
\text{Thousand} & \text{(ek) haj:ar} & \text{ek haj:ar} \\
\end{array}
\]

**Table 8.1**

*Note: The vigesimal terms are based on Doerse (1884) and rephonemecised.*
The Proto-Dravidian root *on for the number one is used when this number is employed to function as an adjective.

(8-4) cevr orť peld ke-c-aič

cevr orť peld ke-c-aič
yesterday one girl die-pst-3sg.nm

A girl has died yesterday.

Elicitation

Numbers one and two can also be expressed as suffixes /-onč/ and /-s/ respectively, which attach to classifiers (sections 2.4.7 and 8.4.1). The suffix for one reflects the Proto-Dravidian root *on- (Krishnamutri 2003:262), but the origins of the suffix for two is unknown.

(8-6) maonč kisdu

ma.a-onč kis-du
clf-one pig-nom.nm

One pig

Elicitation

(8-7) tetš te:tdu

tet-s te:tdu
clf-two hand-nom.nm

Two hands

Elicitation
8.3.2 Function words

One of the most basic predications of language change is that vocabulary is borrowed before structure and non-basic vocabulary is borrowed before basic vocabulary (Thomason 2001). Malto has borrowed several function words from Hindi and uses them in free variation with the existing Malto words. However the phones are adapted to suit the phonemic grid of Malto.

8.3.2.1 Emphatic particles

The Hindi emphatic particle *hi* is often used in Malto and so is its reduced form */-i/ that gets cliticised to the word or clause that is being emphasised. However, the Malto emphatic particle */se/ is also used in free variation.

(8-8) hani ha maḍu paharonṭi: ?aman ?onoṭ ?ekiya:d

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hani</th>
<th>ha</th>
<th>maḍu</th>
<th>paharonṭ-i:</th>
<th>?ama-n?on-oṭ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>then</td>
<td>dem.dst</td>
<td>buffalo</td>
<td>immediately-emp</td>
<td>water-acc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

?ek-iy-aːd
go-pst-3sg.nm

Then, that buffalo went to drink water immediately. Story3

(8-9) hani aːaːd ha ?oḍ-ik hi hoce-k-i surlin ṛeya:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hani</th>
<th>aːaːd</th>
<th>ha</th>
<th>?oḍ-ik</th>
<th>hi</th>
<th>hoce-k-i</th>
<th>surlin</th>
<th>ṛeya-a:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Then</td>
<td>crow</td>
<td>that</td>
<td>house-loc</td>
<td>emp</td>
<td>take-rp-3sg.nm</td>
<td>flute</td>
<td>leave-imp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then, that crow took the flute and left it in the same house. Story3
(8-10) hikni se ko paṭa mala
hikni se ko paṭa mala
how emp adv know neg
(I/we) don’t know how. 

8.3.2.2 Co-ordinators

Malto borrows co-ordinating conjunctions from Hindi. The Hindi co-ordinator aṛ ‘and’
appears in its Malto form as /aṛ, aro , avro/ (example 8-11) and the co-ordinator ya:
‘or’ is unaltered as shown in example (8-12).

(8-11) cilad teho banāra: aṛ giḍḍaṇ ṭamboko banāra:ṇ
cila-ḍ teho ban-a:ra: aṛ giḍḍa-ḍ
cilad teho ban-ā:ra: aṛ giḍḍã aṭ
vulture-nom-nm mother became-vrb-3sg.nm and eagle-nom.nm
The vulture became the mother and the eagle became the father. 

(8-12) Ḷuḍu:25 ya: mala:r keyno ho ha:hi ba:ha:k hekoṭi mana:
juḍu: ya: mala:-r key-no ho ha:hi ba:ha:-k heko-ṭi mana:
Judu or men-nom.pl die-adv add 3sg.m-gen near-dat go-inf ban
(For) Judu or when someone dies too, going to him is banned. 

25 ‘Judu’ is social practice of sharing the material possessions of the deceased. This is a
Santali custom where the entire village participates.
8.3.2.3 Modal Auxiliaries

Modal auxiliaries to express desire (cah) (section 5.3.4), ability (par) (section 5.3.3) and requirement (lag) have been borrowed into Malto from Hindi.

(8-13) lendah androt cahi:a:h

\[
\text{Elicitation}
\]

infant-nom sleep-dtr-inf want-ep-prs-3sg.m

The infant wants to sleep.

(8-14) hekno kam-se-kam c\textsuperscript{b}a\textsuperscript{26} g\textsuperscript{b}an\textsuperscript{a} lag\textsuperscript{i}:d

\[
\text{Panchayat}
\]

go-adv at_least six hour need-3sg.nm

It takes at least six hours to go (there).

We must note that except for hekno, all the other words in example (8-14) are borrowed from Hindi. However, my consultant insisted that he was speaking in perfect Malto, "unlike the school going kids"!

It is important to note that it is less tightly bound functional words which have been borrowed into Malto. The emphatic particle, the co-ordinator and the auxiliaries stand as independent word following Hindi, rather than being affixes as they are in Dravidian

\[
\text{26 Numerals can have stylistics variants like c\textsuperscript{b}a for ce 'six' and q\textsuperscript{u} for q\textsuperscript{o} 'two'. The numerals listed in Table 8.1 follows standard Hindi numerals and the stylistic variation in speech follows the regional dialects of Hindi.}
\]
languages. Thomason (2001) notes that ‘inflectional morphology is hardest to borrow, because its component parts fit into a whole that is small, self-contained and highly organised.’

8.4 Structural Borrowings
8.4.1 Classifiers
Malto is unique among the Dravidian languages in that it uses numeral classifiers to express plurality in non-human nouns. Plurality in human nouns is encoded by a morphological marker. This feature is an influence of the eastern Indo-Aryan languages, Bangla and Oriya. The range covered by the Malto numeral classifiers is much more elaborate than the ones in Bangla and Oriya. The classifiers express a combination of qualities like dimension and animacy. It is not just the system of classifiers that is borrowed, but the various words that function as classifiers in Malto are also borrowed from Indo-Aryan languages (IA) namely Hindi, Bangla and Oriya. Only got, jan and kand function as classifiers in Eastern Indo-Aryan languages. It is also interesting to note that borrowed words for classifiers are used in Malto only as function words and have lost their lexical meaning. Besides the above-mentioned classifiers, Malto also uses unique classifiers to describe some nouns like body parts. See Table 2.4 for an example. The following Table shows the lexical meaning of the borrowed form and compares it to the class of objects it specifies as a classifier in Malto.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Word in IA (Bangla and Oriya)</th>
<th>Meaning in IA languages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jan</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>jan</td>
<td>people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gut</td>
<td>Miscellaneous quantifiable objects</td>
<td>got</td>
<td>whole objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>panḍa</td>
<td>Long, flexible objects</td>
<td>p\textsuperscript{h}anḍa</td>
<td>noose, network of ropes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paṭa</td>
<td>Flat, broad, thin, flexible objects</td>
<td>paṭṭa</td>
<td>leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaṭi</td>
<td>Long, small, rigid, objects</td>
<td>kaṭhi</td>
<td>stick, twig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḍaḍa</td>
<td>Long, large, rigid objects</td>
<td>ḍaḍa</td>
<td>baton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paṭa</td>
<td>Flat, broad, flexible objects</td>
<td>paṭa</td>
<td>board</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 8.2**

The structure of a numeral phrase is:

Number + classifier + noun

\[(8-15) \text{दास पा} \text{टा काठ} \text{न बना} \text{टार्} \text{डा} \text{म} \]

\text{दास पा} \text{टा काठ-न बना-टार्-डा-म}
\text{ten clf cot-acq make-caus-prs-2pl}

You are making ten cots.

Elicitation

For more examples see (2-28), (2-66), (2-67), (2-68).

During my field work with the Pahariyas in Godda district, Jarkhand, I observed that the younger generation used fewer classifiers than the older generation. The more commonly
used tokens are *jan, gut* and *maa*. For a detailed discussion of Malto numeral classifiers see Mahapatra (1997). For a detailed discussion of Bangla classifiers see Bandhopadyay (1999) and Sahoo (1996) for Oriya. The status of classifiers as a grammatical class of words is explained with examples in section 2.4.7.

8.4.2 Inflectional Morphology

The Pahariyas have only recently been exposed to written material in Malto. I noticed that my consultants tend to separate some function words that would usually be written as suffixes in other Dravidian languages like the negatives from the verb. The negative appears as an independent word when written, although it is articulated as one intonational unit. Given the agglutinative morphology of Dravidian languages, one would expect the verb and the negative particle to be strung together. On the contrary, Malto follows Hindi in separating its verbs and negative words when the whole clause is to be negated. However Malto also has negative suffixes to express verbal negation. For a detailed discussion on negative forms in Malto see Chapter 6. A similar case is that of copular verbs discussed in section 8.4.4. Hence, I propose that Malto speakers are adapting the orthographic convention that is closer to Hindi.

8.4.3 Reciprocal Suffix

The reciprocal morpheme */nah/ is the only case where a borrowed word is used as a suffix. The Dravidian Etymological Dictionary (Burrow & Emeneau 1984) lists *naqe [DED 3571] ‘to act or be one to another’* as a word belonging only to the two North
Dravidian languages Malto and Kurukh. Both these languages are dominated by Hindi. In Hindi the word *nakal* means ‘copy’ or ‘duplicate’. I have explained in section 4.3 about the process of compound word contraction and how valence adjusting suffixes are derived in Malto. It is unusual for languages to borrow derivational morphology (Thomason 2001). Hence I deduce that *nakal* was borrowed to function as an auxiliary in a compound verb and at a later stage was reduced to function as a reciprocal suffix */-nah/.

(8-16)  
\[\text{ta:dj-}\text{n hon-}\text{q-}:\text{a}-\text{k-ar jaj-nah-n-a-r}\]
\[\text{liquor-acc dink-ep-rp-3pl.h fight-recp-prs-3pl.h}\]

They drink liquor and fight.

8.4.4 Copula constructions
Krishnamutri (2003:29), in his typological profile of Dravidian languages, notes that “sentences with nominal predicates are equative sentences which lack the copula or verb ‘to be’ in most languages.” Dravidian languages like Kannada and Telugu, that have been historically influenced by Sanskrit have copula constructions and so do languages like Malto that are dominated by Hindi in the present day situation. The copular verbal form in languages like Kannada can be suffixed to the nominal predicate and agree with the subject of the clause (example 8-17). However this is not possible in Malto. Instead it follows Hindi structure for copula constructions where the copula verb is an independent verb (example 8-19). The copula constructions in Malto are discussed in section 3.5.2.
8.4.5 GIVE as an explicator to express completive aspect

Malto uses ci ‘give’ (example 8-20) as the explicator verb to express the completive aspect following a similar structure in Hindi (example 8-21). Most Dravidian languages like Kannada use the verb koḍu ‘give’ (example 8-22) to express benefaction.

(8-20) jalaḥ baksan udça cicaq

jala-ḥ baksan-nc ud-ca cicaq
Jala-nom.nm box-nom fill-pst-cp GIVE-pst-3sg.nm
Jala filled-up the box. Elicitation
8.4.6 Ablative as comparative suffix

Malto marks the noun phrase functioning as a source with the ablative suffix (example 8-23). The object of comparison (example 8-24) in a comparative construction is marked in the same way. Only North Dravidian languages have the ablative case marking functioning as the marker of comparison, all other Dravidian languages have comparative suffixes that are different from the ablative suffix (Krishnamutri 2003:238). However, Hindi has a similar structure where the ablative case marking (example 8-25) and the comparative particle (example 8-26) are the same morpheme and hence I argue that North Dravidian languages have acquired this feature due to contact with Indo-Aryan languages.

(8-21) jalane tokri b'ar diya

jala-ne tokri b'ar diya
Jala-erg basket fill GIVE.pst
Jala filled-up the basket. Hindi

(8-22) nange ha:qalu kalisi ko@u

nan-ge ha:q-alu kali-is-i koq-u
1sg-gen sing-inf learn-caus-cp GIVE-sg.imp
Teach me to sing Kannada

(8-23) mo:en@ti ha:qhi fir ti@na: pas@:no gura:ro@ti meni

mod-en@ti ha:q-hi fir ti@na: pas@:no gur-ar-o@ti meni
turn-abl again-emp again left side-loc turn-vrb-inf oblig
One has to again turn to the left from the turning. Directions
The one smaller than the big animal watched.

One has to turn to the left from there.

The one younger than that one, watched.

8.5 Conclusion

There have been several instances where contact induced language changes have been discussed with reference to languages belonging to two different language families. In a multi-lingual milieu like India, it is often observed that people are familiar with languages that belong to about three different language families. I have attempted to argue through this chapter that such interactions often define a hierarchy in terms of the influence they exert on one another. The duration of contact is also a key factor in measuring the level of language change.
Appendix: Texts

Text 1 is an essay by one of the younger Malto speakers and Text 2 is a narrative from one of my middle-aged consultants. The borrowed words in both the texts are in bold face to frequency of borrowing. Text 3 is a story from another of my younger speakers who has hardly ever travelled anywhere beyond the nearest town.

Text 1: My Village

This text was written as an essay by my consultant Pulak Mathur and then narrated in free speech. In this essay Pulak shares his feelings about his village.

01 eng epki na'mi:i(d) anγvali, pa're gumba:dɔ iqki pace na'mi:i(d)

My village’s name is Angvali, but its old name is Gumbado.

02 a:r id ca:ri tola:d, ɖu tola:d arhi malerki, a:ru ɖu tola:d sonṭalerki

And, these are four colonies, two colonies are of Pahariyas and two colonies are of Santals.
03 got tölađi: saruli ep duređ

got tölađ-ı: saruli ep duređ
all colony-nom-emp small village appear-3sg.nm

All colonies are small villages.

04 a:r i: epan got pijtențihi pahadji đ bedçayi:đ

a:r i: ep-an got pij-t-enści-hi pahadji-đ bedç-ca:-yi-i:đ
and dem.prx village-acc all side-abl-emp hill-nom.nm surround-prf-prs-3sg.nm

And, hills surround this village on all sides.

05 tʰik a:gađ pijid gadṣingla pahadji đ

tʰik a:ga-ð pijid gadṣingla pahadji-ð
right front-nom.nm side Garsingla hill-nom.nm

Right in front is the Garsingla hill.

06 i: pahadji no jʰarna vo-ho beyi

i: pahadji-no jʰarna vo-ho bey-i
dem.prx hill-loc waterfall too-add be-3sg.nm

On this hill, there is a waterfall too.

07 haḍinți hamĎu epik bari

haḍ-inći ham-Ďu ep-ık bar-i
dem.dst-abl water-nom.nm village-dat come-3sg.nm

Water comes to the village from there.
In this village, there is a school too.

Children study there.

They distribute Kichdi too.

It is very difficult to go from this village to the big bazaar.

Like...Only one bus runs to go to Godda.

Kichdi is a delicacy that is made of rice cooked lentils and vegetables.
13 pandra ṭaka baḍa

pandra ṭaka baḍa
fifteen rupees ticket price
Fifteen rupees ticket price.

14 maondi hekiḍ ar bediṭ bari:

maond-i hekiḍ ar bediṭ bar-i:
morning-emp go-3sg.nm and evening come-3sg.nm
It goes in the morning and comes back in the evening.

15 ar eng-e epno besi malar keṭan kuḍnar

ar eng-e ep-no besi malar keṭa-n kuḍ-n-ar
and lsg-gen village-loc many people field-acc work-prs-3pl.h
And many people in my village work in the field.

16 keṭan kuḍnar aḍenṭi bernin ho kuḍnar

keṭa-n kuḍ-n-ar aḍ-enṭi berni-n ho kuḍ-n-ar
field-acc work-prs-3sg.nm there-abl manual_labo-acc add work-prs-3sg.nm
They work in the fields and also work as manual labour.

17 tadiṇ ho bitnār

tadiṇ ho bit-n-ar
liquor-acc add brew-prs-3sg.nm
They also brew alcohol.
Then, on some days they get drunk and fight as well, isn’t it?

In this village, there are very few people who study.

Then, in this village, there is a river too.

We call this river, “River Pandukunda”.

The water comes to the village from that place.
23 em epa:va:r ḍas sail pahle bahuṭ exḍu menja:r, nek exḍu menja:r

em epa:va:r ḍas sail pahle bahuṭ exḍu men-j-a:r
1pl villagers ten year before very good be-sf-3pl.h

nek exḍu men-j-a:r
very good me-sf-3pl.h

Our villagers were very good ten years ago, they were very good.

24 paːre inor aː saba mala

paːre inor aː saba mala
but now dem.dst case neg

But that is not the case now.

25 goṭurki inor moneḍ ṭboda ganda leharād

goṭ-ur-ki inor mone-ḍ ṭboda ganda leh-ar-arād
all-rel-gen now mind-nom.nm little dirty become-vrb-3sg.nm

Now, everyone’s mind has become a little dirty.

26 nekkī se nekki, hikni se ko paṭa mala

nek-ki se nek-ki hikni se ko paṭa mala
who-gen emp who-gen how emp adv know neg

Who, how, ......don’t know (it happened).

27 ṭaḍidi goṭṭerin ḍagresiyād ḟaryaḍ enu huglateːrin

ṭaḍi-ḍ-i goṭṭ-er-in ḍagr-es-iy-axd ḟaryaḍ en-u hugl-ar-in
liquor-3sg.nm-emp all-pl.h-acc spoil-tr-pst-3sg.nm perhaps 1sg-en think-vrb-1sg

I think that maybe liquor has spoilt everyone.
There is lot of jungle near my village.

And, pigs also live in it.

There are hills to the east of our village and to the west too.

There are smaller hills towards Chandana.

The people of my village also rear cows, goats, hens and pigs.
33 kucođ ho đoki

dog-3sg.nm add be-3sg.nm

Dogs are also there.

34 ma:a: apid a:r hahad ek ho hekid

night watch-3sg.nm and hunt Dat add go-3sg.nm

They keeps vigil at night and go for the hunt too.

35 e:n i: epno hi jarmarayim

I was born in this village only.

36 ha: lagca ka enge idô equđ hi aci

That is why I like it here.

37 em epno maleriya, kalajar, tibi rogeđ beyi:

There are Malaria, Kalaazar and TB diseases, in our village.
There are no good doctors.

People also don’t get treatment for the disease and so the disease doesn’t stop.

Yet there is hope at least.

Everything will slowly become good in the days to come.
This is it, this is what I have said about my village, Gumbado village.
This text is a transcription of Rameshwar Pahariya’s narration about rituals and festivals related to harvest that are observed by the Pahariya community.

1 ha\d-en hem sa\s:i-n, ga\n:gi-n ca\g-d:a:m

We sow that, the crop, maize.

2 ca\g-no ha\d-in\i ba\d men-id

After we sow, it happens.

3 ha\d-in \h{o}d-a mo\a-l:a:h ha\l:eko men-no, ga\n:gi-ki \d=hta:n pehle ha\f=a:h ki\, \d u

When it becomes edible, a week or two before the auspicious time for the corn, we do invitations.
Having done invitations and raised donations, after that we come to the ritual place and worship at the altar.

Having collected donations...and what...oil, puffed rice it all that is required in Corn worship.

After that, only having worshipped here at the altar, do we worship at each of our houses.
Having worshipped, after that, when we have given to our children, from there we start eating.

Thereupon, then it stops after that.

Thereupon the grain that we plant.......and then grain worship.

Now, at this time of grain worship, those who have come, are our officers.

In that, in our grain worship, we sacrifice a goat and we sacrifice a hen.
Having sacrificed and having worshipped here, having returned to our houses after that, we please our Gods.

Having worshipped them, we give (it) to our children and we eat (it) too.

After that, after the grain worship, the liquor that is new, mangoes, new liquor, of new things, of new liquor...
15 ha: pun ṭadżino ho hem haːndekihì ṭunuhrà:kaːm, bevàm hujaːkaːm haː heno pesàː, heno kharcaː, eraː haːvro haːdzìnti baːɖ heqàːn ehkàːm kuri tʰanek barcaːkaːm aḍiːdaːm

haː pun ŭadʒiː-ɲo ho dem.dst new liquor-loc add hem haːndekihì lpl ṭunuhr-ːaː-kaːm similarly-emp gather-pass-ep-rp-1pl bevaːn hujar-k-ːaːm haː heno pesaː, heno kharcaː, donation-acc collect-rp-1pl dem.dst as much money as much expense eraː haːvro haːdz-ːin-ti baːɖ heqàːːn eh-k-ːaːm kuri hen and dem.dst-abl after goat-acc buy-rp-1pl ritual tʰan-ek bær-caː-k-ːaːm aḍiː-d-ːaːm place-dat come-prf-rp-1pl worship-prs-1pl

In that new liquor (worship) too, we come together and collect donations, having bought hen and goat for as much money (was collected), and then we come to the ritual place and worship.

16 adyakaːm haːdɛnte haː ŭadʒiːn hondsːaːm

adyaː-k-ːaːm haːdɛnte haː ŭadʒiː-ɲ dem.dst there-abl liquor-acc n-ːaːm drink-prs-1pl Having worshipped, we drink that liquor.

17 pun ṭadżino, haːvro ťaṭahtra: aːkhriː jo ūep laːst jo meni ťaṭahtra, ťaṭahtra: haːndaːm

pun ŭadʒiː-ɲo haːvro ťaṭah-ːtra: aːkhriː jo ūep new liquor-loc and mango-etc final that shape last jo men-i ťaṭah-ːtra ťaṭah-ːtra: ham-ːd-ːaːm last which be-3sg.nm mango-etc mango-etc say-prs-1pl

In the new liquor and that final shape of the mango that which is the last one, we call it Tahtatra.
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18 ḥaḍ taṭahki manki fasla:n moʔoṭi lagkam haḍen ṭoḍa hi kʰarcaːrdam

In order to eat the produce of that mango tree, we spend very little for that.

19 ḥaḍnɔ ki era ho ṭaḷoṃantaːm haṛro heḍam ho hindro ho ṭaḷoṃantaːn ki, khajjaːḍi  haṛro guret haḍendra dʰupkaːṭit haṛro gʰumṭːit.

We do not sacrifice a hen and we do not sacrifice a goat either in that, like...(we worship) with puffed rice and sweet, then incense and perfumed bark.

20 ḥaṭreṭi seva-ḍeva menjakam haṇvrihi haː mankiːn falḍaːlem taṭaham ki haṛro-haṛro cijatː meṇiḍ haḍen, maḍgiti haḍen hemu lapḍam

Having worshipped with just those (objects) and then we eat the mangoes and Mahua and all the other things.
21 hínonds heme saáleno hínonds puja: parve menne ke baśd hi hém lapda: moaśdám

hínonds hém-e saále-no hínonds puja: parve men-ne ke baśd
this much 1pl-dat year-loc this much ritual festival happen-cond of later
hi hém lap-da: moa-da: m
emp 1pl eat-prs-cp eat-prs-1pl

Only once we have observed these many rituals and festivals, do we eat.

22 haśdki kuri kuṭid, hídó gośemi: jamaśdám

haśd-ki kuri kuṭi-ḏ hídó gośemi: jama-ɾ-ḏ-ām
dem.dst-gen ritual altar-nom here everyone gather-dtr-prs-1pl
For that ritual altar, everyone gathers here.

dem.prx-ep place and worship place
ha: aśdivasī lokaś: hāvd-n-ar: hā:r hém
dem.dst tribal people say-prs-3pl and 1pl
pahāśya lokaś: hīd-en hā:vro hi kuṭid
pahariya people this-acc and dem.prx ritual
kuṭid haṃ-ḏ-ām
altar say-prs-1pl
For the village community this place and the Adivasis call it Guditthana and we Pahariya people call this Kuri Kuti.

24 hínonds hiďno adyaśkam se hém coyśd: moaśdám

hínonds-hi hiď-no adya: k-ām se hém
this much-emp dem.prx-loc worship-rp-1pl emp 1pl
coy-&display moa-da: m
bite-prs-eat-prs-1pl

Only once we worship this much here, do we eat.
This text is a transcription of a story narrated by Chandu Pahariya.

01 mas oro ki katʰa

mas oro ki katʰa
bamboo sapling dat story

The story of bamboo sapling.

02 ortond tehoḷ aran oyoṭ hekiyaḍanu

ortond tehoḷ aran o-yoṭ hek-iy-ad-anu
one mother bamboo-acc cut-inf go-pst-3sg.nm-qot

A mother went to cut bamboo.

03 hani, aran maḍenḍ oṣaḍan

hani ara-n maḍenḍ o-s-aḍ-an
then bamboo-acc many cut-pst-3sg.nm-qot

Then, cut lots off bamboo.

04 maḍenḍ oṣṭunheki, oṣṭunhaḍ, oṣṭunheki hecaḍ

maḍenḍ o-sṭunh-e-k-i o-s-tunh-aḍ, os-tunh-e-k-i
many cut-pst-collect-ep-rp-3sg.nm cut-pst-collect-3sg.nm cut-pst-collect-ep-rp-3sg.nm
hecaḍ
tie-pst-3sg.nm

Having cut and collect lots, cut and collected, having cut and collected, she tied.
The bamboo cannot be lifted carrying the child, the child can't be carried lifting the bamboo.

Then, what to do, I may leave the child and go, so saying she went leaving the child.

Having left, she lifted [the load] and came.

Then, the eagle and vulture went and saw it immediately.
The eagle and vulture kidnapped the child.

Having kidnapped him, they looked after him, looked after him and brought him up

Then, mother and father, I will go to sing, give me a sack.

Then, when asked for the sack, the eagle descended and gave the sack.

Then, that child went to entertain.
14 hani ađentî, tëho bahak adşiya

hani ađentî tëho bahak adşi-a
then thereafter mother near reach-pst-3sg.nm

Then, he reached near his mother.

15 tëhođ korci lag ki hinjrle, korci lag ki

 tëho-d kor-c-i lag-k-i hi-nj-r-le kor-c-i
mother-nom enter-pst-3sg.nm approach-rp-3sg.nm take-pst-dtr-voc enter-pst-3sg.nm
lag-k-i
approach-rp-3sg.nm

Mother: come in and take, come in.

16 korci lagđe, korci lagđe anniđi

 kor-c-i lag-dże kor-c-i lag-dże an-iy-ađ
enter-pst-sim approach-voc enter-pst-sim approach say-pst-3sg.nm

She said, “come in, come in”.

17 korci lagya hani, banđe korţe, muco utîya

 kor-c-i lagya hani banđe kor-ţar-e-k-id
enter-pst-3sg.nm approach-pst-3sg.nm then pull-3sg.nm enter-caus-ep-rp-3sg.nm
muč-iy-a
close-pst-3sg.nm

He came in, then, having tied him, she closed the door
18 cila
d ar  gid
da d, bedi bedi a
d, ek
dam, ca
dan ek
dam od
dki korca
d

cila-d  ar  gid
da-d  bed-i  bed-i  ada-k-id
eagle-nom  and  vulture-nom  search-3sg.nm  search-3sg.nm  reach-rp-3sg.nm
ekdam  ca
da-n  ek
dam  od
d-kk-i  kor-c-a
d
immediately  roof-acc  immediately  break-rp-3sg.nm  enter-pst-3sg.nm

The eagle and vulture reached (the house) looking (for the boy) and immediately entered (the house) by breaking the roof.

19 od
dki korca
d ek
dam, tehokoni bacarna?yar

do
dki  korca
d ekdam  teho-koni  bac-a-r-na-y-ar
break-rp-3sg.nm  enter-pst-3sg.nm  immediately  mother-from  snatch-ep-dtr-recep-pst-3pl.h

Entered breaking the roof and fought with the mother.

20 hani, ed pijtan tehodu jimya
d, arr kuk pijtan cila
d arr gid
da d jimya
d

hani  ed pij
t-an  teho-du  jim-y-a
d, arr  kuk  pijt-an
then  leg  side-acc  mother-nom  get-pst-3sg.nm  and  head  side-acc
cila
d ar ar  gid
da-d  jim-y-a
d
eagle-nom  and  vulture-nom  get-pst-3sg.nm

Then mother got the leg portion and eagle and vulture got the head portion.

21 hani, tehod akle man
da
d arki
d aro cila
d arr gid
da
d mendad

hani  tehod  man
da
d ar  aro  cila
d arr gid
da
d
then  mother-nom  bury-caus-3sg.nm  and  eagle-nom  and  vulture-nom
mendad
burn-caus-3sg.nm

Then, the mother buried while the vulture and the eagle burnt him.
22 mendōku, ahalkid olha olha okiya

men-dōku ahal-k-id olh-a-olh-a ok-iy-a
burn-be open mouth-rp-3sg.nm cry-cp cry-cp sit-pst-3sg.nm

Having burnt, he opened his mouth and sat crying.

23 hani, kukki međođ tehkid, toronu đabuhrad

hani kukki međođ teakiđ, toro-nu đabuhrad
then head-gen brain-nom burst-rp-3sg.nm mouth-loc fall-pass-3sg.nm

Then, the brain in the head burst and fell in the mouth

24 hani, moukid, ino kajak maja đeka moui

hani moukid ino kajak maja đeka moui
then eat-rp-3sg.nm more lot pleasure give-rp-3sg.nm eat-3sg.nm

Then, when he ate it, it gave him great pleasure eating it.

25 hankid ađenti: se namkin man makan moui

han-k-id ađenti: se namkin man makan mou-i
say-rp-3sg.nm thereafter emp our animal flesh eat-3sg.nm

From then, it eats our flesh.

26 katbađ identih i hongra

katbađ id-enti-hi hong-r-a
story-nom here-abl-emp end-dtr-3sg.nm

The story ends here.
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